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1. Introduction

What is the Core Strategy?

Preparing the Core Strategy

1.1 The Core Strategy is a key planning document
for Blackpool. It sets out where new development
for example housing, employment, retail and leisure
should be located to meet Blackpool’s future needs to
2027. The Strategy also identifies which areas within
Blackpool will be regenerated, protected or enhanced;
and sets out key development principles, such as
design and affordable housing.

1.4 Before the Core Strategy is published, there are
a number of stages we must follow (figure 1). Each
stage presents an opportunity for the community and
other stakeholders to be involved in choosing the right
planning policies for Blackpool.

1.2 The Core Strategy will be used to determine
planning applications and priorities for the Borough
over the 15 year plan period (2012-2027).
1.3

In summary, the Core Strategy sets out:

Where we are now: A spatial portrait of Blackpool,
summarising the town’s main social, physical and
economic characteristics and key issues;
Where we would like to be: Vision and objectives
identifying how we want Blackpool to have changed
and developed by 2027; and
How we get there: Spatial strategy, policies and
implementation / monitoring plan to ensure the
right type of development will occur in the right
location to meet Blackpool’s needs.

1.5 To date we have produced an Issues and Options
Paper in June 2008, a Preferred Option in April 2010,
and a New Homes to 2027 report in November 2010
(following a review of housing figures). Each document
was subject to public consultation, and all comments
received can be viewed in a Statement of Consultation
report at www.blackpool.gov.uk/corestrategy
1.6 This document is a Revised Preferred Option
and we are inviting comments on the changes that
have been made since the last consultation in 2010.
1.7 After considering all comments on this Revised
Preferred Option consultation, we will prepare a
Pre-Submission document and invite comments on
‘soundness’1. We will then prepare the Submission
Document, and submit this to the Secretary of State for
the Examination in Public, chaired by an independently
appointed Inspector. The Inspector’s report will inform
the final Core Strategy, which we expect to adopt in 2013.

Figure 1: Blackpool Core Strategy Preparation Stages and Milestones

Figure 1: Blackpool Core Strategy Preparation Stages and Milestones
2008

Issues and Options, June 2008

2010

Preferred Option, April 2010

Sustainability
Appraisal

New Homes to 2027, November 2010

2012

Consultation &
Engagement

Revised Preferred Option, May 2012
Pre‐Submission, winter 2012

2013

Submission, spring 2013
Examination summer 2013 followed by
Inspector’s Report and formal Adoption

A Core Strategy must meet the tests of ‘soundness’ before it can
be adopted. This means that it is positively prepared, justified, effective and consistent with national policy.
1
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1. Introduction

Changes to the Revised Preferred Option

Supporting Documents

1.8 The need for changes since the ‘Preferred
Option’ and ‘New Homes to 2027’ reports were
published in 2010 has arisen from the following:

1.11 A number of supporting documents have
informed the preparation of the Core Strategy:

■■ Responding to representations received to the May
2010 and November 2010 consultations;
■■ Introduction of the localism agenda, including the
Localism Act, pending abolition of Regional Spatial
Strategies and publication of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF);
■■ New evidence base documents, including the
Blackpool Housing Technical Paper (2012) and
Fylde Coast Retail Study (2011);
■■ A review of Blackpool Council’s priorities as set out
in the ‘Mission, Vision and Priorities’ Statement
(2012).
1.9 Key changes made to the document include a
reduction of the annual housing requirement from
444 dwellings per annum to around 300 dwellings
per annum; and the removal of a strategic housing
allocation on remaining lands at Marton Moss to be
replaced by a neighbourhood planning approach. The
opportunity was also taken to improve the clarity and
understanding of the document including restructuring
the chapters, combining policies to reduce repetition,
articulating the local distinctiveness and applying a
‘plain English’ approach as far as possible bearing in
mind the statutory nature of the document.
1.10 This document is the Council’s Revised Preferred
Option. However, alternative options which were
considered as we developed the Preferred Option
are also included where appropriate, along with an
explanation as to why these have not been chosen.

■■ Sustainability Appraisal (SA) which evaluates the
likely social, economic and environmental effects of
the spatial vision, objectives and policies, including
the cumulative effects. The latest SA Report (May
2012) has been produced for the Revised Preferred
Option and is accompanied by a Non-Technical
Summary. The Councils Response to the SA
recommendations is detailed in a separate paper:
and these have informed this published document
where appropriate. The latest SA produced for the
Revised Preferred Option is subject to the same
six week consultation.
■■ Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) screening
which is required by law to protect European Sites
of Biological Importance in the region. The latest
HRA Report (May 2012) has been produced for
the Revised Preferred Option and recommended
a strengthening of Part 3 of Policy CS6: Green
Infrastructure to ensure there are no significant
adverse effects likely to occur as a result of
implementing the preferred policies. This Policy has
been amended accordingly.
■■ Background evidence documents which develop
a detailed understanding of key issues and
characteristics of Blackpool and the Fylde Coast,
and inform and justify the preferred strategy and
policies2.
■■ Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which identifies
the infrastructure required to support the delivery
of the Core Strategy.
1.12 All supporting documents can be viewed on the
Council’s website (with the exception of the IDP which
will be prepared for the Pre-Submission stage):
www.blackpool.gov.uk/corestrategy

2

A list of evidence base documents is provided in Appendix A.
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1. Introduction

Blackpool’s Planning Policy Framework
1.13 The Core Strategy is the key document in the
Blackpool Local Plan, which will eventually replace
the current Blackpool Local Plan adopted in 2006.
In addition to the Core Strategy, the Blackpool Local
Plan will consist of a number of documents. It is the
Council’s intention to produce:
■■ A Site Allocations and Development Management
document which will allocate sites for
development, safeguarding or protection, and
include development management policies to
guide appropriate development.
■■ Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) which
will support and amplify policies in the Core
Strategy or Site Allocations and Development
Management document. Some SPDs have already
been adopted; these are detailed on the Council’s
website.

1.16 The North West Regional Spatial Strategy
(NWRSS) is the final component of Blackpool’s planning
policy framework (figure 2). The intention was that
regional spatial strategies, which include regional
housing targets, would be abolished in April 2012
with the introduction of the Localism Act. However,
the current position in May 2012 is that they remain,
although they are due to be abolished soon.
1.17 Whilst the Blackpool Local Transport Plan and
Sustainable Community Strategy do not form part
of Blackpool’s planning policy framework they have
informed preparation of the Core Strategy.

Figure 2: Blackpool’s Planning Policy Framework

1.14 Until the Site Allocations and Development
Management document is produced, a number of
development management policies set out in the
current Blackpool Local Plan (2006) will continue to
be “saved” and considered alongside Core Strategy
policies when determining planning applications.
Appendix B to this document details Local Plan policies
which will continue to be “saved” for the time being,
and policies which will be cancelled when the Core
Strategy is adopted.
1.15 Alongside the Blackpool Local Plan, Lancashire
County Council and the two Unitary Authorities of
Blackpool and Blackburn with Darwen have prepared a
joint Lancashire Minerals and Waste Framework, which
consists of a number of minerals and waste documents.
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Blackpool Local Plan
Blackpool Core Strategy
Site Allocations & Development Management
Supplementary Planning Documents
Lancashire Minerals and Waste Framework
Blackpool Local Plan (Adopted 2006)
(Eventually replaced by the new Local Plan)
North West Regional Spatial Strategy
(Expected to be abolished in 2012)

1. Introduction

Wider Policy and Strategy Context
1.18 The Core Strategy conforms to the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)3, as well as
the NWRSS with regards to the focus on tourism
regeneration with supporting housing and economic
growth for Blackpool and the Fylde Coast. In response
to the proposed abolition of regional housing targets
the Core Strategy no longer proposes the NWRSS
housing requirement of 444 dwellings per annum;
instead a local housing figure is proposed based on
supporting evidence.

1.21 Looking beyond the sub-region, Blackpool
lies within the Lancashire City Region. In April 2011
the Lancashire Enterprise Partnership (LEP) was
established, to provide strategic leadership for directing
economic growth and priorities across the county.
Blackpool will work with the LEP as part of the duty to
co-operate.

1.19 The consequence of abolishing regional
spatial strategies means that local authorities will
be responsible for their own strategic planning.
To ensure sensible strategic planning across local
authority boundaries, the Government has introduced
a ‘duty to co-operate’ requiring councils to work with
neighbouring authorities and other bodies including
Local Enterprise Partnerships.
1.20 Blackpool lies within the Fylde Coast Sub-Region,
along with Fylde and Wyre (two-tier area covered by
Lancashire County Council and the Borough Councils of
Fylde and Wyre). The sub-region demonstrates a high
level of self containment in terms of housing markets,
travel to work patterns and economic functionality;
and the Fylde Coast authorities have been working
together on strategic planning issues for many years4.
It is important to continue to address cross-boundary
issues in a collaborative way, by ensuring Blackpool’s
Core Strategy aligns with the policy framework of
neighbouring authorities, and cooperating with them
on strategic planning issues as required by the ‘duty to
co-operate’.

http://www.communities.gov.uk/planningandbuilding/planningsystem/planningpolicy/planningpolicyframework/
4
For example establishment of the Multi Area Agreement in 2009,
the Blackpool, Fylde & Wyre Economic Development Company in
2010 (rebranded the Blackpool Bay Area Company in 2011) and the
drafting of Fylde Coast housing, economy and cultural strategies.
3
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Chapter 2
Contents:
Spatial Portrait
• Overview
• Blackpool’s People
• Blackpool’s Economy
• Blackpool’s Housing and Neighbourhoods
• Blackpool’s Environment
• Blackpool’s Transport
• Summary of Overarching Issues

View of the Blackpool urban area from Blackpool Tower
(Photo - Pippa Greenway)
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2. A Spatial Portrait of Blackpool

Overview
2.1 Blackpool is England’s largest and most popular
seaside resort attracting more than 10million visitors
a year. It is also the main retail, public administration,
cultural and service centre for the Fylde Coast,
supporting an estimated population of 333,000 and a
workforce of around 140,000.
2.2 Located in the North West of England and on
the Fylde Coast Peninsula, Blackpool covers an area
of around 35km², with 11.2km (7miles) of seafront.
Intensely urban and compact in form, it is characterised
at its heart by the Resort Core, an area of some 5km²,
and the adjoining Town Centre. Elsewhere, Blackpool
is predominantly residential in character, largely built
up to its boundaries, with the few remaining areas of
open land located in the south and east of the town.
The predominantly rural areas of Wyre and Fylde are
located on the northern / eastern edge and eastern /
southern edge of the Borough boundary respectively.

2.5 Whilst Blackpool remains at the heart of the
UK tourism and visitor economy, it has experienced
a significant decline in visitor numbers from the
1980s onwards; a consequence of growing affluence,
enhanced consumer choice and the perceived
obsolescence of the town’s visitor offer. Three decades
of resort decline has led to an underperforming
economy and high levels of deprivation.

2.3 For a coastal town, Blackpool has good strategic
transport links. This includes good connections to
the national road and rail networks, and Blackpool
International Airport which is located on Blackpool’s
southern boundary in Fylde.
2.4 The town is built on tourism, where British
holiday makers from all classes of society flocked to
the resort for pleasure, fun and entertainment. It
grew rapidly at the turn of the 20th century after the
arrival of the railway line with a period of phenomenal
development leaving a legacy of high quality late
Victorian architecture, including the iconic Blackpool
Tower, Piers and Promenade. Successive decades
saw the introduction of the Winter Gardens, Pleasure
Beach and Golden Mile, along with dense holiday
guest houses and small hotels in a grid-iron pattern
of terraced streets behind the seafront. In its heyday
Blackpool attracted around 17 million visitors each
year, supported more than 100,000 holiday bed spaces
and was the largest holiday destination in the UK.
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2. A Spatial Portrait of Blackpool

Figure 3: North West Region

Figure 4: Fylde Coast Sub-Region
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Figure 5: Blackpool Borough
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Reproduced from Ordnance Survey mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Staionery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised
reporduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Blackpool Borough Council Licence No. 100019178. 2012.
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2. A Spatial Portrait of Blackpool

Blackpool’s People
2.6 Blackpool has a resident population of around
140,000. It is the most densely populated Borough in
the North West and the fourth most densely populated
Borough in England and Wales outside Greater
London5. The population is heavily concentrated in
Blackpool’s inner area, which is intensely compact.
2.7 By 2027, Blackpool’s population is projected
to have grown by 3,700 (2.6%), and the number of
households is projected to have grown by 6,000 (9.5%).
This growth is largely as a result of general trends
towards smaller household sizes.

For example, men in the least deprived areas can
expect to live 13.5 years longer than men in the most
deprived areas, and for women this difference is 8.5
years. Health priorities in Blackpool include alcohol
and drug misuse, smoking and obesity6. A high
percentage of working-age residents claim Incapacity
Benefit (12.8%), which is almost double the national
average (6.6%).
Figure 6: Deprivation Levels in Blackpool
Insert image in column below
Anchorsholme
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2.8 Blackpool suffers from acute levels of highly
concentrated deprivation, which appears to be
worsening. It is estimated 9,000 children in Blackpool
live in poverty. The 2010 Indices of Deprivation ranked
Blackpool as the 6th most deprived local authority area
in the country; and almost one third of the town is
now amongst the 10% most deprived areas nationally.
Figure 6 illustrates that the highest concentration of
deprivation is within Blackpool’s inner areas.
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2. A Spatial Portrait of Blackpool

Blackpool’s Economy
2.11 Blackpool has a workforce of around 64,000
people with an economy that is underpinned by
tourism and the service sector. Jobs are generally low
skill and low wage and small businesses predominate.
Blackpool also benefits from a high proportion of public
sector employment. Whilst there is no tradition of
heavy industry, the town’s small manufacturing sector
includes local specialism in food and drink, and plastics.

has improved the quality of the resort offer and the
urban environment; and there has been an upturn
in visitor numbers to 13.2million people in 2010/11,
of which 2.6million were staying visitors. However,
Blackpool still has some way to go in providing a high
quality resort offer which appeals to a 21st century
tourist market and supports a sustainable visitor
economy.

2.12 As Blackpool experienced three decades of
decline in the visitor economy, private investment
stalled, jobs were lost and residents faced limited
employment prospects. The population shrank as
people looked elsewhere for work and social problems
became deeply entrenched in parts of the town.
Subsequently, between 1995 and 2008 Blackpool’s
economy grew at under half the rate of England, with
Gross Value Added (GVA) per head 33% below the
national average7. Blackpool’s unemployment rate of
9.5% is higher than the regional (7.8%) and national
(7.6%) figure, and a reliance on the tourism industry
means there is high seasonal unemployment8.

2.15 Blackpool Town Centre is the main retail and
cultural centre for the Fylde Coast. It employs over
6,000 people and generates a retail turnover of around
£300million per annum. However, the town centre
is under performing as a sub-regional retail centre.
To prevent further decline it must claw back current
leakage from its Fylde Coast catchment.

2.13 Blackpool’s economy is therefore underperforming relative to the national level. That said,
Blackpool is not an economy in isolation and the wider
Fylde Coast Sub-Region area provides an important
resource for Blackpool, especially for higher value
economic activity with major employers in aerospace,
chemical, nuclear processing and port industries.

2.16 Office development is heavily out-of-centre
based, although recent investment in Blackpool’s
Central Business District will help to improve
the quantity and quality of town centre office
accommodation to help address this imbalance. Most
employment estates have developed towards the edge
of the Borough, including the newest business parks in
the north and south. A number of other key services
are also located towards the edge of the Borough,
including Blackpool Victoria Hospital and Blackpool &
the Fylde College.

2.14 In recent years there have been positive signs
that Blackpool is beginning to revitalise the visitor
economy and attract a new generation of families
and visitors. Significant new public sector investment

Economic growth is measured by the gross value – of goods and
services – added (GVA) to the economy
8
Source: ONS population survey mid year estimates 2010
7
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2. A Spatial Portrait of Blackpool

Blackpool’s Housing and Neighbourhoods
2.17 Blackpool has a unique and extreme set of
housing challenges rooted in the town’s changing
fortunes as the UK’s largest seaside holiday resort. The
decline in overnight visitors to the resort has resulted
in a significant number of guest houses seeking
alternative income through converting and sub-dividing
their properties to permanent residential use.
2.18 Whilst new dwellings resulting from conversion
and subdivision are an important source of additional
housing, in the inner areas of Blackpool the result of
this is an extremely dysfunctional and unbalanced
housing supply. There is a significant oversupply of
small, poor quality bedsits and flats or Houses in
Multiple Occupation (HMO) and the building stock is
poor quality and in need of investment and renewal.
Over half of the housing stock in the inner areas is in
the private rented sector, housing a high percentage
of people on housing benefit9. The accommodation is
unsuitable for families and undesirable to anyone who
can afford to choose better.
2.19 The attractiveness of Blackpool as a destination
for low income and vulnerable households creates
a steady demand for this type of accommodation,
and the high number of properties involved and their
concentration within certain areas has a negative effect
on forming stable and cohesive communities. The high
levels of crime, anti-social behaviour, worklessness and
low educational attainment coupled with significant
transience means the inner areas of Blackpool present
one of the most testing social and economic challenges
in the country.

2.20 In contrast, outside of the inner areas the
housing stock is generally of good standard, comprising
predominantly semi-detached and terraced housing,
providing choice for higher income households
although limited options for people on lower incomes.
Over the last decade median house prices have risen
to between four and five times median household
income, meaning affordability is a serious issue for
many households who aspire to a better standard of
living.
2.21 Outside of the inner areas there are four main
council housing areas in Blackpool at Grange Park
and Queens Park (in the east of the town), Kincraig
(in the north of the town) and Mereside (in the
south-east of the town). Social housing provision in
Blackpool is lower than national levels due to the high
proportion of private rented stock. Social housing is
also predominantly one-bed flats and there is a need to
improve the mix and introduce more family housing.
2.22 The result is Blackpool has an oversupply of
one-person accommodation, which accounts for almost
37% of households, limited choice of family housing
and a significant demand for good quality, affordable
housing across the Borough.

The figure for people living in private rented accommodation on
housing benefit is 63% across Blackpool, which compares with 20%
nationally.
9
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2. A Spatial Portrait of Blackpool

Blackpool’s Environment
2.23 Blackpool remains synonymous with seaside fun
and entertainment, with a rich social and built heritage
which continues to maintain a national profile, including
the iconic Blackpool Tower, Winter Gardens, Pleasure
Beach, and the Piers. Despite the strong collection
of entertainment buildings, the number of statutorily
listed buildings in Blackpool (38) is below average when
compared to similar sized towns nationally, and the
number of conservation areas (2) is the lowest overall
in the North West, underlying the perception that
Blackpool has a poor quality urban environment.
2.24 Approximately 80% of Blackpool’s urban area is
developed. With the exception of the Promenade and
beach, there is limited open space particularly in the
intensively built up inner area, where some wards have
the lowest level of provision in the UK. The Promenade is
a key tourism asset and provides an important recreation
space. It has recently undergone a multi-million pound
programme of investment to reconstruct damaged sea
defences, improve the public realm, create new event
space and improve pedestrian access to the beach. The
beach is also a key visitor asset, although in the past,
sections of Blackpool’s coastline have failed to meet
the minimum mandatory standards for bathing waters.
Ongoing improvements to the treatment of waste water
are essential to improve the quality of Blackpool’s bathing
water and maintain the standards required.
2.25 Beyond the built-up area, undeveloped open land
in the east of the town is made up of protected public
open space, sites of nature conservation value, Green
Belt and Countryside Areas. Blackpool’s intensely built-up
urban area means much of this open land has important
landscape, nature conservation and environmental value.
2.26 A quarter of the town’s open space is provided
in and around Stanley Park, which is one of the largest
parks of its kind in the country and has Grade II status
(as a historically important garden) on the National
Register of Historic Parks and Gardens. It provides a

range of recreational facilities within an extensive area
of green space east of the town centre. Blackpool has
eight other principal parks, numerous playing fields and
other small recreation grounds distributed across the
Borough, providing important recreational, sports and
visual amenity benefits for local communities.
2.27 Marton Mere is located on the eastern edge
of the town and is one of the few remaining natural
freshwater sites in Lancashire covering an area of 39
hectares. The water area of the Mere itself covers 18
hectares. The reserve is of importance to the NorthWest and Fylde-Coast wildlife, and as such it is a
statutorily designated Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI). It is also designated as a Local Nature Reserve.
2.28 Blackpool has a number of Biological Heritage
Sites derived from a County-wide project undertaken
by officers of Natural England, the Lancashire Wildlife
Trust and Lancashire County Council, which identified a
network of key wildlife sites across Lancashire. Within
Blackpool nearly all of these sites are within lands
allocated to remain open; with many being ponds
located on the town’s eastern boundary.
2.29 The Borough has two areas of Green Belt
comprising lands between Blackpool and Carleton on
the north-east edge of the town, and lands between
Blackpool and St Annes on the southern edge of the
town. Blackpool also has two designated Countryside
Areas comprising lands at Marton Moss and lands
between Newton Hall and Preston New Road.
2.30 The designation of Countryside Areas in
conjunction with the Green Belt defines the limit
of urban development and provides much needed
amenity and open space. These lands within Blackpool
form part of a larger area of adjoining Green Belt and
open countryside within neighbouring Fylde and Wyre,
to provide an important physical gap between the
three authorities settlements.
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Figure 7: Blackpool’s Existing Green Infrastructure
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Reproduced from Ordnance Survey mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised
reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Blackpool Borough Council Licence No. 100019178. 2012.
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2. A Spatial Portrait of Blackpool

Blackpool’s Transport
2.31 The M55 motorway provides Blackpool with a
strategic link to the wider national motorway network
leading directly onto Yeadon Way / Seasiders Way,
which is a key visitor route providing direct access to
the town centre and resort. Other key routes into
Blackpool include the Promenade (A584), Talbot Road
(A586), Preston New Road (A583) and Progress Way /
Squires Gate Lane (A5230).

2.35 Good public transport and cycle links are
important for Blackpool residents as around 37% have
no access to a car. Whilst there are good transport
connections within Blackpool and connecting Blackpool
to the Fylde Coast, Lancashire and beyond, there
is a need for these networks to be more integrated
to provide easy access to jobs, local services and
community facilities.

2.32 Blackpool has two terminus railway stations;
Blackpool North in the town centre and Blackpool
South at the southern end of the resort core. There
are smaller stations at Layton (Blackpool north line)
and the Pleasure Beach (south line). Both lines connect
Blackpool with the national rail network via Preston.

2.36 Blackpool Airport is located on the edge of
Blackpool’s southern boundary in Fylde. It operates
regular scheduled and charter flights throughout the
UK and to a number of European destinations. It
provides economic opportunities for attracting new
investment into the area and enabling indigenous
business to create trade links on a national and
international basis.

2.33 The Blackpool to Fleetwood tramway is a key
public transport asset to the Fylde Coast and forms a
key tourist attraction. The line runs for 11 miles along
the Coast from Starr Gate in the south to Fleetwood
in the north and carries millions of passengers every
year. Recent investment in excess of £100million has
introduced new trams in 2012 with new supporting
infrastructure. This upgrade provides faster journey
times and a high quality transport facility fit for the
21st century. The town is also well-served by a high
frequency bus network.
2.34 Blackpool was awarded ‘Cycling Town’ status
in 2008. It has implemented a programme of new
cycling routes, facilities and events for both residents
and visitors. Four ‘Explorer Routes’ are designed to
help cyclists travel through Blackpool between the
Promenade and undeveloped open land in the east of
the town.
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Figure 8: Blackpool’s Transport Infrastructure
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2. A Spatial Portrait of Blackpool

Summary of Overarching Issues
2.37 From this spatial portrait, it is clear that there are
a number of priority issues for Blackpool which need
to be addressed by the Core Strategy. These can be
summarised as follows:
■■ Blackpool Borough is intensely urban and compact,
largely built up to its boundaries. Blackpool’s inner
areas are densely populated and experience a high
concentration of acute deprivation levels, leading
to extreme health, social and economic inequalities
between the richest members of society and the
poorest.
■■ The local economy is underpinned by the tourism
and service sector, with jobs being generally low
skill and low wage leading to lower productivity
and a seasonal based economy. The proportion
of Blackpool’s population of working age is low,
and unemployment levels are high. Low levels
of educational attainment and skills have lead
to exclusion from the job market and businesses
unwilling to invest due to an unskilled workforce,
though recent studies show skill levels are
improving.
■■ Despite significant resort investment and an upturn
in visitor numbers in recent years, Blackpool still
has some way to go in overturning three decades
of decline in the tourism industry and providing a
high quality resort offer which appeals to a 21st
century tourist market and supports a sustainable
visitor economy.
■■ Blackpool Town Centre is the main retail and
service centre on the Fylde Coast; however it is
underperforming as a sub-regional centre and
failing to attract Fylde Coast residents who are
drawn to competing centres and out-of-centre
retail parks.

■■ Blackpool has an unbalanced housing market,
characterised by an oversupply of poor quality
one-person accommodation, limited choice of
family housing particularly in the inner area, and
a shortage of good quality affordable housing
across the Borough. The concentration of small,
poor quality housing in the inner areas attracts
low income and vulnerable households, leading
to high levels of crime, anti-social behaviour and
unstable, fragmented communities with high levels
of transience.
■■ Blackpool has key iconic resort buildings and
structures culturally rich in heritage and high
quality public realm in key areas of the town centre
and resort core, although these are contrasted with
a generally poor quality built environment across
the urban area.
■■ Blackpool’s intensely built-up urban area provides
limited open space, in particular within the inner
areas. This means much of the open land in the
east of the town has important landscape, nature
conservation and amenity value. Designated
Green Belt and Countryside Areas on the edge of
Blackpool define the limit of urban development
to retain separation between Blackpool, Fylde and
Wyre. Any change in these areas will need to be
managed in a positive way to balance the need for
new development with environmental and climate
change issues.
■■ Despite Blackpool’s coastal location, it has good
strategic transport links connecting Blackpool to
the Fylde Coast, North-West and beyond. It also
provides good public transport facilities and cycle
links, though there is a need for these networks to
be more integrated to provide easy access to jobs,
local services and community facilities.
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Blackpool’s intensely built up urban area

Blackpool’s regenerated seafront

Housing intervention area prior to regeneration
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South Promenade and the Glitterball
(Photo - www.visitblackpool.com)
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3. Spatial Vision and Objectives

Spatial Vision
3.1 A Spatial Vision for where Blackpool aspires to be by 2027 is set out opposite. This vision responds to key
issues and characteristics summarised in Chapter 2.
Image: TonyWorrell
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3. Spatial Vision and Objectives

A Vision for Blackpool
In 2027 Blackpool has built upon its status as Britain’s favourite seaside resort to become renowned
for the quality and innovation of its culture, entertainment and business tourism offer. Blackpool is
the principle centre for business, culture and education on the Fylde Coast with the town centre firmly
established as the sub-regional centre for retail.
The resort core offers a high quality visitor experience attracting new audiences and creating new
reasons to visit Blackpool year-round. The Promenade is revitalised, with quality development providing
excellent attractions and accommodation, and public realm enhancements supporting an exciting cultural
programme of events and festivals. Blackpool Town Centre is thriving at the heart of the resort core and
provides an important sub-regional retail, cultural and business centre for Fylde Coast residents. The town
centre offers a high quality shopping, leisure and entertainment experience throughout the day and into
the evening centred on key assets including the Tower and Winter Gardens. Attractive streets and spaces
host events and activities and provide strong links to the beach.
As the main economic centre of the Fylde Coast, Blackpool has a diverse and prosperous economy with
a thriving culture of enterprise and entrepreneurship. It retains a strong educational offer supporting a
skilled and educated workforce encouraging aspiration and ambition. A sustainable integrated transport
system supports a competitive Fylde Coast economy with safe and convenient access to jobs and services,
and provides visitors with a positive resort experience.
Blackpool has created a more equal society with sustainable communities having fair access to quality jobs,
housing, shopping, health, education, open space, sport and recreation. The housing stock has significantly
improved with a range of new, high quality homes in attractive neighbourhoods attracting new residents
who aspire to live by the sea. South Blackpool makes an important contribution to rebalancing the housing
market and growing the Fylde Coast economy by providing improved choice in quality homes and jobs in
sustainable locations to meet community needs and support regeneration.
To complement the quality of the urban environment, Blackpool’s natural environment consists of an
accessible network of quality green open spaces, coast and countryside, which have been protected and
enhanced for people to enjoy and to sustain a rich biodiversity. Promoting sustainable development has
been integral to transforming Blackpool and addressing climate change issues. A strong sense of civic pride
pervades the town.
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Objectives
3.2 The spatial vision is underpinned by four goals. Each goal is supported by a number of strategic objectives.
The aim is to achieve these objectives through the implementation of Core Strategy policies. The cross linkages
between the objectives and policies are illustrated in Appendix C of this document.

GOAL 1: Sustainable regeneration,
diversification and growth

GOAL 2: Strengthen community wellbeing
to create sustainable communities and
reduce inequalities in Blackpool’s most
deprived areas

Our key objectives are to:

Our key objectives are to:

1. Ensure a balanced approach to regeneration
and growth with sustainable development
which meets the needs of Blackpool’s people
now and into the future

8. Develop sustainable and safer neighbourhoods
that are socially cohesive and well connected to
jobs, shops, local community services including
health and education, culture and leisure
facilities

2. Support new housing provision to deliver a
choice of quality homes across the Borough for
new and existing residents
3. Strengthen the local economy through
sustainable investment in new enterprise,
entrepreneurship and business start-ups,
creating better paid jobs and a wider choice of
employment
4. Enable easier and sustainable journeys within
Blackpool and the Fylde Coast by integrating
transport systems and promoting sustainable
modes of travel
5. Create well-designed places for people to enjoy
with high quality buildings, streets and spaces,
whilst conserving and enhancing Blackpool’s
rich heritage and natural environment
6. Address climate change issues by managing
flood risk, protecting water quality, reducing
energy use and encouraging renewable energy
sources
7. Ensure there is sufficient and appropriate
infrastructure to meet future needs

9. Achieve housing densities that respect the local
surroundings whilst making efficient use of
land, ensure new homes are of a high quality
design, and require a mix of house types, sizes
and tenures suitable to the location to rebalance the housing market
10. Meet residents’ needs for affordable housing
to provide people with a choice of homes they
can afford in places they want to live
11. Improve the health and wellbeing of
Blackpool’s residents and reduce health
inequalities in Blackpool’s inner areas by
maintaining good access to health care and
encouraging healthy active lifestyles through
access to open spaces, the coast, countryside,
sport and recreation facilities
12. Increase access to quality education facilities to
improve educational achievement and skills
13. Guide the provision of accommodation for
Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
in appropriate locations where there is an
identified need
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GOAL 3: Regeneration of the town centre,
resort core and inner areas to address
economic, social and physical decline

GOAL 4: Supporting growth and
enhancement in South Blackpool to meet
future housing and employment needs for
Blackpool and the Fylde Coast

Our key objectives are to:

Our key objectives are to:

14. Sustain a high quality, year-round visitor offer
by growing and promoting our tourism, arts,
heritage and cultural offer including new
high quality attractions, accommodation
and conferencing facilities and an exciting
programme of national events and festivals

17. Support economic growth at the Blackpool
Airport Corridor and on lands close to Junction
4 of the M55

15. Secure investment in retail, leisure and other
town centre uses in Blackpool Town Centre to
strengthen the offer with high quality shopping,
restaurants, leisure, entertainment and offices,
making the town centre the first choice
shopping destination for Fylde Coast residents
and an attractive place to visit and do business
16. Establish balanced and stable communities
in the inner areas with sustainable housing
regeneration and new landmark residential
development which improves housing quality
and choice

18. Link the delivery of new housing development
in South Blackpool with resort regeneration
to create more sustainable housing markets,
including New Homes Bonus and commuted
sum payments
19. Provide a complementary housing offer
between new homes in South Blackpool
and those delivered through regeneration in
the inner areas to avoid competition within
Blackpool’s housing market
20. Balance the requirement for new development
in South Blackpool whilst recognising the
distinctive character of remaining lands on
Marton Moss
21. Enable the necessary infrastructure to integrate
new sustainable development with their
surroundings, providing choice and convenient
access to employment, services and community
facilities
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Sustainable Development
3.3 The principle of sustainable development
cross-cuts each of the four goals and objectives and is
integral to transforming Blackpool (figure 9). It is the
core principle underpinning planning across the UK.
Figure 9: Sustainable Development is crosscutting
each of the four goals which underpin the Core
Strategy Vision
Vision for Blackpool

Sustainable Development

3.5 Sustainable development in Blackpool means
pursuing solutions which effectively balance economic,
social and environmental gain and consider short,
medium and long-term effects. This will improve the
quality of the built, natural and historic environment
and people’s quality of life. This balanced approach
is especially relevant for Blackpool, which is highly
urbanised with limited green infrastructure, is
geographically constrained, has an under-performing
economy, and is the sixth most deprived local authority
in England with a significant number of vulnerable
people.

Goal 1: Sustainable Regeneration,
Diversification and Growth

Goal 2: Sustainable Communities

Goal 3: Regeneration of the town
centre, resort core and inner areas

Goal 4: Supporting growth and
enhancement in South Blackpool

3.6 Where appropriate, Sustainability Assessments
will be required to support development to
demonstrate that full consideration has been given
towards the environmental, social and economic
impacts and benefits of any scheme. Applications
should demonstrate the provision of short, medium
and long-term benefits to all members of the
community and the surrounding area.

Objectives
Policies

Objectives
Policies

Objectives
Policies

Objectives
Policies

3.4 At the heart of sustainable development is the
idea of ensuring a better quality of life for everyone,
now and for future generations. There are three
dimensions to sustainable development: - economic,
social and environmental, which are interlinked,
mutually dependent and of equal importance.
Therefore, to achieve sustainable development,
economic, social and environmental gains should be
sought jointly and simultaneously.

3.7 Blackpool has the opportunity to successfully
deliver sustainable development and create sustainable
communities through the ambition for regeneration,
diversification and growth within the Borough. Every
objective and policy within the Core Strategy has
been developed to ensure that each contributes to
achieving this, ensuring the right type of development
in the most sustainable locations, and promoting
urban development patterns that enable sustainable
living. To ensure the Core Strategy meets the demands
for sustainable development and communities, the
document has been critically evaluated by a sustainable
appraisal process.
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Presumption in favour of sustainable
development
3.8 Paragraph 15 of the NPPF requires Local Plans to
be ‘based upon and reflect the presumption in favour
of sustainable development with clear policies that will
guide how this will be applied locally’. Local Authorities
are required to include a suitable policy that highlights
the presumption in favour of sustainable development.
The Planning Inspectorate has provided a model policy
which is set out oppsite.

NPPF Image
National Planning Policy Framework

File name: (03 NPPF Imag

www.communities.gov.uk

community, opportunity, prosperity

Policy NPPF1: Sustainable Development
When considering development proposals
the Council will take a positive approach that
reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable
development contained in the National Planning
Policy Framework. It will always work pro-actively
with applicants jointly to find solutions which mean
that proposals can be approved wherever possible,
and to secure development that improves the
economic, social and environmental conditions in
the area.
Planning applications that accord with the policies
in this Local Plan (and, where relevant, with
policies in neighbourhood plans) will be approved
without delay, unless material considerations
indicate otherwise.
Where there are no policies relevant to the
application or relevant policies are out of date
at the time of making the decision then the
Council will grant permission unless material
considerations indicate otherwise - taking into
account whether:
■

Any adverse impacts of granting permission
would significantly and demonstratably
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against
the policies in the National Planning Policy
Framework taken as a whole; or

■

Specific policies in that Framework indicate
that development should be restricted.
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Blackpool Tower from the Promenade
(Photo - Blackpool Council)
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4.1 The Key Diagram includes the broad locations that will be the main strategic focus for development,
investment and growth in Blackpool over the 15 year plan period.

Figure 10: Key Diagram
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Strategic Location of Development
4.2 The Core Strategy Spatial Vision and the four
overarching goals which underpin this vision support
a dual strategy focus on Regeneration and Supporting
Growth to deliver the change required and to meet
the needs of Blackpool’s people now and in the
future. This is illustrated in Figure 10: Key Diagram
and defined in Policy CS1. Chapters 7 and 8 of the
Core Strategy provide further detail of this dual
strategy focus.
Policy CS1: Strategic Location of Development
1. To deliver the Core Strategy vision the
overarching spatial focus for Blackpool is
regeneration and supporting growth.
2. Blackpool’s future growth, development and
investment will be focused on Inner Area
Regeneration, comprising:
a. Blackpool Town Centre, including the three
strategic sites of Central Business District,
Winter Gardens and Leisure Quarter
b. The Resort Core, containing the main resort
attractions and facilities, Promenade, major
points of arrival and the majority of holiday
accommodation
c. Neighbourhoods within the inner areas,
including mixed holiday and residential
neighbourhoods adjacent to the seafront, and
predominately residential neighbourhoods on
the edge of the inner areas.
3. Supporting growth in South Blackpool will be
promoted to help meet wider housing and
employment needs, whilst recognising the
important character of remaining lands at
Marton Moss, identified as a strategic site.

4.3 Regeneration within Blackpool Town Centre, the
Resort Core and neighbourhoods within the inner areas
is crucial to strengthening the economy, balancing
the housing market and targeting investment to
address decline and deprivation. A regeneration focus
marries opportunity with need, so that those areas
most in need of regeneration can benefit from the
new investment that accompanies development and
growth. It also looks to ensure that growth takes place
in the most sustainable locations.
4.4 Due to Blackpool’s urban area being intensely
developed, sustainable locations in South Blackpool
also have an important role to play in helping to
meet Blackpool’s housing and economic growth
requirements. This development must be achieved in
the most sustainable way so as to protect and, where
appropriate, enhance the important character of open
lands in this area.
4.5 The level of regeneration and growth that will
occur within these locations by 2027 is set out in
subsequent Core Strategy policies. These policies
balance the need to plan for growth in line with the
Government’s growth agenda against Blackpool’s
geographical constraints in terms of the tightly drawn
authority boundary and limited available land supply.

Inner Area Regeneration
4.6 Blackpool Town Centre has a pivotal role to play
in driving the local economy and providing 300,000
Fylde Coast residents with a thriving sub-regional
centre which meets their needs in terms of retail,
services, business, cultural and leisure activities. It is a
key part of the resort, containing the iconic landmarks
of Blackpool Tower and Winter Gardens and a host of
shops, cafes, restaurants and bars catering for residents
and visitors. However, the town centre’s influence and
status, like the wider resort, has declined and there is
wide recognition that it is under-performing as a subregional centre. The town centre must be a focus for
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future economic growth, development and investment
in order to successfully position it as the first choice
shopping destination for Fylde Coast residents and
an attractive place to visit and do business. Three
strategic sites are identified within Blackpool Town
Centre: - the Central Business District, Winter Gardens
and Leisure Quarter. Development of each of these
sites will help to transform the role and status of
the town centre and the adjoining Resort Core, and
help ensure that the overall Strategy and Vision are
achieved.
4.7 The Resort Core extends 5km along the
seafront (from the Pleasure Beach to North Pier) and
less than 1km inland, connecting to the town centre.
It contains the famous Golden Mile, Promenade,
three Piers, major points of arrival and the majority
of resort attractions and accommodation. Three
decades of decline in visitor numbers and insufficient
investment means large parts of the Resort Core
have become associated with a poor quality lowvalue offer which does not appeal to a 21st century
tourist market. Despite a contraction of holiday
accommodation there remain substantially more bed
spaces than is required to sustain the level of visitors.
Whilst there has been significant public sector resort
investment in recent years and recent figures show
an upturn in visitor numbers, the Resort Core must be
a focus for future tourism and leisure development
and investment. This will support a sustainable
visitor economy and enable Blackpool to become
renowned for the quality and innovation of its culture,
entertainment and tourism offer.
4.8 Many neighbourhoods within Blackpool’s inner
areas are amongst the 10% most deprived areas in
England. Despite these areas benefiting from good
transport links and a seaside location, visitor economy
decline and the attractiveness of Blackpool as a
destination for low income and vulnerable households
has resulted in severe problems caused by a significant
concentration of small, poor quality, privately rented
bedsits or HMOs. This has created an unbalanced

and dysfunctional housing market, with unstable
residential communities experiencing extreme health,
social and economic challenges. It is essential for
these neighbourhoods to be a focus for housing and
community growth, development and investment to
prevent the transition of more failing guest houses
to poor quality residential uses and to rebalance the
housing market and make them attractive places to
live. This focus will help to attract new residents and
create new sustainable communities, complementing
efforts to regenerate the Town Centre and Resort
Core. Policy CS11 defines these neighbourhoods which
are a focus for regeneration, as well as other priority
neighbourhoods beyond the inner areas across the
Borough.

Supporting South Blackpool Growth
4.9 South Blackpool comprises developed
and undeveloped land on the edge of the urban
area within close proximity to strategic transport
connections, including Blackpool Airport and the
M55 motorway. A number of sites (shown on the Key
Diagram) present opportunities to provide improved
choice in quality new jobs and homes in sustainable
locations; helping to strengthen the local economy and
rebalance the local housing market, complementing
inner area regeneration. In wider strategic terms,
Blackpool Council and Fylde Borough Council are
cooperating over the future development of lands on
the Blackpool/Fylde southern boundary to deliver a
sustainable extension to the Blackpool urban area.
This would provide a range of new quality homes and
employment sites to strengthen the Fylde Coast subregional housing and employment markets.
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4.10 Also within South Blackpool lies Marton Moss,
the only major area in the Borough which remains
largely undeveloped. A range of options have been
considered for the future of the Moss, and there is
recognition by residents in the area of some need
for change but that this change should reflect and
embrace as far as possible the open and semi rural
distinctive character and appearance of the Moss.

The focus for this area is to adopt a positive approach
which recognises the character of the Moss as being
integral to the nature of the Borough, whilst embracing
the localism agenda and providing the opportunity for
appropriate enhancement to come forward through a
neighbourhood planning approach.
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Astling Green built to Code 5 Code for Sustainable Homes by Great Places RSL
(Photo - Great Places)
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Housing Provision
5.1 Blackpool has a unique and extreme set
of housing challenges related to its holiday
accommodation decline, its limited range of affordable
housing and its attractiveness as a destination for low
income vulnerable households from across the country.
This dynamic has led to an extremely unbalanced
housing supply within the Borough. Whilst there is a
mix of housing across the town as a whole, housing
choice in many inner area neighbourhoods is very
limited, with an unsustainable concentration of low
income households and predominance of rented
properties. Elsewhere in the Borough, due to rising
house prices, affordability is a serious issue for many
households who aspire to a better standard of living.
5.2 In the last decade there have been no substantial
new large housing sites, with two thirds of Blackpool’s
new housing comprising either conversions or flat
development since 2003. As a result, there is restricted
availability of good quality family housing. Therefore
more economically active households are increasingly
reliant on wider attractive housing choices elsewhere
across the Fylde Coast.
5.3 The Fylde Coast Strategic Housing Market
Assessment and approved Fylde Coast Housing
Strategy, which have informed the Core Strategy, set
out the need for a better balanced and wider range of
housing choices.
5.4 A key aim of the plan is therefore to address
these limitations on choice and provide a wider mix
of new housing, which people can afford, in areas
where people would choose to live; creating more
balanced, sustainable and healthy communities. This
approach reflects the national priority for sustainable
development and the Council’s objective to deliver a
choice of quality homes across the Borough for new
and existing residents, in line with the dual focus on
regeneration and supporting growth.

5.5 Policy CS2 sets out the level of new homes to
be developed in Blackpool between 2012-2027 whilst
other sections within the plan set out policies on:
Sustainable Neighbourhoods; Housing Mix, Density and
Standards; Affordable Housing; Health and Education;
and Gypsy, Travellers and Travelling Show People.
5.6 As detailed in the introduction, the Government
has recently changed the way it wants the planning
system to work. The National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s priorities
for planning for housing in England. The regional tier
of planning is to be abolished including Regional Spatial
Strategies and their associated housing targets. The
consequence of this is that local authorities will be
responsible for determining their own housing targets.
5.7 The implication of this change to the planning
system is that the North West Regional Spatial
Strategy (NWRSS) housing requirement for Blackpool
of 444 dwellings per annum will no longer be a
statutory requirement. NWRSS was prepared prior
to the recession and the housing requirement figures
were based on growth assumptions that were highly
optimistic. The proposed revocation of the NWRSS
and the Coalition Government’s associated localism
agenda will give Blackpool Council the scope to set
a local housing figure based on clear, up-to-date and
robust evidence.
5.8 Key documents informing Blackpool’s housing
requirement include:
■■ The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2008)
■■ Housing Monitoring Reports (2007-11)
■■ Fylde Coast Housing Strategy (2009)
■■ Housing Technical Paper (2012)
■■ Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (2008)
■■ Strategic Housing Land Annual Reviews (2008-2011)
■■ Representations received in response to May 2010
and November 2010 Core Strategy consultations.
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5.9 The most recent household projection forecasts
produced by the Office of National Statistics (ONS) 10 for
Blackpool set out a requirement of 300 dwellings per
annum, which equates to 4,500 additional dwellings
between 2012-2027. This figure reflects the declining
average size of households, fuelled by a growing elderly
population, smaller families and more young people
wanting their own homes, leading to a continuing
increase in demand for new houses that is higher than
the increase in population.
5.10 The impact of migration is an important
consideration in planning our future housing provision.
Blackpool’s pattern of migration is distinct, with a net
outward movement to the adjoining districts of Fylde
and Wyre and a substantial net inward movement
from other parts of Lancashire and major conurbations
across the UK. For Blackpool it is a key issue that ONS
figures are based on past trends of migration that
contribute to the housing problems within the inner
areas. The strategy therefore seeks to reduce inmigration to the inner areas and transience associated
with declining holiday accommodation while providing
more balanced neighbourhoods with a wider housing
choice.
5.11 ONS projections also take no account of local
authority boundary constraints. Local housing
development trends, in recent years, have mirrored
the national economic downturn and depressed
wider national housing market. They have also
very much reflected the unique characteristics of
Blackpool’s housing market and acute limitations on
sites. Blackpool’s past housing delivery is around 270
dwellings per year since 2003. This consists of an
average of 150 new build dwellings and 120 dwellings
created from conversions per year.

10

5.12 Looking ahead, national housing development
will be expected to improve as the housing market
returns to normal levels of growth, however, while the
market momentum may be re-established, Blackpool’s
constraints on land will remain. Blackpool’s shortage
of remaining lands, tight local authority boundary, its
structural local need and national priorities to reuse previously developed land, all support the Core
Strategy approach to maximise regeneration.
5.13 On this basis a realistic approach is required in
considering the need for new homes balanced against
the site capacity and deliverability of the limited lands
within Blackpool. Taking into account the above
approach, Policy CS2: Housing Provision identifies
sites and opportunities to meet Blackpool’s housing
requirement from five main sources:
■■ Continuing development on existing urban area
housing sites on appropriate vacant, derelict or
underused land.
■■ Supporting housing growth in South Blackpool
to address the lack of quality new development,
increase choice particularly for family housing and
support wider regeneration.
■■ Major regeneration sites to redress the housing and
holiday accommodation market issues that are an
integral cause of Blackpool’s economic and social
problems, and create quality houses in desirable
neighbourhoods that contribute positively to the
image of Blackpool.
■■ An allowance for conversions, reflecting the large
amount of such development in Blackpool as a
consequence of declining guest house areas.
■■ A windfall allowance for new high quality seafront
residential opportunities.
5.14 These five main sources will together provide
sufficient lands and opportunities for the development
of around 4,500 new dwellings to meet Blackpool’s
needs between 2012-2027 as set out in Policy CS2.

These were released in 2010 but are based on 2008 forecasts
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Policy CS2: Housing Provision

5.15 The different elements of the housing supply
comprise:

1. Sites and opportunities are identified for the
development of around 4,500 new homes to
meet Blackpool’s need between 2012 and 2027:

Existing Urban Area Sites

Total
Existing Urban Area

1,250

5.16 There is potential for around 1,250 dwellings
from ‘Existing Urban Area Sites‘ to come forward from
around 2000 dwellings identified in the Council’s 2011
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
to meet needs to 2027. This comprises sites with
planning permission (500 dwellings), greenfield sites
(170 dwellings) and a range of other vacant, underused
sites and some industrial / commercial use sites (980
dwellings). There is an assumption that only around
70% of dwellings identified in the SHLAA will come
forward which is considered realistic and justifiable.

Housing Sites*

750

Sites under construction or with
permission as at 01.04.11

500

South Blackpool Growth

750

South Blackpool Growth

Marton Moss existing permission

600

Whyndyke Farm (Blackpool)*

150

5.17 There is a need to provide higher quality homes
and widen housing choice on the edge of Blackpool.
South Blackpool Growth includes the 600 dwellings
at Moss House Road and wider continued support for
development at Whyndyke Farm, most of which is in
Fylde, but includes 150 dwellings within Blackpool’s
boundaries. These 750 dwellings represents a realistic
and deliverable level of development at two locations
in South Blackpool (see Policy CS26: South Blackpool
Housing Growth) and wider continued support for
development at Whyndyke Farm.

Major Regeneration Sites*

1,000

Conversion Allowance

1,250

Windfall Allowance for Major
Seafront Sites

Total
*Identified in the SHLAA

250

4,500

5.18 A neighbourhood planning approach is proposed
for the remaining lands at Marton Moss in South
Blackpool, which will enable local residents to develop
neighbourhood policy which supports the retention
and enhancement of the distinctive character of the
area (see Policy CS27: Marton Moss).
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Major Regeneration Sites
5.19 There is a need to redress the housing and
holiday accommodation market issues and create
desirable neighbourhoods that contribute positively
to the image of Blackpool. The proposed level of 1000
additional dwellings from major regeneration sites has
wide support from the local community. The strategy
seeks to promote new seafront housing, with increased
family housing and home ownership in the resort core
and inner areas. The scale of potential new housing
that can be met on regeneration sites will in part
depend on the level of public funding to support the
housing interventions required.

Conversion Allowance
5.20 Conversions are, in planning policy terms,
known as windfall sites11. In Blackpool the
contribution of conversions is significant, averaging
around 120 dwellings per annum over the past
eight years. This reflects the very specific local
circumstances in Blackpool, with large numbers
of conversions continuing to come forward from
holiday use. A contribution from conversions of 1250
dwellings to 2027 is therefore considered reasonable
and justifiable. The aspiration is that poor quality
conversions will be increasingly replaced by high
quality conversions and a remodelling of the resort
offer. In support of this the Council adopted a New
Homes from Old Places Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) in March 2011 setting out design
guidance for the conversion of guest houses to
residential use. This SPD will be instrumental in
enhancing the residential offer, improving living
standards helping to create high quality higher value
homes that will make a major contribution to the
regeneration of Blackpool’s inner areas.

Windfall Allowance for Seafront
Regeneration Sites
5.21 Sustainable development in Blackpool’s terms
is intrinsically linked with addressing the fundamental
physical change to the resort appeal. The Council seeks
to promote a new high quality seafront residential
offer. This is supported by a change in policy
whereby residential was not previously permitted
within safeguarded holiday accommodation areas
on the seafront. Policy CS23: Promenade Holiday
Accommodation recognises the opportunity to
develop a new seafront offer, including the important
contribution new high quality residential would make
to the positive image of Blackpool. Outside of the
holiday accommodation areas, the seafront has been
an attractive location for new high quality residential
development. With the opportunities that exist it is
considered justifiable to provide a windfall allowance
for residential opportunities of around 250 dwellings in
the plan period 2012-2027.

Five Year Housing Supply
5.22 There is a need to ensure a five year housing
supply in line with the requirements of national
planning policy. The supply will be assessed through
the preparation of annual housing monitoring reports
and review of the Council’s Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment.
5.23 A housing trajectory will be included following
the update of the Housing Monitoring Report 2012
and Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
2012. This will identify housing sites and opportunities
to meet Blackpool’s housing requirement with an
additional 5% as required by NPPF.

Windfall Sites are sites which have not been specifically identified
as available in the Local Plan process. They normally comprise previously developed sites that have unexpectedly become available.
11
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Phasing
5.24 The pace at which housing development
actually comes forward in Blackpool remains
dependent on the local housing market. Fluctuations
in the housing market, the pace of regeneration
and funding available will all substantially impact on
future delivery. On this basis there is flexibility in
how the overall requirement is achieved. Blackpool’s
housing sites trajectory of potential available sites is
set out below in three five year periods and relates
to Policy CS2: Housing Provision providing for 4,500
dwellings between 2012-2027.
5.25 The lower planned provision in the first five
year supply of 1,300 dwellings takes into account the
national economic downturn and depressed wider

national housing market. It also takes a realistic view
of the delivery on regeneration sites in the period
2012-2017. The housing provision is increased in the
second phase to 1500 dwellings, rising in the third
phase to 1700 dwellings. The reason for this phasing
is because it is expected to take a period of time
and catalyst effect from new investment in leisure,
shopping, seafront, and other town centre and resort
infrastructure, together with inner area regeneration
initiatives to provide confidence to invest in the resort
and increase the pace of housing delivery on major
regeneration and seafront sites.
5.26 A Site Allocations DPD will identify sufficient
sites to accommodate the housing requirement in the
medium to longer term of the plan period.

Figure 11: Phased Five Year Housing Supply
5 years 2012-17

5 years 2017-22

5 years 2022-27

400 Existing Urban Area

500 Existing Urban Area

350 Existing Urban Area

190 Major Regeneration Sites

270 Major Regeneration Sites

500 Major Regeneration Sites

280 South Blackpool Growth

300 South Blackpool Growth

170 South Blackpool Growth

430 Conversions Permissions

430 Conversions allowance

430 Conversion allowance
250 Windfall Seafront
Residential Allowance

1300 (1-5 year supply)

1500 (6-10 year supply)

1700 (11-15 year supply)

260 dwellings per annum

300 dwellings per annum

340 dwellings per annum
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Economic Development and Employment
5.27 Whilst the visitor economy will continue to
underpin Blackpool’s economy and remains a key
growth area (Chapter 7), to strengthen economic
prosperity there is a recognised need to support
business growth and attract new investment that will
provide sustainable jobs in other employment sectors.
In particular, by growing those sectors that already
have a strong foothold in the Fylde Coast and by
embracing emerging growth sectors.

Policy CS3: Economic Development and
Employment
1. Sustainable economic development will be
promoted to support and grow the local
economy and meet the employment needs of
Blackpool and the Fylde Coast Sub-Region to
2027, with the focus on:
a. Safeguarding around 180 hectares of
existing industrial / business land within
Blackpool for employment use and
enhancing these sites with opportunities
for new development to improve the
employment offer

5.28 To ensure employment opportunities benefit
Blackpool’s residents it is important that the local
community has the right skills to access these jobs.
Equally, these skills are needed to attract new and
expanding businesses to the area.

b. Promoting office development, enterprise
and business start-ups in Blackpool Town
Centre including the Central Business District
c. Recognising lands at South Blackpool as the
most sustainable location for sub-regional
economic growth and their importance
in contributing towards meeting the
future employment needs of Blackpool’s
population
2. To improve employment opportunities for
Blackpool’s residents the focus will be to:
a. Develop and deliver an effective skills
agenda to equip Blackpool’s people with the
appropriate skills, improve aspirations and
opportunities for people to move into work,
and retain skilled people in Blackpool
b. Secure inward investment into Blackpool
including Public Sector and Government
Department relocation opportunities
c. Nurture and support responsible
entrepreneurship by facilitating a culture
of enterprise and promoting Blackpool as a
great place for start-up businesses
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Future Requirements for Employment Land

are genuinely considered attractive sites which are
suitable, available and developable.

Fylde Coast Sub-Region
5.29 The Fylde Coast Sub-Region functions as an
integrated employment market and travel to work area
- with strong links in terms of travel to work patterns,
employment and shared infrastructure. It is therefore
appropriate for the three Fylde Coast Authorities to
jointly consider future employment development for
the sub-region, building on past cooperation and the
‘Duty to Co-operate’ requirement. There is a need for
a portfolio of sustainable employment land provision
which can capitalise on the strengths of the Fylde
Coast, and compete with and complement larger scale
provision elsewhere in the North West. Crucial to this
is the provision of quality development sites to support
new business growth.
Blackpool
5.30 A detailed analysis of past employment
land take-up and available land within Blackpool is
considered to be a realistic approach to forecasting
future employment land requirements to meet
Blackpool’s needs over the plan period to 2027.

5.33 The Borough’s tight knit boundary and
demonstrable lack of future development land12 means
opportunities for further employment expansion
elsewhere within Blackpool are extremely limited.
Blackpool’s longer term development needs are
therefore integrally linked with the wider employment
market area and rely on substantial areas of land
immediately on the edge of Blackpool in neighbouring
Fylde, which would complement and support
Blackpool’s economic growth.
(Further work on the Employment Land Review
Evidence Base will be undertaken over the summer
to underpin these figures, including an update on the
availability of existing employment land. The outcome
of this review will be presented in the Pre-Submission
Document.)

Providing Quality Employment Land Provision

5.31 Since 2001 past take-up of employment land
within Blackpool is 2.2 hectares per annum. This takeup is largely through new quality sites being developed
in phases on modern business parks on the edge of
Blackpool. It excludes business churn. Projecting
this forward 15 years to 2027 and providing for some
flexibility of choice would suggest a future requirement
for approximately 35-40 hectares of employment land
to meet Blackpool’s needs.
5.32 There is currently approximately 23.5 hectares of
remaining land available on existing employment sites
(2010 data). Whilst this is limited, it does represent
a reasonable level of provision against Blackpool’s
future requirement for 35-40 hectares. However, only
around 9 hectares (concentrated on the Blackpool
Business Park and North Blackpool Technology Park)

5.34 The lack of future development land within
Blackpool makes it essential to capitalise more on
the existing assets and provide quality sites which
encourage sustainable employment development.
Existing Industrial / Business Land
5.35 There are 13 main industrial/business locations
within Blackpool which remain established business
areas (illustrated in Figure 12). These are largely
occupied and viable locations and are suitable to
continue to safeguard for employment use given
Blackpool’s limited supply of employment land and
future development land. The areas are defined on
the Proposals Map and amount to approximately 180
hectares of land in total.

12

This is discussed in detail in a separate Employment Paper.
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5.36 The regeneration and redevelopment of
some employment areas will help to provide better
opportunities for future employment development,
and create more attractive sites on the remaining 23.5
hectares of employment land available. Improving
occupancy of existing sites is an important element
of future supply given the lack of future development
land within Blackpool. It includes opportunities for
regeneration and expansion of substantial vacant and
underused space on the Squires Gate Industrial Estate
(following the recent loss of two major employers)
in conjunction with the adjoining estates close to
the Airport; and opportunities for regeneration of
lands on Clifton Road (currently occupied by Progress
House and the adjacent gas works). To facilitate
these improvements, redevelopment opportunities
which introduce a suitable mixed-use development
including housing will be considered in exceptional
circumstances on a small minority of individual
employment sites.
5.37 Notwithstanding the opportunities from
regeneration and redevelopment of existing industrial /
business land within Blackpool, there is also a need to
consider other assets elsewhere within the Borough.
Blackpool Town Centre
5.38 Whilst a more prosperous, high quality visitor
and retail economy must remain a key focus for new
jobs in Blackpool Town Centre (Chapter 7), developing
the commercial and business sector must also be a
fundamental part of strengthening the town centre
economy. There is a clear need to provide a functional
central business district for Blackpool Town Centre, as
there is currently little office activity and quality space
available, with much of this dispersed to locations
around the town.

5.39 Work is ongoing to progress development
opportunities and promote investment within the town
centre, building on strengths around infrastructure,
accessibility and land availability. The Central Business
District (Talbot Gateway) scheme forms a critical
component of this, providing the opportunity to deliver
a high quality mixed use scheme and help diversify
the employment offer. Provision of new high quality
office space in the centre of Blackpool within walking
distance of Blackpool North Station will provide a
serious opportunity for investment and help revitalise
the town centre. When Government plans to electrify
the Preston-Blackpool line materialise, creating faster
rail links to major cities across the UK, the Central
Business District will be a crucial economic driver at the
gateway to Blackpool and the Fylde Coast.
South Blackpool
5.40 Complementing a town centre and existing
industrial/business land focus, lands close to Blackpool
Airport and Junction 4 of the M55 are seen as
attractive, sustainable locations to deliver major new
employment development to help strengthen and
diversify the sub-regional economy whilst helping
Blackpool to meet its longer term employment needs.
5.41 Blackpool Airport is a key driver in supporting
the sub-regional economy with major interest
generated by the profile of the location. Lands around
the airport will be critical in capitalising on this asset;
on the adjoining Blackpool Business Park and within
nearby older existing employment estates.
5.42 Lands at Junction 4 of the M55 on the edge of
Blackpool enjoy good strategic road access and are of
a sufficient scale to promote larger scale development
in the longer term. With a shortage of well located
available employment sites close to Blackpool, this
is an important future growth hub to strengthen the
Fylde Coast economy.
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5.43 The development opportunities presented in
South Blackpool are discussed in further detail in
Chapter 8.

5.46 In addition, Blackpool needs to make effective
use of the existing skills base on the Fylde Coast, to
prevent it from being a net exporter of skills. It is vital
that Blackpool retains these skills if it is to attract new
and more diverse business to the area.

Employment Opportunities
Securing inward investment

Promoting Entrepreneurship

5.44 Blackpool relies on a high proportion of public
sector employment (including Council, NHS and civil
service) although if current trends with public sector
restructuring continue, this poses a threat to the
overall economy and Blackpool must seek to exploit
wider business growth opportunities from the private
sector. Notwithstanding this, Blackpool is well placed
to attract certain types of Government Department
relocations and new Government Agencies subject
to the availability of suitable accommodation and
sites. The Fylde Coast EDC is responsible for working
with both the public and private sector to identify and
facilitate development and investment opportunities,
including business relocations. There are also
opportunities to develop strong partnership working
arrangements with the Lancashire Local Enterprise
Partnership and British Aerospace to ensure that
investment secured for the region benefits Blackpool.

5.47 Historically, Blackpool has held a strong
reputation for innovative enterprise activity. To regain
this past strength, there is a requirement to nurture
and support responsible entrepreneurship at all levels
by facilitating a culture of enterprise and providing an
environment which supports start-up businesses.
5.48 A Blackpool Local Economy Action Plan is being
developed which will identify priorities and activities
to grow the local economy and improve employment
prospects for Blackpool’s people.

Developing an effective skills agenda
5.45 The Core Strategy sets the framework for
sustainable economic development and growing
the local economy. It is important that Blackpool’s
population has the right skills and aspirations to access
these jobs. This can be achieved through strong
links between schools, colleges and key existing and
prospective employers. Blackpool has a significant
Further Education presence and a small, but growing
Higher Education presence. As Blackpool’s economy
grows, these providers will have a key role to play in
ensuring that the local population have the appropriate
skills to capitalise on new opportunities.
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Figure 12: Main Employment Sites
Key

Urban Area
Employment Sites
Blackpool Boundary
Town Centre Boundary

Mainline Railway
Railway Station
Tramway
M55
Blackpool Airport

N
Reproduced from Ordnance Survey mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised
reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Blackpool Borough Council Licence No. 100019178. 2012.
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Retail and Other Town Centre Uses
5.49 Blackpool Town Centre is the sub-regional
centre for the Fylde Coast and plays a pivotal role in
driving the local economy and providing Fylde Coast
residents and visitors with shopping facilities to meet
a wide range of needs.
5.50 In order to successfully position the town centre
as the first choice shopping destination for Fylde Coast
residents, it needs to carve out a high quality retail
offer and combine this with a wider positive leisure,
cultural and social experience during the day and into
the evening. Exploiting key assets within the town
centre – heritage, coastal frontage and popular tourist
attractions – and aligning these with new innovative
developments can help define a distinguishing offer to
achieve an attractive, thriving town centre (see also
policy CS16 – Blackpool Town Centre).

2. For Town, District and Local Centres within the
Borough, retail and other town centre uses will
be supported where they are appropriate to
the scale, role and function of the centre.
3. Proposals for new retail development and
other town centre uses will only be permitted
where it can be demonstrated that:
a. The proposal is located in accordance with
the Council’s hierarchy of Town, District and
Local Centres
b. There are no more centrally located
appropriate sites available for the
development
c. The proposal would not cause significant
adverse impact on existing centres

Policy CS4: Retail and Other Town Centre Uses

d. The proposal would not undermine the
Council’s strategies and proposals for
regenerating its centres

1. In order to strengthen Blackpool Town Centre’s
role as the sub regional centre for retail on
the Fylde Coast, its vitality and viability will be
safeguarded and improved by:

e.The proposal will be readily accessible by
public transport and other sustainable
transport modes.

a. Focussing new major retail development in
the Town Centre
b. The preparation of a Town Centre Strategy
and Action Plan, working with stakeholders
to arrest decline and restore confidence in
the Town Centre
c. A presumption against further out-of-centre
retail development including expansion of
Blackpool’s existing out-of-centre retail parks
and relaxation of conditions.

4. The Council, through the Site Allocations and
Development Management DPD, will identify
a range of sites for new retail development
in Blackpool Town Centre to allow for new
comparison goods floorspace of up to 16,390
square metres to 2021.
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5.51 The principal retail core of the town centre
contains the main shopping streets and the majority
of the large multiple retailers, focused on the main
pedestrianised core of Church Street, Victoria Street,
Bank Hey Street and the Houndshill Shopping Centre.
Recent redevelopment of the Houndshill Shopping
Centre has strengthened the retail core, attracted new
national retailers to the town and provides a quality
shopping experience.
5.52 However, the 2011 Fylde Coast Retail
Study identifies that Blackpool Town Centre is still
underperforming. There is an overriding image that the
town centre’s retail offer does not provide the quality
or range that is necessary. The town centre experiences
notably low levels of expenditure on clothing and
shoes, which is considered to be the most important
comparison goods sub-category and one which should
be properly catered for in Blackpool Town Centre if it is
to fulfil its sub regional role. The lack of a strong fashion
offer has resulted in unsustainable levels of expenditure
flowing out to out-of-centre retail parks and competing
shopping destinations outside the Fylde Coast. A strong
‘fashion’ offer is important to attracting the expenditure
of the catchment area residents and is the main
component of a strong town centre comparison offer.

5.53 There is a real need therefore to restore the
town centre’s position as a strong sub-regional retail
centre. Future investment is vital to retain and
enhance the critical mass of retail and supporting town
centre uses, reduce vacancy levels and attract higherend retailers to improve the quality and range of offer.
5.54 Major new retail development will be focused
in Blackpool Town Centre. The 2011 Fylde Coast Retail
Study identifies capacity for additional retail growth of
16,390 square metres of comparison goods floorspace
to 202113. Beyond this, the Houndshill Phase II
extension, retail component of the Leisure Quarter, and
the Winter Gardens redevelopment, provide the best
opportunities for the enhancement of the comparison
goods offer in Blackpool Town Centre, which will
complement the improvement in quality to the existing
retail stock. The Site Allocations and Development
Management DPD will identify the proposed sites for
new retail development.
5.55 For convenience retail goods the study
highlights that after taking into account the proposed
supermarket at the Central Business District, there
is no overall need for further convenience goods
floorspace in Blackpool in quantitative or qualitative
terms up to 2021.

MATCH IMAGE HEIGHTS

The Fylde Coast Retail Study also identifies a requirement for
17,410 sqm of new comparison goods floorspace for the period
2021-2026. This is an indicative figure due to uncertainties with
future retail growth in the much longer term.
13
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5.56 The Council is to prepare a Town Centre Strategy
and Action Plan which will identify priorities for
improvement and management of the town centre.
The Council will work with various stakeholders
including landlords and retailers with the aim to arrest
decline and restore confidence in the town centre,
encouraging quality investments from both the public
and private sector.
5.57 The Core Strategy evidence recognises the
town centre’s vulnerability to competing out-of-centre
provision. The Retail Study highlights the priority for
a presumption against the future expansion of out of
centre retail facilities, or proposals for the relaxation
of conditions attached to out-of-centre facilities, to
protect the vitality and viability of Blackpool Town
Centre, and to protect the recent and proposed
investment.

5.59 In determining development proposals, the
Council’s objectives are to sustain and enhance the
vitality and viability of Blackpool Town Centre and the
supporting District and Local Centres. The majority
of the town’s shopping floorspace is located in these
centres and they are readily accessible by residents and
visitors by various methods of transport.
5.60 Figure 14 shows the location of Blackpool’s retail
centres across the Borough. The local and district
centres’ boundaries are to be reviewed in the Site
Allocations and Development Management DPD.

5.58 At the local level, the Borough is supported by
various District and Local Centres (see figure 13) which
play a vital role in providing the quality and range of
shops and other services for the day to day needs of
the local communities they serve.
Figure 13: Retail Hierarchy
Blackpool’s Retail Hierarchy
Town Centre

Blackpool

District Centre

South Shore
Bispham
Highfield Road
Layton
Whitegate Drive

Local Centre

A number of local
centres of various sizes
located across the
Borough.
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Figure 14: Blackpool’s Retail Centres
Key
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M55
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Highfield Road

N
Reproduced from Ordnance Survey mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised
reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Blackpool Borough Council Licence No. 100019178. 2012.
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Connectivity
5.61 Developing a more sustainable and efficient
transport network is vital for Blackpool’s social,
economic and environmental well-being. Effective
integration of development and transport is needed
to support economic prosperity while reducing the
need to travel by car. Convenient and safe transport
modes are important for Blackpool residents to access
jobs and all supporting services.
5.62 Delivering improvements to the strategic
transport network will enable it to be more
sustainable, integrated and efficient. These strategic
improvements are supported by the Blackpool Local
Transport Plan. They will have a cross-boundary
impact, and so Blackpool Council will be working
jointly with Fylde and Wyre Borough Councils
and Lancashire County Council to deliver the
improvements.
Policy CS5: Connectivity
1. To develop a more sustainable, integrated and
efficient transport network Blackpool Council
will support and/or pursue the following:
a. Rail
i. Major enhancement of all rail gateways
including Blackpool’s main North Station
ii. Electrification of the Blackpool – Preston –
Manchester line, along with new services
and increased frequencies
iii. Upgrading of the South Fylde Rail line
b. Tram
i. Provision of a new on-street tram-link from
the seafront to Blackpool North Station

c. Bus and Coach
i. Supporting operators in enhancing bus
services, alongside improved bus stops to
deliver a higher quality bus network
ii. Improvements to coach reception and
parking facilities
d. Air
i. Support the expansion of routes and
encourage the integration of the airport
with wider Blackpool by improvements to
access, parking and public transport links
e.Road
i. Improvements to the A585(T) and a new
road corridor from the M55 to Norcross
to the north and St Annes to the south of
Blackpool
f. Walking and Cycling
i. Extended and enhanced network of high
quality cycle and pedestrian friendly
routes connecting employment, facilities
and services; and connecting Blackpool
neighbourhoods with the town centre,
promenade, green spaces and adjoining
countryside
ii. Provision of secure cycle parking at new
developments and public transport hubs,
such as railway stations and tram stops
g. Changing travel behaviour
i. Preparation, implementation and
monitoring of Travel Plans
ii. Car sharing
iii. Implementation of ‘smarter choice’
initiatives

ii. Development of a new tram-link via the
South Fylde line to St Annes
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Sustainable Development Locations

Rail

5.63 New developments should be in locations that
are easily accessible by sustainable transport modes,
to manage congestion and to minimise future carbon
emissions.

5.66 The resort benefits from two rail connections
into Blackpool North and Blackpool South stations.
Network Rail has committed to electrify the line
between Blackpool North and Preston, enabling
electrified services to Manchester, Liverpool and
other major towns and cities. This will help capitalise
on the new high speed West Coast train service to
support economic regeneration. The line will be
served by refurbished electric commuter trains, and
electrification creates the potential to re-establish a
direct London - Blackpool service. A programme to
complete the electrification by 2016 is in place.

5.64 The regeneration of the town centre and resort
core will focus future development in a way which
directly supports sustainable travel. Closer integration
of high quality air, bus, rail and tram facilities within
an enhanced pedestrian environment will make travel
by public transport, cycling and walking safer (see
also Policy CS21). The concentration of resort, retail
and office development in the centre of Blackpool
optimises opportunities to connect homes with jobs
and to reduce regular journeys, with the provision of a
high quality bus network particularly important.
5.65 The supporting focus for growth in South
Blackpool also provides opportunities for improving
connectivity. Lands close to the M55 and the Blackpool
Airport Corridor have the potential to become
gateway locations of strategic significance, promoting
sustainable development and transport patterns, with
extended and improved public transport linkages to
Blackpool Town Centre.

5.67 The single track South Fylde line from Blackpool
South connects to Preston via Lytham St Annes. To
increase service efficiency a passing loop is required.
The Council will continue to support a Community
Rail Partnership that promotes this line and involves
joint working with Network Rail and Train Operating
Companies.

Photo: R~P~M on Flickr

(CS3 Train approaching Blackpool.jpg)
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Tram

Road

5.68 A successful Major Scheme bid has funded a
comprehensive renewal and upgrade of the Blackpool
- Fleetwood Tramway which was completed in 2012.
This gives Blackpool a modern and accessible transport
system, providing good connectivity from Starr Gate
in south Blackpool to Fleetwood in the north in Wyre
Borough. The system will help Blackpool manage its
congestion and will add a new dimension to the visitor
experience. The new system will provide a viable
alternative for car use, especially for commuting. For
the scheme to realise its full potential there needs to
be better integration with other modes, for example
with bus at Starr Gate and cycling at stops along the
system’s length. Through joint-ticketing with the bus
and rail networks there is potential to increase usage.

5.70 There is also a need to improve the main
strategic highways network. The Fylde Coast is more
peripheral than other parts of the North West.
Blackpool benefits from direct motorway access via
the M55, but there is a need to improve north - south
road links from the M55. There is increasing congestion
on the urban north-south corridors (including the
Promenade). Both road access (via the M55) and rail
access to Fleetwood and Lytham St Annes are poor.
Improvements to the A585 (T) as promoted in Wyre
Council’s Local Plan (Fleetwood- Thornton Area Action
Plan) will be supported as this would ease congestion
and improve accessibility to the wider Fylde Coast,
which currently impedes sub-regional economic
growth.

5.69 Further tramway extensions to Blackpool North
rail station and the South Fylde line are needed to
develop the tramway’s strategic potential as a state
of the art light rail system, within a wider Fylde Coast
integrated transport network. The SINTROPHER tramtrain pilot project is considering light rail connectivity
between rail, with a feasibility and option appraisal
project to be completed in summer 2012.

Bus and Coach
5.71 Buses are a key element of Blackpool’s
transport network. There is a need to enhance
travel by making services faster and more reliable,
easing congestion, and improving comfort. This will
be achieved by introducing bus priority measures,
improving infrastructure for example stop and shelter
upgrades, providing clear information that includes
onward interchange to other public transport modes
and encouraging operators to provide a more modern
bus fleet and introduce easy-to-use ticketing systems.
New development at the edge of Blackpool presents
opportunities to extend bus routes and improve
connections between the urban area and the wider
Fylde Coast.
5.72 Coach travel’s economic contribution and lowcarbon footprint means good access with convenient
and attractive coach parking and pick-up/ dropoff facilities, also has an important future role in
promoting an effective Blackpool travel network.
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Air
5.73 Blackpool Airport has an important role to play
in the future economic development and growth of the
sub-region for residents and visitors alike. The Council
will work with the airport as it updates its Master Plan
and Surface Access Strategy to improve parking and
public transport access by bus and coach, with linkages
to Blackpool North and nearby Squires Gate railway
station on the South line.

Walking and Cycling
5.74 Promoting cycling, through marketing and
improved cycling infrastructure, will contribute to
increasing local accessibility within Blackpool and on
the Fylde Coast. The Cycling Towns status, awarded in
2008, has ensured large swathes of the town are more
accessible by bike. The ‘explorer’ and promenade
routes will be integrated into the Strategic Cycling
Network. The Hire-a-Bike cycle rental scheme also
improves access to resort attractions, supporting the
visitor economy and improving the local environment.

5.75 There will continue to be pedestrian
network improvements. These include public realm
improvements, upgrades to pedestrian crossing facilities
delivered through PFI funding and more seating
provision in the town centre and promenade. Public
rights of way networks will be improved to provide
effective off-road links for sustainable movement.

Changing travel behaviour
5.76 Implementing ‘Smarter Choices’ initiatives will
help reduce emissions. Innovative marketing and
promotion will encourage people to change their
travel behaviour. Blackpool has an effective Travel Plan
Partnership and has a good track record of supporting
effective workplace, school and personal travel plans.
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Green Infrastructure
5.77 Green infrastructure is ‘the network of natural
environmental components and green and blue
spaces that lies within and between cities, towns and
villages which provides multiple social, economic and
environmental benefits’14. The physical components
of green infrastructure can range from large-scale
areas of public open space, coastal habitats and
countryside areas to smaller scale provision in the
form of street trees, private gardens and allotments.
Green infrastructure can also include hard-landscaped
areas, such as Blackpool’s Promenade, which forms
an integral part of the town’s green infrastructure
network.
5.78 Green infrastructure supports regeneration,
adds to the attractiveness of the town as a place to
invest, and makes a vital contribution to the health
and wellbeing of neighbourhoods, their residents
and visitors. Networks of green infrastructure can
safeguard valued landscapes and mitigate the impacts
of climate change by reducing the urban heat island
effect, linking habitat and biodiversity networks and
attenuating flood risk. The following policy therefore
aims to protect, enhance, expand and connect green
infrastructure and biodiversity networks in Blackpool.
Policy CS6: Green Infrastructure
1. The creation of high-quality and well connected
networks of green infrastructure in Blackpool
will be achieved by:
a. Protecting existing green infrastructure
networks. Any loss of green infrastructure
will only be acceptable in exceptional
circumstances where it is allowed for as part
of an adopted Development Plan Document
or where provision is made for appropriate
compensatory measures, mitigation or
replacement.
14

b. Enhancing the quality, accessibility and
functionality of green infrastructure. This
can include the improvement, enhancement
and remodelling of existing open spaces,
increased natural landscaping, and enabling
community use of outdoor school sports
and recreation facilities.
c. Creating new accessible green
infrastructure. Measures to green the built
environment will be supported, including
the provision of green roofs, terraces and
walls, street trees, allotments, and private
and community gardens.
d. Connecting green infrastructure with the
built environment and with other open
space. This can include the creation,
extension or enhancement of greenways,
green corridors and public rights of way.
2. All development should incorporate new
or enhance existing green infrastructure
of an appropriate size, type and standard.
Where on-site provision is not possible,
financial contributions will be sought to make
appropriate provision for green infrastructure.
3. International, national and local sites of
biological and geological conservation
importance will be protected having regard
to the hierarchy of designated sites and the
potential for appropriate mitigation. Measures
are supported which seek to preserve, restore
and enhance local ecological networks and
priority habitats/species.

Taken from North West Green Infrastructure Guide (2008)
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5.79 The intensely urban nature of Blackpool and its
lack of open countryside increases the importance of
balancing the requirement for new development with
the need to protect valued landscapes, biodiversity and
green infrastructure networks.
5.80 Opportunities to create new public open space
in Blackpool are similarly limited by the urban nature
of the area, therefore the focus of the policy is to
protect, improve and enhance existing provision and
where possible support the creation of new green
infrastructure and the innovative use of space including
the transformation of under-used space. Opportunities
for urban greening, which is particularly important
within Blackpool’s inner areas, should be explored and
can include the introduction of street trees, private and
community gardens and green roofs, terraces, walls
and alleyways.
5.81 The Borough contains a number of high quality
open spaces such as Stanley Park which has Grade
II status as a historically important garden, and the
Promenade which has been remodelled to create a
unique quality public realm setting with new event
space provided on five headlands. Whilst the standard
of existing green infrastructure is generally good, it is
important that this is maintained, enhanced and added
to where possible.
5.82 In addition to the Promenade, Blackpool’s
coastline and foreshore are an integral asset to
Blackpool’s green infrastructure network and are well
used by local residents and intensively used for tourism
and recreation. The Council wishes to protect and
enhance the environment of the coast, with the resort’s
large expanse of sandy beach an essential part of the
seaside holiday environment. This is further supported
by the North West England and North Wales Shoreline
Management Plan (SMP2), which seeks to sustain the
existing coastline and beaches for coastal defence,
recreation amenity and environmental conservation.

5.83 Whilst the quality of provision is generally
good, there are identified deficiencies in particular
types of green infrastructure across Blackpool. Where
opportunities arise, new provision should seek to
address current deficiencies, such as the limited access
to green and quality public spaces within Blackpool’s
inner areas, the relative lack of larger parks to the
south of the town, and the limited access to allotments
and community gardens in the north of the town.
More generally across Blackpool, there is limited
access to areas of natural landscape for informal and
recreational use, therefore the creation of informal
green natural or ‘wild space’ will be an important
element of future provision. Improving access to areas
of natural or wild space will contribute towards Natural
England’s Accessible Natural Greenspace Standards15,
which seek to improve access, the naturalness
and connectivity of natural sites and areas and
recommends that everyone, wherever they live, should
have access to natural greenspace.
5.84 Opportunities should also be explored to extend
public rights of way and to enhance or create new
greenways and green corridors to connect green
infrastructure with the built environment and with
other areas of open space. Greenways are routes
connecting people on foot or bike to facilities and
open spaces in and around towns and the countryside.
Green corridors provide vital links between open space
sites for use by wildlife and can help to prevent habitat
fragmentation. Road and rail corridors, cycle routes
and pedestrian paths can all provide important wildlife
corridors contributing to local ecological networks.
5.85 New green infrastructure, including the public
realm, and more formal sports and play provision will
need to be fully provided for in all new development
in accordance with the Council’s approved standards
(revised guidance will be prepared to review
15
Natural England (2010) Nature Nearby – Accessible Natural
Greenspace Guidance.
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requirements currently set out in SPG11 ‘Open Space
for New Residential Development’). To provide a
high-quality and well connected green infrastructure
network it is vital to improve the overall quality,
quantity and accessibility of open space, sport and
recreational opportunities across Blackpool, which will
be supported from funding from new development
where appropriate.

of local nature conservation value. Nearly all of these
sites are within public open space or other areas of
land allocated to remain open, many being ponds
located on the periphery of the Borough along the
town’s eastern boundary. Blackpool Council, as part of
the Duty to Co-operate, will work with neighbouring
authorities to ensure that biodiversity is planned for at
a landscape-scale across shared boundaries.

5.86 An intensive programme of wider improvement
to open space has and continues to take place in
Blackpool which is improving the quality, accessibility
and quantity of green infrastructure. Recent initiatives
have focused on improving children’s play space,
upgrading sports pitch provision, expanding indoor
sports opportunities, achieving Green Flag Status, and
improving provision of natural landscaping.

5.90 A Green Infrastructure Plan will be prepared
as part of the Local Plan to map green infrastructure,
biodiversity and local ecological networks, and to
coordinate investment and the enhancement of these
networks.

5.87 The Council is also committed to maintaining
the biodiversity and natural distinctiveness of sites
of nature conservation interest, which specifically
include the statutorily protected Marton Mere Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) (much of which is also
designated as a Local Nature Reserve) and safeguarded
Blackpool Biological Heritage Sites (BHSs)16.
5.88 With respect to Natura 2000 sites, development
within Blackpool would not directly impact upon the
Morecambe Bay SPA/Ramsar or the Ribble Alt Estuary
SPA/Ramsar. However, the qualifying bird species of
these sites (including whooper swan) are dependent
upon the large areas of agricultural land on the edge of
Blackpool which extend into Fylde and Wyre districts.
Therefore, future development will need to ensure
that there are no significant negative impacts upon the
integrity of Natura 2000 sites (SPA/Ramsar sites).
5.89 The nationally protected 39 hectare Marton
Mere SSSI on the eastern edge of Blackpool is one
of the few remaining freshwater lakes in Lancashire.
There are 13 BHSs within Blackpool currently identified
16
Further information on Blackpool’s SSSI and BHSs is provided in
the Blackpool Nature Conservation Statement (2012).
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Quality of Design
5.91 Good quality design is central to the creation
of attractive, successful and sustainable places, as
set out in National Planning Policy. The Council
expects high quality, well designed developments that
contribute positively to the character and appearance
of the local, natural and built environment.

Policy CS7: Quality of Design
1. New development in Blackpool will be required to
be well designed, taking account of the character
and appearance of the local area and should:
a. Be appropriate in terms of scale, mass,
height, layout, density, appearance, materials
and relationship to adjoining buildings
b. Ensure that amenities of nearby residents
and potential occupiers are not adversely
affected
c. Provide public and private spaces that
are well-designed, safe, attractive, and
complement the built form
d. Be accessible to special groups in the
community such as those with disabilities
and the elderly
e. Maximise natural surveillance and active
frontages, minimising opportunities for antisocial and criminal behaviour
f. Incorporate well integrated car parking,
pedestrian routes and cycle routes and
facilities
g. Provide appropriate green infrastructure
including green spaces, landscaping and
quality public realm as an integral part of
the development
h. Be flexible to respond to future social,
technological and economic needs.
2. Development will not be permitted that causes
unacceptable effects by reason of visual
intrusion, overlooking, shading, noise and light
pollution or any other adverse local impact on
local character or amenity.
3. Contemporary and innovative expressions of
design will be supported, where appropriate.
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5.92 High quality design is integral to the success
of Blackpool as a place to live, work, visit and invest.
There is a clear need to promote high standards of
design across the town. Blackpool’s buildings, streets,
and spaces must be attractive, safe and enjoyable.

5.97 The Council is to prepare design guidance SPDs
to accompany this policy including for new build
residential development and shopfronts.

5.93 Successful places have a well connected, visually
interesting and varied network of buildings, streets
and spaces. These are vital in promoting community
cohesion and civic pride. It is important that all
new development takes account of layout, density,
appearance, materials and landscaping in order to be
sympathetic to their location.
5.94 The need to drive up standards in Blackpool
is paramount. New high quality landmark schemes
provide positive reference points and promote further
enhancement. A number of recent developments have
put design excellence first including the new Promenade,
Festival House and St. Johns Primary School. These have
set a benchmark for high quality design.
5.95 The need for high quality design applies to all
new buildings including small developments, which
cumulatively can either uplift or undermine the
image of a place or neighbourhood dramatically. All
new developments will need to set out how they
will positively contribute to uplifting the quality
and layout of the surrounding area in their design
and access statements. The poor quality of past
development should not be regarded as a precedent
for similar proposals.
5.96 New development must provide appropriate
green infrastructure in conjunction with Policy CS6:
Green Infrastructure and also promote the effective
management of natural resources and address wider
sustainable development and climate change issues
through Policy CS9.
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Heritage
5.98 Blackpool, as the world’s first seaside resort
for the masses, has a rich and well recognised social
and built heritage with the town’s past success
founded on iconic and innovative Victorian landmarks.
Blackpool’s heritage assets include the Tower, Winter
Gardens, Piers and Grand Theatre, not forgetting the
Illuminations and Tramway. In total, there are 38 listed
buildings, two conservation areas and a grade 2* listed
Historic Park, Stanley Park.

Policy CS8: Heritage
1. Development proposals will be supported
which respect and draw inspiration from
Blackpool’s built, social and cultural heritage,
complementing its rich history with new
development to widen its appeal to residents
and visitors.
2. Proposals will be supported that:
a. Appraise and improve the condition and
safeguard the heritage of key buildings,
attractions and infrastructure
b. Retain, reuse or convert key heritage
buildings
c. Enhance the setting and views of heritage
buildings through appropriate layout of new
development and design of public realm
d. Strengthen the existing character created by
historic buildings
3. Developers must demonstrate how the
development will complement and enhance
existing features of heritage significance
including their wider setting, particularly for
the case of conservation areas, listed buildings
and other identified heritage assets.
4. The Council will seek to safeguard heritage
assets from inappropriate development.
5. The Council will identify and adopt a local list of
heritage assets.

5.99 The Illuminations are unique and differentiate
Blackpool from other UK seaside resorts. New
innovative projects are being implemented to
strengthen, update and capitalise on this offer, bringing
contemporary and traditional light shows synonymous
with Blackpool into the town centre and on the new
Promenade headlands.
5.100 The upgrade of the Victorian Tramway provides
a fast and modern commuter route to better serve the
residents as well as visitors. Alongside provision of
modern new vehicles and supporting infrastructure,
the historic appeal of vintage trams has been
consolidated and enhanced as part of the visitor
experience.
5.101 The Council will support appropriate remodelling
of existing heritage assets to secure their long
term future and provide new reasons to visit. In
2010, Blackpool Council purchased the Tower and
Winter Gardens to facilitate their improvement and
help secure their long term future. Heritage led
improvement schemes have been implemented for
both of these attractions. The Winter Gardens has
been sensitively restored and has the potential to
widen its range of uses in the future (see also Policy
CS17: Winter Gardens). Blackpool Tower has been
significantly improved and working in partnership with
Merlin Entertainments is now home to the Blackpool
Dungeon, Blackpool Tower Eye and Circus.
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5.102 Any new development will be required to protect
and enhance the character, quality and setting of its
existing conservation areas and notable buildings of
heritage value. It is vital that these heritage assets
are protected and enhanced to fit and strengthen the
existing character created by historic buildings.

5.104 Detailed information has been gained from
characterisation studies recently undertaken for various
parts of the town. These studies will inform future
decisions to safeguard and protect local buildings of
historic significance, with the Council preparing a Local
List of heritage assets.

5.103 The importance of Blackpool’s heritage is little
understood outside key structures like the Tower,
Winter Gardens and Grand Theatre. There is a need
to critically appraise the current condition of key
buildings, and safeguard and reinforce their heritage
value.

5.105 It is vital that Blackpool provides the quality
desired by the modern visitor, but cherishes and
promotes these heritage assets which helped bring
about the resort’s past success, but still provide
a strong base to reinvent itself to attract a new
generation of families and visitors.

Image Lorna_Wilson
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Energy Efficiency and Climate Change
5.106 The supply of electricity and heating of
buildings is responsible for 50% of carbon dioxide
emissions in the UK; road transport accounts for
19% emissions17. Sustainable design of towns and
buildings can reduce these emissions and facilitate
sustainable lifestyles, reducing the need for travel by
placing amenities, jobs and services within easy reach,
enabling efficient production and distribution of heat
and power and laying out buildings and landscape to
gain the most natural heating and cooling.
5.107 Climate change is real and occurring and we
must adapt to the effects it brings. Local effects of
climate change include an increased risk of flash
flooding with an estimated increase of 13% winter
rainfall in the North West by 2050 under a medium
emissions scenario18.

Policy CS9: Energy Efficiency and Climate Change
1. To minimise carbon dioxide emissions
from new developments, opportunities for
incorporation of appropriate de-centralised,
renewable and low carbon energy supply in
all new developments in Blackpool should
be explored and utilised wherever viable.
Planning applications for new development will
need to demonstrate how they contribute to
delivery of the ‘Energy Opportunities Map’.
2. The Council will also require:
a. Developments of more than 50 homes
to show that the potential for community
energy networks has been explored
b. Developments of more than 200 homes will
require community energy networks, unless
evidence is provided to show that this is not
feasible on technical or economic grounds
c. Where a local energy network is already
established, developments will be expected
to connect to the network, unless evidence
is provided to show that this is not feasible
d. Energy strategies, including phasing
requirements, will be required for all major
development sites, including the Leisure
Quarter site and future development to the
Central Business District (Talbot Gateway).
3. All new developments should ensure that
buildings are located, designed and oriented
to maximise passive environmental design for
heating, cooling and natural day-lighting.

SDC (2005) ‘The Challenge of existing Stock’
www.sd-commission.org.uk/publications.php?id=250
18
DEFRA website accessed 11/04/2012 at:
http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/content/view/2217/499/
17

4. New residential developments must meet full
Code for Sustainable Homes standards (or any
future national equivalent) in line with the
code level energy and water requirements
contained within current and future Building
Regulations (code 4 from 2013, code 6 from
2016). Submission of post-construction final
Code certificates will be required.
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5. All new non-residential developments over
1,000m2 will be required to achieve the BREEAM
“very good” standard (or any future national
equivalent). Submission of post-construction
BREEAM certificates will be required.
6. New developments must achieve a 15%
reduction in remaining CO2 emissions in all
buildings after Building Regulations (Part L)
compliance has been demonstrated. This
can be achieved through energy efficiency
measures, incorporation of on-site low carbon
and renewable technologies and connection to
a district heating system.
7. All substantial extensions, conversions and
sub-divisions of existing buildings must
provide an energy efficiency assessment
and include reasonable improvements to
energy performance of the whole property
achievable with a minimum of an additional
10% of the total build cost for the changes for
which planning permission is sought. This is
in addition to requirements under Building
Regulations. Should significant relevant
measures have already been installed this
requirement will not be necessary.
8. The Council will ensure that development
proposals:
a. Minimise flood risk and incorporate
appropriate sustainable urban drainage
systems and water retention measures
including rain and grey-water storage systems
b. Incorporate and enhance green
infrastructure provision to mitigate the
effects of climate change where appropriate
including flash flooding and ‘urban heat
island’ effect
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c. Minimise waste generation
d. Promote the use of secondary and recycled
materials where appropriate and feasible
e. Demonstrate that adequate mitigation
measures will be put in place where
development has potential to cause adverse
pollution (of air, light, water, ground, noise
or vibration). Developments that cannot do
so will not be permitted
f. Implement all necessary remediation
measures on sites with existing pollutants
and invasive species.
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5.108 Opportunities for renewable energy generation
and CO2 reduction in Blackpool have been identified
in detailed studies conducted on behalf of Blackpool
Council19 and Lancashire County Council20. A map
identifying energy opportunities across the Borough
will be prepared.
5.109 The high built density of Blackpool means
that it is suitable for community energy schemes.
The development of community energy schemes is
supported by the government who have developed a
national heat map tracking density of heat usage to
help identify suitable sites21. These schemes enable
significant reductions in CO2 emissions and can
contribute to the reduction of fuel poverty. Where
substantial development takes place developers must
demonstrate that they have taken real steps to explore
how such schemes can be made possible and practical
in their proposals.

carbon energy systems on a strategic scale, such
as the setting up of community-led district energy
systems.
5.112 Design for passive efficiency using correct
building orientation to minimise heating and cooling,
maximise natural day-lighting and opportunities for
renewable energy can significantly improve building
efficiency before the need for expensive built
measures.

5.110 Major development sites are opportunities to
invest in community energy systems at a scale that can
supply heat and power to surrounding areas as well
as the development itself. The economies of scale
made possible with such schemes increases their cost
effectiveness and generate a long-term income for the
scheme provider.
5.111 Blackpool’s location and high density urban form
provides three main energy opportunities:
■■ Improving the performance of existing buildings,
through energy efficiency and inclusion of on site
low carbon and renewable energy technologies.
■■ Delivering CO2 efficient buildings on new strategic
development sites along with on site low carbon
and renewable energy technologies. Wider
community intervention for development of low

AECOM (2010) Climate Change and Renewable Energy Study
SQW (2012) renewable Energy Target Setting and Policy Development
21
DECC website accessed 12/04/12.
http://ceo.decc.gov.uk/nationalheatmap/
19
20
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5.113 Building Regulations already work with Code for
Sustainable Homes (CfSH) standards for energy and
water use. The additional cost of further measures
needed to gain full CfSH accreditation for a 3 bedroom
semi-detached house on a brownfield site is estimated
at around 1.25% for Code 4 (2013) and 3% for Code 6
(2016)22.
5.114 The percentage cost uplift of meeting BREEAM
‘very good’ standard over and above Building
Regulations is estimated at 0.2% for a typical air
conditioned office. To meet ‘excellent’ this rises to 7%23.
5.115 For all new developments measures will be based
on target levels working towards low and zero carbon
energy efficiency (all new residential developments will
be zero-carbon from 2016). Where an additional CO2
reduction cannot cost effectively be achieved on site, it
may be accepted for a developer to make a commuted
sum payment into a local carbon buy-out or off-set
fund for off-site CO2 reduction and energy provision
where one has been set up. Such a fund could either go
towards renewable or low-carbon energy generation or
assist with the reduction of energy demand of existing
buildings within the Borough.

make an effective contribution to the national targets
of supplying 15% of energy from renewable sources by
2020 and reducing carbon emissions from 1990 levels
by 80% by 2050, and at least 34% by 2020.
5.117 Where a substantial extension (an extension
over the scale of permitted development), conversion
or sub-division to a property takes place it provides an
opportunity to improve the efficiency of the existing
building. The value of the proposed works will be
known by the developer and an additional 10% of
the value of the works will be put towards energy
efficiency measures in the existing building. If it can
be demonstrated that the property has already been
substantially upgraded in its energy performance this
measure will not be required.

5.116 Blackpool’s existing stock is generally inefficient
with a high energy demand. A significant emphasis
of policy is focused on existing development so
Blackpool can be effective in reducing rates of
fuel poverty and making existing residential and
commercial properties desirable. Blackpool can also

Figures based on research commissioned by CLG.
Element Energy, Davis Langdon (2011) Cost of Building to Code for
Sustainable Homes: updated cost review. Communities and Local
Government. Available at:
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/
codeupdatedcostreview
23
BRE Trust and Cyril Sweett (2005) Putting a price on sustainability
22
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5.118 An Energy Efficiency SPD will be prepared by the
Council giving more detailed advice on the measures
that should be considered and where appropriate,
provided to reduce energy use. Its preparation and
implementation will be dependent on coordination
across the local authority and with other local strategic
partners. The SPD will make any costs transparent and
provide certainty to developers to the extent of their
planning obligations.
5.119 Although the topography of Blackpool is
relatively low-lying land, the town is protected
from coastal erosion and tidal inundation by its
sea defences. The Environment Agency Flood Risk
Map shows that almost the whole of Blackpool lies
within Flood Zone 1 (low flood probability) with all
development concentrated in areas of lowest risk. The
main flood risk in Blackpool is from excessive stormwater rainfall and a Surface Water Management Plan
is being prepared by the Council to provide guidance
on the use of sustainable urban drainage systems,
rain and grey-water storage and green infrastructure
in conjunction with conventional drainage systems, to
mitigate surface water run-off. All developments will
require incorporation of sustainable drainage systems,
rainwater storage and grey-water recycling unless there
are practical or environmental reasons for not doing so.

valuable tool in mitigating this problem.
5.121 Blackpool Council works jointly with Lancashire
County Council and Blackburn with Darwen Council
in producing a Joint Lancashire Minerals and Waste
Development Framework. Detailed policies for waste
minimisation and the use of secondary and recycled
materials are covered within this framework. The Joint
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy DPD was adopted
in February 2009 and the authorities are currently
working on a Site Allocations and Development
Management DPD which is expected to be adopted
late 2012. A Supplementary Planning Document on
Minimising and Managing Waste in New Developments
was adopted in 2007 and provides guidance on the
reduction of waste during construction, the use of
recycled materials and the provision for waste recycling
in new development.
5.122 Development sites frequently suffer from
contamination caused by previous industrial uses
and colonisation by invasive species such as Japanese
Knotweed and Himalayan Balsam. Where such
contamination occurs it must be removed from site
and disposed of, destroyed or contained according to
statutory guidelines.

5.120 Green Infrastructure is an effective means of
reducing the risks of flash flooding as it slows the
passage of surface water run-off. Green roofs, trees
and planted areas all contribute towards this. Where
sustainable urban drainage systems are incorporated
into green infrastructure this is particularly effective,
and also provides good visual amenity if designed well.
Urban Heat Island effect is a problem suffered by high
density built up areas where hard materials remain and
emit heat, substantially raising temperatures above
those of surrounding areas. Although not currently a
problem, peak summer temperatures are expected to
rise with climate change causing health problems in the
elderly and vulnerable. Urban Green Infrastructure can
reduce heat-island effect by up to 4oC and is therefore a
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Planning Obligations
Policy CS10: Planning Obligations
1. Development will only be permitted where
existing infrastructure, services and amenities
are already sufficient, or where the developer
enters into a legal undertaking or agreement
to meet the additional needs arising from the
development.
2. Where appropriate, planning contributions will
be sought in connection with a development to
ensure that:
a. The particular facilities required for the
proposed development, including the
provision of necessary infrastructure,
services and community facilities are met
b. Any damaging impact on the environment
or local amenity arising from the proposed
development can be overcome.

5.123 Fundamental to achieving the Core Strategy
goals is that the impact of all development proposals
is fully assessed. Where developments have
potentially significant implications, applicants will be
required to submit assessments in support of their
development proposal. The Council will seek to
ensure that developments provide necessary physical
and community infrastructure and do not create,
exacerbate or consolidate deficiencies or create other
problems which need to be resolved.
5.124 The Council has worked with other infrastructure
providers both within the Council and external
agencies, including utility providers, the Highways
Agency, United Utilities and the Environment Agency to
provide the understanding of infrastructure provision
together with the funding sources and responsibility
for delivery.
5.125 A detailed supporting document to the Core
Strategy, the Blackpool Infrastructure and Delivery
Plan, is being prepared for the Pre-Submission
stage, and will include details of current and future
infrastructure provision together with funding sources
where these can be identified.
5.126 Proposals which give rise to additional social,
environmental and infrastructure costs upon the
community will be required to compensate for the
consequential costs of their development. Conditions
will be imposed on planning permissions and planning
obligations sought, where appropriate.
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5.127 Examples of the facilities the Council could seek
are set out in a number of policies throughout this
document and the examples quoted below are by
no means exhaustive - the implications of individual
planning applications can differ greatly:
■■ affordable homes
■■ ecology and nature conservation
■■ environmental improvements

5.129 Detailed implementation matters will
be addressed through a Planning Obligations
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD). This will
contain additional information on when planning
obligations may be needed and will cover such matters
as the type and scale of and when contributions are
needed; how financial contributions will be calculated;
and the legal agreements required.
5.130 The Government is supportive of the
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).
The purpose of CIL is to ensure that development
is delivered in a more sustainable way. Regulations
regarding the setting up and charging of a Community
Infrastructure levy are set out in the Government’s CIL
Regulations. The CIL will potentially result in a fairer
way of ensuring a broader range of developments
contribute to meet future community infrastructure
needs, and will also provide greater certainty,
transparency and predictability for developers as to
the level of contribution required, including producing
an effective charging schedule to obtain funding for
infrastructure.

■■ health and educational facilities
■■ highway works
■■ improved pedestrian access
■■ landscaping
■■ provision of physical infrastructure
■■ public transport facilities
■■ play areas, parks and spaces
■■ sports facilities
■■ leisure and arts
■■ street furniture (including litter bins)
■■ sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS)
■■ district heating schemes
■■ community recycling facilities
■■ other community facilities
5.128 The Council has for some years pursued
planning obligations in respect of affordable housing,
open space, and transport. The Government expects
development to contribute more to infrastructure
requirements arising from new development. More
sustainable development and the increasingly
important issue of climate change also require a
broader range of contributions.

5.131 Section 106 Planning Obligations will continue
to be utilised by the Council to ensure all necessary
needs arising from developments are met prior to
any introduction of a CIL, and will continue to be
used afterwards for essential contributions which are
needed to ensure any locally site specific mitigation
requirements or other non-infrastructure needs
are met to address the specific consequences of
developments.
5.132 The Council will decide what infrastructure
is needed to support developments in or outside
Blackpool which will benefit the residents of the area,
and may seek to cooperate with adjoining authorities
to support the delivery of sub-regional infrastructure.
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Sustainable Neighbourhoods
6.1 Sustainable communities contribute to a
balanced and high quality of life for existing and
future residents through the promotion of social
cohesion and inclusion, the strengthening of
economic prosperity and enhancement of the natural
and built environment. Sustainable communities
should comprise a mix of age groups, incomes
and lifestyles within a safe, healthy and clean
environment, with access to a full range of services
and community facilities.
6.2 Therefore, the focus of the following policy
is to ensure future development and investment
contributes to delivering sustainable communities,
and concentrates regeneration and improvement
in a number of identified priority neighbourhoods
concentrated in the inner area and on some outer
housing estates. The improvement of these
neighbourhoods is fundamental to creating more
sustainable communities, with neighbourhood
plans forming a key component in securing their
comprehensive improvement. Neighbourhood plans
will encompass a wide range of initiatives across a
number of public agencies and services to reflect the
specific needs of each area and its local community.
6.3 Much of Blackpool is residential in character,
comprising a mix of mainly older terraced and semidetached housing as the town expanded during
the 20th century, with the development of more
modern estates on the periphery of the town.
Blackpool has a wide range of local shops, schools
and supporting community facilities, and some large
and high quality areas of parkland and open space.
However, Blackpool’s residential neighbourhoods
have a range of different communities living in widely
contrasting local conditions and circumstances. Some
neighbourhoods fall short of the ideal of a balanced,
healthy and sustainable community, and as a
reflection of this neighbourhood regeneration will be
prioritised towards a number of identified priority

neighbourhoods, with plans agreed with the
community to redefine, reinvest and improve their
neighbourhoods to create places where people want
to live.
6.4 The scale of intervention required makes
it necessary to focus on a number of priority
neighbourhoods but all the inner areas will continue
to benefit from the Council’s wider management,
enforcement and improvement programme to
tackle housing problems and uplift the quality of the
environment to create sustainable communities and
neighbourhoods.
Policy CS11: Sustainable Neighbourhoods
1. Neighbourhood regeneration and improvement
will focus on:
a. Neighbourhoods within the inner area,
including the mixed holiday and residential
neighbourhoods of North Beach, Foxhall
and South Beach, and the predominantly
residential neighbourhoods of Claremont,
Talbot, Revoe and St Heliers
b. The outer estate priority neighbourhoods
of Queens Park, Grange Park, Mereside, and
Kincraig.
2. Within Blackpool’s neighbourhoods (as set
out above) to secure a better quality of
life for residents and to deliver sustainable
communities, the Council will support
development and investment which:
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a. Provides high quality housing with an
appropriate mix of types and tenures to
meet the needs and aspirations of existing
and future residents and assists with
rebalancing the housing market
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Neighbourhoods within the Inner Areas

b. Provides high quality community facilities
which are accessible to all members of the
community

North Beach, Foxhall and South Beach

c. Contributes to an efficient, multi-modal
transport network to enable easy access to a
range of jobs and services
d. Creates a healthy, safe, secure and attractive
environment and public realm, which
promotes local pride and a sense of place
e. Reflects the built heritage of the
neighbourhoods and enhances the
appearance of important existing buildings
and their settings
f. Addresses the need for a balanced provision
of resident and visitor parking alongside
streetscape enhancement.
3. In addition, to support such development
and investment the Council will address the
problems and challenges associated with poor
quality housing and unauthorised residential
use in the inner areas through wider housing,
planning and enforcement initiatives, including:
a. Opportunities for selective intervention
to improve the quality and mix of existing
housing stock
b. Providing assistance with site assembly
where required to facilitate major
redevelopment schemes, including the
selective or comprehensive redevelopment
of key sites.

6.5 The neighbourhoods of North Beach, Foxhall
and South Beach were developed at the turn of the
20th century to accommodate large numbers of
holiday makers and to support a residential population
within compact streets in close proximity to the
seafront. Today, they are characterised by problems
caused by the decline in overnight visitors, which
has resulted in a significant number of guest houses
going out of business and seeking alternative income
by converting and sub-dividing properties into poor
quality, permanent residential accommodation. As
a result, within parts of these neighbourhoods,
there is a dysfunctional and unbalanced housing
supply with choice limited to predominantly small,
poor quality bedsits and flats or Houses in Multiple
Occupancy (HMOs), which are unsuitable for families
and undesirable for anyone who can afford to choose
better. The high concentration of such types of
property undermines the quality of the environment
and the social and economic sustainability of these
communities.
6.6 North Beach, Foxhall and South Beach will
continue to support the tourism market, however
it is recognised current visitor numbers cannot
sustain the quantum of guest houses within these
areas. The Council therefore seeks to redefine the
role of these areas to give them a viable future with
a high quality holiday accommodation offer, but also
to become vibrant and exciting places to live. High
quality holiday accommodation will continue to be
encouraged (supported by new investment in resort
infrastructure), but outside the defined main holiday
accommodation areas (Policy CS24: Off Promenade
Holiday Accommodation) there will be flexibility for
properties to provide high quality residential uses.
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6.7 Within the neighbourhoods of North Beach,
Foxhall and South Beach, specific proposals for
comprehensive improvement or redevelopment will
be set out in evolving neighbourhood plans for these
areas to support a more balanced inner area housing
offer. Key sites within and adjacent to the Foxhall and
South Beach neighbourhoods, including the Rigby
Road development sites, present opportunities for
comprehensive redevelopment to introduce a wider
housing offer close to the seafront. This opportunity
will support neighbourhood regeneration by embracing
the principles of sustainable development and high
quality design and will improve the arrival experience
into the town along Seasiders Way.
6.8 To contribute to providing a balanced and
high quality housing offer, the Council is pursuing
a range of measures to address the large numbers
of poor quality and badly managed private rented
sector housing in these neighbourhoods. This type of
housing is affecting the social cohesion of communities,
driving down the quality of the built environment
and is having an impact on the health, safety and
wellbeing of residents of such properties and the
wider neighbourhood. In response, the Council has
designated a selective licensing scheme in the South
Beach area in order to reduce anti-social behaviour
and deal with the poor management of some privately
rented accommodation.

6.10 In recognition of the distinct issues affecting
the inner area neighbourhoods, the Council is also
proposing to introduce an Article 4(1) Direction relating
to houses in the defined Inner Area of the town to
prevent the change of use from a house to a House
in Multiple Occupation (HMO) without the need to
apply for planning permission on application. Whilst
not all HMOs are problematic, issues can arise in terms
of the quality and type of accommodation provided,
the transient nature of occupants and the impact on
the character and appearance of an area. Any further
addition to the stock of HMO accommodation can
cause issues by encouraging further in-migration of
single people, which would further distort the housing
market in Blackpool and continue to contribute to
unbalanced communities.

6.9 The South Beach selective licensing scheme
covers an extensive area off the promenade from the
south of the town centre (Chapel Street) to Blackpool
Pleasure Beach (Balmoral Road) and inland to Yeadon
and Seasiders Way. The scheme requires every
privately rented flat, house or room to have a licence
to operate in the area, which includes a series of
conditions relating to the management of the property,
fire safety and anti-social behaviour. The Council is
intending to extend the selective licensing scheme to
other areas alongside implementation in South Beach.
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Other Inner Area Neighbourhoods
6.11 There is a distinct variation in character between
the mixed holiday and residential neighbourhoods of
North Beach, Foxhall and South Beach and the more
predominantly residential neighbourhoods further
from the seafront (see Figure 15), but they share
common problems in terms of economic and socially
imbalanced communities, a limited housing mix, and
the need for enhancement. In addition, the quality
of the built environment within these areas is poor
and green infrastructure (including public open space,
street landscaping and private gardens) is extremely
limited. To address these issues, investment and
development will be encouraged which introduces
high quality family housing into these neighbourhoods,
alongside public realm improvements and new green
infrastructure, to create more balanced and sustainable
communities.

6.12 In addition to an unbalanced mix of poor quality
housing, the inner area neighbourhoods similarly
have limited areas of public open space, high levels
of transience, low educational attainment, economic
and social issues and vulnerable households, all of
which have undermined their attractiveness as a place
to live. It is vital that new development contributes
to achieving more sustainable communities across
Blackpool as a whole but particularly that development
and investment takes place to improve the quality of
the built and natural environment and to address the
economic and social issues evident in these areas.
6.13 For all neighbourhoods within the inner areas,
the combination of a numbers of measures, including
selective licensing, the introduction of an Article
4 Direction for the inner areas and further wider
initiatives, will contribute to achieving sustainable
neighbourhoods across the inner areas to provide a
better quality of life for existing and future residents
within an enhanced built and natural environment.
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Outer Estate Priority Neighbourhoods
6.14 The outer estate priority neighbourhoods differ
in character to neighbourhoods within the inner area,
however they do share some similar issues relating to
the housing offer and social and economic imbalances.
The identified priority outer estate neighbourhoods
are located within some of the most deprived areas
in England1 and therefore a coordinated approach
to neighbourhood regeneration is required which
combines environmental improvement alongside
targeted engagement with communities in relation to
social, economic, education and health issues.
6.15 The proposed comprehensive redevelopment
of the Queens Park estate is an example of how the
Council is committed to addressing the quality and mix
of the housing offer in outer estate neighbourhoods.
A decision has been taken by the Council to revitalise
the estate into a safe and attractive neighbourhood
inhabited by a balanced and sustainable community.
In consultation with the resident community, the
redevelopment of the estate will involve the demolition
of five tower blocks and a number of lower rise blocks
that are currently dominated by one-bed flats, with
some provision of two-bed flats, bedsits and threebed maisonettes. During the plan period, the whole
estate will be demolished in phases and replaced
with low-rise housing, public and private spaces and
community facilities. The redevelopment of the estate
seeks to ensure that Queens Park will be a balanced
and sustainable community, which sets the benchmark
for neighbourhoods and well-designed housing in
Blackpool.

1

Source: Indices of Multiple Deprivation, 2010
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Figure 15: Location of Blackpool’s Neighbourhoods
Key
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N
Reproduced from Ordnance Survey mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised
reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Blackpool Borough Council Licence No. 100019178. 2012.
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Housing Mix, Density and Standards
6.16 A mix of house types and sizes is an essential
component of creating successful residential
environments. A community with a good housing mix
can be home to people of different ages, economic
status and lifestyles.
6.17 Alongside delivering a target requirement of
new housing (see Policy CS2: Housing Provision) there
is a need to lift all aspects of quality in terms of size
and standards of accommodation, to create homes
where people want to live. Along with housing
quality it is important that the density of new housing
is appropriate across different areas of the Borough.
Policy CS12: Housing Mix, Density and Standards
1. To ensure the appropriate mix of well designed
housing to provide a balanced housing supply
that supports sustainable neighbourhoods, new
development should:
a. Make efficient use of land, seeking to
achieve an optimum density appropriate
to the character of the locality, with higher
densities in main centres and on public
transport corridors

1 bedroom - a maximum of 10% of all homes
2 bedrooms - at least 20% of homes
3 bedrooms or larger - at least 20% of homes
ii. On sites between 0.2 and 1 hectare a
mix of dwelling sizes is required within
the site or the proposed mix of dwellings
should contribute towards a balanced
mix of provision in the wider local area.
2. On all sites proposals for new flat
developments will not be permitted which
would further intensify existing overconcentrations of such accommodation
and conflict with wider efforts for the
comprehensive improvement of the
neighbourhood as a balanced and healthy
community. Developments including more
than 10 flats are unlikely to be acceptable
on sites in the Inner Area of Blackpool away
from the seafront and town centre. Where
flat developments are permitted, no more
than 30% of the flats should be less than 2
bedroom flats.

b. Meet Blackpool’s minimum standards for
all new homes whether conversions or new
build
c. Include a mix of house types and sizes
having regard to the specific character and
location of each site as follows:
i. On sites greater than 1 hectare a
balanced mix of dwelling sizes is required
within the development and the
provision on the site should include:
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6.18 This policy is informed by the Fylde Coast
Strategic Housing Market Assessment and Blackpool
Housing Monitoring Reports.
6.19 Trends in Blackpool over recent years have
resulted in a significant number of former holiday
accommodation premises being converted into small
one-bedroom flats or bedsits. One-bedroom flats
provide an affordable step into the housing market
but an over-concentration of such accommodation
has contributed to the problems associated with
the inner areas of Blackpool, particularly the high
level of transience. To encourage a greater mix, flat
conversions and new-build flat developments will be
expected to provide an increased number of units
with two or more bedrooms. In areas where there is
already an over concentration of one bedroom flats,
development will be restricted.
6.20 It is also evident that Blackpool has far fewer
detached and larger family dwellings than most
areas. The limited offer means that there is restricted
availability of good quality family housing and wider
choice across Blackpool’s housing market. This policy
seeks to improve the quality and choice of Blackpool’s
offer so that the more economically active households
will choose to remain within the Borough, rather than
move to residential areas elsewhere across the Fylde
Coast.

6.21 Building at higher densities makes better use of
limited land resources and helps sustain local facilities
and services. Higher densities are sought at more
accessible locations within walking distance in town,
district and local centres and along public transport
corridors. There will be instances, particularly on small
sites, where location, design, and site configuration
constraints outweigh density considerations.
6.22 All future applications across Blackpool as a
whole, whether for conversions or new build, will
need to accord with the Council’s minimum standards
for new housing development, based on the Code
for Sustainable Homes and National Building for Life
standards. Detailed guidance will be provided in
Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) which
will inform the future floorspace, layout, amenity and
energy efficiency standards for new accommodation.
The New Homes from Old Places Residential
Conversion and Sub-Division SPD provides guidance
on the conversion or sub-division of properties for
residential use.
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Affordable Housing
6.23 Blackpool’s inner areas are characterised
by an over-supply of small, poor quality flat
accommodation, which despite being affordable,
is undesirable for many in a position of choice.
In contrast, outside the inner areas there is a
considerable gap between median household incomes
and house prices meaning that affordability is a
serious issue. As a result, there is significant demand
for a choice of quality affordable housing particularly
for family occupation, which is available for both
affordable sale and rent across the Borough.
6.24 It is a priority for the Council to ensure that
there is an adequate supply of good quality affordable
housing across the Borough, providing a choice of size,
type and tenure that appeals to family occupation in
particular, to help create attractive, sustainable and
mixed income communities. Core Strategy Policy
CS13: Affordable Housing and a supporting Affordable
Housing Supplementary Planning Document aims to
maximise affordable housing provision to support
Blackpool’s regeneration objectives.
Policy CS13: Affordable Housing
1. All market and specialist housing developments
including conversions creating a net increase
of three dwellings or more will be required to
make a contribution to increase Blackpool’s
supply of affordable housing, providing a mix
of 2, 3, and 4 bed family housing of similar
size and quality to open market housing. This
affordable housing contribution should be
provided as follows:

provision will be sought where possible.
Off-site provision or a financial contribution
instead of on-site provision will be
considered where the site is unsuitable
for affordable housing, or where offsite provision is a more effective way of
delivering affordable housing to support
Blackpool’s regeneration objectives.
b. Where developments would comprise 3-14
dwellings, or on sites less than 0.5 hectares,
then a financial contribution towards off-site
affordable housing provision is required.
This contribution will be set out in a
Supplementary Planning Document.
2. The tenure mix requirements of the affordable
housing units will depend on the location of the
site. Within the defined Inner Area, the general
requirement will be for intermediate affordable
housing provision for sale to encourage
home ownership. Elsewhere, the general
requirement will be for a mix of social rented
and intermediate affordable housing for either
sale or rent. Further detail on the tenure mix
requirement will be set out in a Supplementary
Planning Document.
3. A Supplementary Planning Document will also
establish the following:

a. Where developments would comprise
15 dwellings or more, or on sites of 0.5
hectares or more, the minimum provision
of affordable housing required is 30% of the
total number of dwellings created. On-site
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a. Appropriate dwelling size, type and design
of the affordable housing units
b. Phasing
c. Ensuring Affordability
d. Calculating financial contributions
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6.25 The need for affordable housing is evidenced
in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
2008, carried out for the wider Fylde Coast housing
market area. This document identified the growing
gap between local incomes, house prices and market
rents, a significant need for intermediate affordable
housing24 and the priority for 2 and 3 bedroom (i.e.
family) dwellings. It supports a 30% affordable housing
provision in Blackpool on sites of 15 dwellings or more,
as well as a contribution towards off-site provision on
smaller developments. The SHMA also supports the
need for a tailored approach which takes into account
specific site circumstances across the Borough, and the
context of the wider housing market.

6.28 A Viability Appraisal has been undertaken
which demonstrates that 30% affordable housing
provision in developments of 15 or more units is
viable, on the assumption of a site with no associated
abnormal development costs. Furthermore, in
relation to schemes of less than 15 units, a financial
contribution towards off-site affordable housing
provision is also viable. A supporting Supplementary
Planning Document will contain details of the level of
contribution required.

6.26 The policy requires affordable housing provision
equivalent to a minimum of 30% of the total number of
dwellings on sites of 0.5 hectares or more, or comprising
developments of 15 dwellings or more, including
conversion schemes. Where possible this should be
provided on-site, although there are some instances when
off-site provision would be preferable. For example, sites
may be unsuitable due to size, configuration or specific
local circumstances; or off-site provision may be a more
effective way to support Blackpool’s regeneration and to
help re-balance the housing market.
6.27 In Blackpool a substantial proportion of new
housing is expected to come forward on sites or as
part of schemes which do not meet the 15 dwellings
threshold, compromising the delivery of sufficient
affordable housing. Therefore, the policy also requires
all new-build housing developments and residential
conversion schemes below this threshold (where 3
or more additional units are being created) to make
a contribution towards off-site affordable housing
provision.
This is defined as housing at prices and rents above those of
social rent but below market prices or rents. These can include
shared equity products (e.g. Homebuy) and other low cost homes
for sale or rent
24
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6.29 The Council recognises the need to review, in
some instances, the feasibility or viability of delivering
the affordable housing targets on specific sites, but
developers will be expected to take the affordable
housing requirement into account in determining land
values, along with other known site requirements.
Where an applicant demonstrates particular or
‘abnormal’ unknown costs that cannot be offset by
depreciated land value or recouped in sale price then a
revised affordable housing target may be agreed.
6.30 The appropriate tenure, size and type of
affordable housing provision on individual sites will
depend on the regeneration priorities and housing
needs of that particular area of the Borough. Site
specific requirements will be determined by:
■■ Population needs
■■ Site location
■■ Existing local context in terms of house type, size
and tenure balance
■■ Blackpool’s wider housing development
programme
■■ Specific economic viability considerations for
individual sites

6.31 Integral to this approach is the need to rebalance the housing market within the inner areas of
Blackpool, whilst carefully managing new affordable
housing provision in other areas. Within the inner
areas the general requirement will be for affordable
home ownership options, with limited scope for social
and affordable rented housing until a more balanced
housing market is achieved. Elsewhere in the Borough,
the general requirement will be for a mix of social rented
and either affordable home ownership or affordable
rented options to support an appropriate balance of
tenure types in order to create mixed communities.
A supporting Supplementary Planning Document will
contain further detail of the tenure mix requirement.
6.32 An Affordable Housing Supplementary Planning
Document is being prepared alongside the Core
Strategy to provide more detailed guidance on the
delivery of the types of affordable housing, including
a detailed basis for an informed assessment of the
economic viability of the targets for affordable housing
and the thresholds set out in the policy.
6.33 The SHMA update is due to be published
in Summer 2012 and this will provide an overall
affordable housing target for Blackpool which will be
detailed in the Pre-submission Policy.
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Health and Education
6.34 Improving the health and education of
Blackpool’s population is a major challenge with the
gap in health and education inequalities between
Blackpool and the rest of the UK continuing to widen.
Access to quality health and education facilities is
integral to raising educational achievement and
improving the health and wellbeing of communities.
Achieving wider social, health and lifestyle goals
however is also closely linked to delivering major
physical change and the regeneration of the built
environment.
6.35 People’s health and education is influenced by
the settings of their everyday lives – where they live,
learn, play and work. There is a strong relationship
between social and economic factors such as low
income and poor quality housing, with the state of
health and levels of educational attainment in local
communities. Improved provision and access to
quality public services has a direct positive effect on
the health and wellbeing of residents.

Policy CS14: Health and Education
Health
1. Proposals will be supported that complement
existing health care facilities currently
concentrated at Blackpool Victoria Hospital and
at the three supporting primary care centres in
south, central and north Blackpool.
2. Contributions will be sought from developers
towards the provision of health facilities
where their development would impact on the
capacity of existing healthcare provision.
Education
3. Development will be supported that enables
the provision of high quality new and improved
education facilities. This will include:
a. The expansion, modernisation and
enhancement of Blackpool’s higher and
further education working closely with the
relevant establishments
b. The remodelling, extension or rebuilding of
schools in Blackpool.
4. Contributions will be sought from developers
towards the provision of school places where
their development would impact on the
capacity of existing schools.
5. Development will be supported that provides
co-located, more integrated health and
education facilities, including the provision of
sports facilities, to increase community access
and participation, encourage active lifestyles
and reduce the need to travel.
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6.36 Major health and education facilities including
Blackpool and the Fylde College, Blackpool Sixth Form
College and Blackpool Victoria Hospital serve the Fylde
Coast Sub-Region and are located across the Borough.
More local health and education facilities are located
in close proximity to the residential communities they
serve. To ensure future provision is located in the most
sustainable and accessible locations, facilities should
be appropriately located in accordance with their scale
and catchment. This could include opportunities for
co-location with existing facilities or on sites within
existing centres where appropriate, as defined on the
Proposals Map.

where health facilities are located alongside expanded
sports facilities, the existing swimming pool and a
relocated Bispham library to provide a new major
concentration of facilities serving north Blackpool. The
Council will continue to explore opportunities for the
integration of sports facilities to encourage healthy and
active lifestyles.

Health
6.37 Improvement of Blackpool’s health facilities will
be focused on the continuing replacement of outdated
facilities and the provision of new services within the
existing main Blackpool Victoria Hospital site, with
an ongoing long term programme for the phased
redevelopment of the site. In addition, a purpose
built high quality mental health facility is proposed on
the edge of the Blackpool urban area at Whyndyke
Farm which replaces existing outdated facilities at the
Hospital. It will provide treatment and care for people
with a variety of mental health problems. Provision
of health and supporting care facilities at a more local
level is led by the provision of three multi-use Primary
Care Trust centres covering the north, central and
south of the Borough provided at the Moor Park Health
and Leisure Centre, Whitegate Health Centre and South
Shore Primary Care Centre.
6.38 These facilities bring together and enhance
access to a much wider range and higher standard of
health and supporting community facilities which can
support lifestyle changes under one roof. The Moor
Park Health and Leisure Centre provides an example of
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Education
6.39 Education is vital to the regeneration of
Blackpool, to equip children, young people and
adults with the necessary qualifications and skills
to compete in the developing labour market. An
uplift in Blackpool’s level of educational attainment
and skills at all levels is seen as essential to enhance
the opportunities for the town’s children and young
people, and to support inward investment and
Blackpool’s longer term prosperity.

6.41 The town’s primary schools and high schools
are well located across Blackpool’s residential
neighbourhoods to meet existing community needs.
However, there is an identified need in inner Blackpool
for an additional primary school. A site has been
identified at Baron Road close to the Central Corridor.
Inner Area regeneration will deliver further housing
and this primary school is expected to cater for any
additional need that arises from the development.

6.40 The key to improving attendance and attainment
is to provide a high quality learning environment which
engages children and young people and drives up
aspiration. A programme is being progressed to rebuild
Mereside Primary School, Unity College, St Mary’s
Catholic College, Highfield Humanities College and the
Mountford Centre; a facility for pupils with emotional,
behavioural and social problems. These have been
supported by the Building Schools for the Future
(BSF) programme. This will provide modern learning
resources with interactive ICT, new classrooms, libraries
and sporting provision.

6.42 The Council will continue to seek to open up
and develop sites, particularly school facilities, for
wider community use which can increase accessibility
and also makes more intensive and efficient use of
resources, and strengthens community participation
and local involvement.
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Gypsy and Travellers, and Travelling
Showpeople
6.43 Local planning authorities are required to make
adequate site provision for Gypsy and Travellers, and
Travelling Showpeople in the light of quantitative
assessments of requirements and having regard
to their needs. In line with government guidance
which requires local planning authorities to ensure
traveller sites are sustainable economically, socially
and environmentally, the policy below sets out the
site selection criteria to accommodate additional
pitches, if there is an identified need, through a Site
Allocations DPD.

Policy CS15: Gypsy and Travellers, and Travelling
Showpeople
1. Appropriate sites and accommodation will
be provided for Gypsy and Travellers, and
Travelling Showpeople where there is an
identified need and where the site:
a. Is suitable in that it provides a good living
environment for residents, including access
to essential services such as water, sewerage
and drainage and waste disposal
b. Has good access to transport links, public
transport and is close to shops, schools,
local services and other community facilities
c. Is well designed and landscaped to give
privacy between pitches, and between sites
and neighbouring properties, and provides
adequate provision for parking, turning,
servicing and storage where appropriate
d. Does not cause demonstrable harm to the
quality, character and appearance of the
landscape taking account of the cumulative
impact of other authorised sites in the
vicinity
e. Does not create an over-concentration
of provision within Blackpool’s limited
remaining countryside
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6.44 The national planning policy for traveller sites
(2012) seeks to ensure fair and equal treatment for
travellers, in a way that facilitates the traditional and
nomadic way of life of travellers while respecting
the interests of the settled community. Regional
assessments have aimed to ensure future requirements
are better distributed within each sub-region, informed
by the Lancashire Sub-Regional Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation and Related Services Assessment
(GTAA, 2007) and the Accommodation Situation of
Showmen in the Northwest (2007).
6.45 The scope and evidence of need for additional
provision is focused on the wider sub-region. As part
of the Duty to Co-operate, Blackpool Council will
work with adjoining authorities to provide for the
accommodation needs of the Gypsy and Traveller
community across the Fylde Coast sub-region. This will
help to ensure Gypsy and Travellers enjoy similar access
to services and facilities on a more balanced basis
across the wider area.
6.46 Any further potential for future growth and
provision of all types of traveller sites in Blackpool
will be reviewed in line with national policy and the
very specific circumstances and realities of Blackpool’s
existing intensively built up urban area and future
development needs. Future potential additional
provision within Blackpool will be limited to smaller
family sites, and where there is an identified future
need, the Council will seek to make provision on
appropriate and suitable sites.

6.47 Blackpool currently makes provision for Gypsy
and Travellers on a Council owned site and on privately
owned sites. There are also four further small family
Gypsy sites. All the sites are concentrated in one
broad location in south Blackpool. The town’s high
level of existing provision, heavily built-up area and
general shortage of land are reflected in past regional
assessments of a lack of further requirement for
additional pitch provision to 2016 for Gypsy and
Travellers in Blackpool, and a lack of historical demand
for further provision in terms of planning applications
or sites set up without planning permission.
Refurbishment of the local authority owned site in
Blackpool has included the provision of areas for visitor
caravans and has met the requirement for three of the
additional required transit pitches as identified in the
GTAA.
6.48 For Travelling Showpeople, there is no current
provision on sites in Blackpool. Past regional
assessments, reflecting overcrowding on existing sites
around Greater Manchester, have expressed survey
preferences for some redistribution of provision. There
are currently regular fairs held across the Fylde Coast
(including two in Blackpool), with required space for
the storage and maintenance of equipment as well as
residential caravans, therefore provision is generally
more suited to a light industrial, rather than residential
location.
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Chapter 7
Regenerating Blackpool Town
Centre and Resort Core

Contents:
Blackpool Town Centre
• Policy CS16: Blackpool Town Centre
• Policy CS17: Winter Gardens
• Policy CS18: Central Business District
(Talbot Gateway)
• Policy CS19: Leisure Quarter
(Former Central Station Site)
Resort Core
• Policy CS20: Leisure and
Business Tourism
• Policy CS21: Arrival and Movement
• Policy CS22: Key Resort Gateways
• Policy CS23: Promenade Holiday
Accommodation
• Policy CS24: Off Promenade
Holiday Accommodation

Showzam outside the Winter Gardens
(Photo - www.visitblackpool.com)
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Figure 16: Inner Area Regeneration
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Blackpool Town Centre
7.1 Blackpool Town Centre is the main retail and
service centre in the Fylde Coast Sub-Region; and
is identified in the overarching spatial strategy as a
key focus for economic growth, development and
investment. Three town centre strategic sites are
proposed: the Central Business District, Winter
Gardens and Leisure Quarter (Core Strategy policies
CS17, CS18 and CS19). It is proposed to amend the
town centre boundary so that all three strategic sites
are included within the town centre. This proposed
amendment is shown in Figure 17. Including these
sites will help drive economic growth in the town
centre, strengthen its vitality and viability, and enable
the sites to integrate more closely with the town
centre.

Policy CS16: Blackpool Town Centre
1. To re-establish the town centre as the first
choice shopping destination for Fylde Coast
residents and to strengthen it as a cultural,
leisure and business destination for residents
and visitors, new development, investment and
enhancement will be supported which helps to
re-brand the town centre by:
a. Strengthening the retail offer with new
retail development, with the principal retail
core being the main focus for major retail
development
b. Introducing quality cafes and restaurants to
develop a café culture
c. Exploiting key heritage and entertainment
assets within the town centre and
complementing these with new innovative
development
d. Growing an office sector to create an
attractive centre to do business
e. Enhancing the quality of buildings, streets
and spaces and connecting the different
areas of the town centre, including the
seafront, to improve pedestrian movement
and improve connections with adjoining
resort and residential areas
f. Improving access to the town centre
with vibrant and welcoming multi-modal
transport gateways
g. Introducing a high quality residential offer in
the longer term
2. Assistance will be provided to assemble sites
and properties where required to facilitate
major redevelopment.
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7.2 If we are to successfully position Blackpool Town
Centre as the first choice shopping destination for
Fylde Coast residents and an attractive place to visit
and do business, the town centre needs to carve out a
high quality retail offer and combine this with a wider
positive leisure, cultural and social experience during
the day and into the evening. Exploiting key assets
within the town centre - heritage, coastal frontage
and popular tourist attractions - and aligning these
with new innovative developments can help define a
distinguishing offer to achieve an attractive, thriving
centre.
7.3 Blackpool Town Centre will be the focus for
new major retail development in the Borough (Core
Strategy Policy CS4: Retail and Other Town Centre
Uses). Within the town centre, the principal retail
core will be the main focus for this development. The
principal retail core is defined in Figure 17. It contains
the main shopping streets and the majority of the large
multiple retailers, focused on the main pedestrianised
core of Church Street, Victoria Street, Bank Hey Street
and the Houndshill Shopping Centre. Whilst recent
redevelopment of the Houndshill Shopping Centre has
helped to strengthen the retail core, future investment
is vital to improve the quality and range of offer. This
includes the introduction of higher-end retailers and
quality eating establishments. Opportunities for future
development of the principal retail core include further
phased development of the Houndshill Shopping
Centre and the introduction of a specialist retail offer
within the Winter Gardens. The Winter Gardens
is adjacent to the principal retail core and would
complement the retail offer and form part of the retail
circuit.

7.4 Improved connectivity is central to the success
of the town centre. This will be achieved by integrating
Blackpool’s retail core and the Winter Gardens with
surrounding streets and spaces, including the seafront and
major new development at the Central Business District
and new Leisure Quarter. St. John’s Square, Cedar Square
and Abingdon Street are centrally located to connect
these areas. Recent environmental enhancement and
remodelling of St. John’s Square has created an attractive
space for hosting events and festivals and for growing a
café culture. The vibrancy created in this central area will
also benefit more peripheral streets to the east by helping
to increase footfall.
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7.5 The contribution made by tourists to the vitality
and viability of Blackpool Town Centre is vital; and
the provision for tourists within its core is part of
what makes the town centre unique. Leisure uses are
largely accommodated along the Promenade frontage
between Springfield Road and New Bonny Street;
and it will continue to be promoted as the main town
centre location for visitor attractions, leisure retail
and drinking establishments. This frontage includes
the iconic Blackpool Tower at the heart of Blackpool’s
Golden Mile and is a key gateway to the town
centre from the seafront. Despite significant recent
investment in buildings, spaces and public realm along
this stretch, there are many poor quality buildings and
uses, including low-end seasonal and transient uses.
These create a negative image of the town centre and
discourage visitors from entering it. To address this,
the Council will support comprehensive enhancement
and appropriate redevelopment which introduces
quality buildings and higher-end leisure uses, which
would also complement wider regeneration efforts
along the Promenade.

7.7 In the longer term, once the town centre has
begun to re-establish itself as a thriving sub-regional
centre for Fylde Coast residents and a renowned
cultural, leisure and business destination for residents
and visitors, this will help to create a demand for high
quality residential uses within the town centre.
7.8 A Town Centre Strategy and a Parking Strategy
will provide a detailed supporting framework to this
policy. Both will include a Five-year Action Plan to be
monitored and updated on a regular basis.

7.6 The Winter Gardens and Blackpool Tower
are iconic heritage and entertainment assets in the
Council’s ownership. These have either recently
undergone, or are currently undergoing, major
programmes of refurbishment to introduce quality
leisure, entertainment and business tourism uses into
the heart of the town centre. There is the opportunity
to exploit these unique assets to facilitate quality
new investment on key development sites within the
town centre, including development of the Central
Business District and Leisure Quarter site. Delivering
these strategic sites will help to create attractive arrival
points into the town centre from the north and south,
and create significant new job opportunities, as well as
acting as a catalyst to further regeneration within the
town centre and resort.
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Figure 17: Blackpool Town Centre
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Winter Gardens
7.9 The Winter Gardens is the world’s most
complete Victorian all weather complex of theatres
and conference facilities. However, the complex has
suffered from a lack of investment, has significant
levels of under-used floorspace and is struggling
to compete with larger, more modern conference
venues across the UK. A clear strategy and business
plan is needed to re-model and enhance its future
contribution to the town centre and resort.
Policy CS17: Winter Gardens
1. Major refurbishment will be promoted and
encouraged to enhance the appeal and
status of the Winter Gardens as a year round
entertainment, leisure and conference venue.

7.10 In recognition of its strategic importance to
the town centre and resort, in particular to grow the
business tourism market, the Council purchased the
complex in March 2010. The Council is actively looking
to secure medium-long term investment to facilitate
major refurbishment and re-establish the Winter
Gardens as a mid-size, multi-purpose conferencing
venue with a national profile, as well as being the
main entertainment heart of the town for residents
and visitors. The future role of the Winter Gardens
will capitalise on its historic legacy but make a positive
contribution to a new 21st century Blackpool.
7.11 The Winter Gardens has great potential to
strengthen and widen its range of uses through
sensitive remodelling and enhancement. It offers
exceptional opportunities to locate year round leisure
uses in the heart of Blackpool Town Centre and to
physically and functionally integrate Blackpool’s
principal retail core with Abingdon Street and the north
of the town centre.

2. Proposals must be presented in the context
of a comprehensive approach, respect the
character and heritage of the Grade 2* Listed
Building and conform to the Winter Gardens
Conservation Statement.
3. The following uses will be supported:
a. Improved conference and exhibition
facilities

(CS17 Floral Hall.jpg)

b. Leisure and entertainment uses which
could include cinema, casino, museum,
restaurants and cafes
c. Retail uses which functionally integrate with
the adjacent town centre retail core
d. Hotel/Serviced Apartments
e. Improved car parking
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Central Business District
7.12 The Central Business District (CBD) is an
important strategic development site for a new
gateway development at the north-east part of the
town centre, providing a catalyst for town centre
regeneration and supporting economic growth.
Policy CS18: Central Business District (Talbot
Gateway)
1. Comprehensive redevelopment of the Central
Business District will be promoted and
encouraged for mixed-use development which
will become an important anchor for the north
of the town centre; providing a welcoming
arrival experience, connecting with the wider
town centre and complementing its retail offer.
2. The following uses will be supported:
a. A public transport interchange around a
re-modelled railway station and enhanced
pedestrian environment
b. Major foodstore and other supporting retail
development including cafes and restaurants
c. Offices
d. Police Headquarters
e. Law Courts
f. Improved public car park provision for the
wider town centre
g. Hotels
h. Residential
3. In addition to new development, proposals to
improve the appearance of existing buildings
will be supported.

7.13 The site is a key arrival point for residents and
visitors entering the town centre, accommodating
Blackpool North Railway Station, a large portion of
the town centre’s car parking and bus interchanges
along Talbot Road. However, it does not provide a
pleasant arrival experience as the area is fragmented,
under-utilised and disparate, and the existing transport
infrastructure is outdated and poorly integrated.
7.14 Redevelopment and enhancement of the area is
central to Blackpool’s ambition of creating an attractive
central business district which promotes office
development within the town centre and improves
the arrival experience from the railway station and
Talbot Road. New development will be anchored
by new Blackpool Council offices, Blackpool North
railway station and a major new foodstore. Other
complementary uses will be supported. Any new retail
development must complement and not compete with
the retail offer within the principal retail core. There
will be an overall uplift in the built environment, with
new and improved high quality buildings, attractive
spaces and good pedestrian connectivity within the
site and beyond linking to the wider town centre. The
area will be a greatly improved transport gateway, with
integrated transport modes and the potential for a
future tram interchange.
7.15 Proposals must be presented in the context of a
comprehensive approach, although the development is
likely to come forward in phases. Blackpool Council is
currently working in partnership with Muse to deliver
Phase 1 of the CBD. As a major landowner, Blackpool
Council will assist with bringing subsequent phases of
development forward and use its compulsory purchase
powers, where necessary, to enable land assembly.
Delivery of the Police Headquarters and Law Courts
will be dependent on successful relocation of existing
services currently located on the Leisure Quarter site.
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7.16 Outline planning permission was granted in
March 2010 for the development as a whole. Following
on from this, planning permission has been recently
granted for components of the development including
a new food store, Council offices and improvements
to the existing multi-storey car park. The adopted
Planning Brief Supplementary Planning Document for
the site will continue to be instrumental in guiding
future development proposals.
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Leisure Quarter
7.17 The Leisure Quarter is one of Blackpool’s
most strategically important development sites
to maximise regeneration and provide supporting
economic growth. The site has the potential to
deliver something as iconic as Blackpool Tower and
the Winter Gardens.
7.18 Redevelopment of the site is central
to Blackpool’s ambition of developing a new,
exciting and unique tourist destination and is an
important catalyst for wider resort and town centre
regeneration. With the lack of readily available
deliverable sites in the resort core, it is crucial that the
potential of this site to broaden the resort appeal and
revitalise the visitor economy is exploited.

d. Improve pedestrian permeability by creating
strong active connections through the site,
and between the site and the town centre,
seafront, central corridor and surrounding
resort neighbourhoods
e. Promote sustainable development through
design, access, energy conservation and
operational management.
3. Complementary leisure uses, hotel
development, ancillary retail, parking and
servicing that would add value and support the
major leisure development will be permitted.
4. Development proposals may be phased
but must not be piecemeal in approach. If
all reasonable measures have been taken
to redevelop the entire site, and this is not
possible, the retention and improvement of
existing buildings will be allowed provided the
scheme meets the development objectives set
out in a supporting Development Brief.

Policy CS19: Leisure Quarter
1. Comprehensive redevelopment of the entire
site will be promoted and encouraged for
major leisure development of national
significance; where the cumulative impact of
a single or group of leisure uses will provide a
compelling new reason to visit Blackpool.
2. The development must:
a. Demonstrate the highest design quality,
through creative architecture, urban design
and public realm that creates a landmark
attraction which responds to Blackpool’s
historic townscape and character
b. Integrate with and support existing resort
core uses and attractions
c. Provide ease of access, good vehicular and
public transport connections, quality arrival
points and adequate parking facilities (to
serve the development and town centre)
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7.19 The Leisure Quarter site incorporates the former
Central Station site and adjoining Promenade frontage.
It occupies a prime seafront location on Blackpool’s
Golden Mile, lies on the southern edge of the town
centre, and is the main arrival point for the town centre
and resort, enjoying direct connection with the M55
motorway via Central Corridor.
7.20 The site has long been at the heart of ambitious
plans for a new leisure development, most recently for
a new national conference / exhibition centre alongside
a regional casino. Intense competition from modern
purpose-built conference centres and the desire for
large city venues means that without the financial
support of the casino, this is no longer a realistic option
for the site; and a distinctive conference and events
offer at the Winter Gardens would be more suited to
the national conference market.

7.21 The site is largely under-utilised and the
central portion is dominated by surface car parks. Its
Promenade frontage comprises large amusement
arcades and well-known Blackpool attractions, including
the Sealife Centre and Madame Tussauds, as well as
some incidental retail provision. There is an outside
market and coach drop-off / pick-up point at the
northern end of Bonny Street; and law courts, police
headquarters and multi-storey car park to the south.
7.22 Blackpool Council, as a major landowner on the
site, will seek to establish a development agreement
with other landowners, public sector partners and
selected developer(s), to assist with bringing the site
forward for development; and will use its compulsory
purchase powers to assist with land assembly where
required.
7.23 An adopted Development Brief Supplementary
Planning Document supports this policy and will be
instrumental in ensuring proposals for the site deliver
a landmark attraction of the highest quality, which
transforms the visitor economy and resort appeal and
supports the long term future of Blackpool.
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The Resort Core
Leisure and Business Tourism
7.24 If Blackpool is to build on its status as Britain’s
favourite seaside resort, it needs to provide new
high quality attractions and accommodation which
will help to broaden the resort’s appeal alongside
key existing leisure and entertainment landmarks.
This should create more repeat visits and encourage
new visitors to the resort year round, revitalising the
visitor economy and positioning Blackpool at the
forefront of the tourist market.

d. Supporting the improvement and
rationalisation of existing holiday
accommodation to create a consolidated,
more stable and successful holiday
accommodation sector and more balanced
neighbourhoods
e. Supporting new development along the
Promenade’s built frontage which reflects
the high quality public realm investment
along the Promenade to enhance the
appearance of Blackpool’s seafront

Policy CS20: Leisure and Business Tourism
1. In order to physically and economically
regenerate Blackpool’s resort core, the focus
will be on strengthening the resort’s appeal to
attract new audiences year round. This will be
achieved by:
a. Supporting proposals for new high quality
tourism attractions focused on the town
centre and resort core including major
development opportunities which have
the potential to become wider catalysts
for regeneration to improve the visitor
experience

f. The enhancement of existing and promotion
of new venues and events spaces which can
accommodate a year round programme of
events, festivals and conferences.
2. Elsewhere, outside the resort core and away
from the seafront, new tourism investment will
be focused predominantly on outdoor leisure
facilities which support and do not undermine
the resort regeneration.

b. Supporting proposals for new visitor
accommodation focused on the town
centre, resort core and adjacent holiday
areas, unless exceptional circumstances
justify a peripheral location outside of these
areas.
c. Support the improvement and
enhancement of important existing tourist
attractions
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7.25 There is an overriding need to raise quality in all
aspects of the visitor experience in Blackpool, focusing
investment and development within the established
resort core where regeneration and positive change is
most needed.

in policies CS23 and CS24 and the accompanying
Holiday Accommodation SPD. Elsewhere, the
Council will support the managed contraction of
holiday to residential use to create more balanced
neighbourhoods – see policy CS11.

7.26 Opportunities for major new high quality leisure
development drawing large numbers of visitors and
making a strong contribution to resort regeneration
are key to developing an exciting and unique year
round resort destination and supporting a sustainable
economy.

7.30 The Promenade is one of Blackpool’s key visitor
assets and is considered to be the ‘shop window’ of
the resort. Recent multi-million pound investment has
transformed the Promenade seafront, including a new
seawall, new Promenade headlands, enhanced public
realm, improved access onto the beach and a new
tramway. It now provides many outdoor leisure and
recreation opportunities including walking and cycling.
To complement this recent investment, the Council
will support new high quality development that builds
upon the success of the seafront.

7.27 This policy seeks to target leisure tourism
investment and development in the resort core and
town centre. Proposals for resort attractions and
visitor accommodation elsewhere will generally not
be permitted. In terms of new hotel accommodation,
development of peripherally located hotels have
prospered in many areas in recent years but in
Blackpool, unless there is a specific identified need
for ancillary accommodation to other facilities, there
is no basis to justify further accommodation outside
the resort core away from the town centre and main
seafront.
7.28 Blackpool has a number of well known tourist
attractions which make an important contribution
to the overall resort offer. Proposals for high quality
tourism related development will be supported which
complements and reinforces the role of these existing
important attractions, securing their long term future.
7.29 Another dimension of tourism is the holiday
accommodation offer. There is an identified need
to reduce the amount of poor quality holiday
accommodation whilst continuing to support high
quality holiday accommodation to meet the needs
of the 21st century visitor. The Resort Core remains
the general focus for holiday accommodation,
although more detailed areas concentrated around
existing strong holiday area clusters are defined

7.31 Conferences, events and festivals are vital to
Blackpool’s visitor economy and year round appeal.
Recent improvements to the Promenade, including
the new Tower Festival Headland, provide a new
opportunity to host outdoor events and festivals. The
Winter Gardens will play an important role in hosting
conferences, events and festivals (see Policy CS17)
and larger hotels in the resort will continue to provide
supporting conference and exhibition facilities. The
Core Strategy supports continued investment in these
facilities with proposals being supported that reestablish Blackpool’s role as a nationally recognised
conference venue.
7.32 Away from the Resort Core, leisure development
opportunities should focus on the enhancement
of existing facilities which largely meet outdoor
leisure and recreation need, including Blackpool
Zoo, Stanley Park and Marton Mere Caravan Park.
These provide important leisure facilities for quieter
enjoyment, different to those in the Resort Core but
complementary to Blackpool’s leisure and tourism offer
as a whole.
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Arrival and Movement
7.33 The quality of arrival and movement through
the town centre and resort forms part of the visitor
experience. In order to grow a sustainable tourism
economy and increase the number of visitors to the
resort, it is essential to provide fast and convenient
access to the resort. Once visitors have arrived, they
require easy access to key attractions and ease of
movement through the town, whilst at the same time
reducing the need to use the car.
CS21: Arrival and Movement
1. Blackpool Council will support the delivery
of improvements to enhance the quality
of experience on arrival and the quality of
movement within the town centre and resort by:
a. Providing modern, frequent and convenient
public transport including the rail, bus and
tram network
b. Improving the quality of transport
interchanges including buildings, facilities
and public realm
c. Extending and enhancing the network of
high quality convenient, safe and pleasant
cycle and pedestrian routes
d. Providing a co-ordinated network of signage
and visitor information to provide ease of
movement and a clear sense of orientation
and direction
e. Providing sufficient, high quality and
conveniently located coach and car parking to
support the town centre and resort economy.

7.34 The policy seeks to improve the quality of arrival
and reduce cross town vehicle movements by car,
encouraging more sustainable modes of travel. This
will be achieved by providing a modern, frequent,
public transport network and improvements to key
transport interchanges including Blackpool North
and South railway stations and Lonsdale Road Coach
Station. Further detail of these improvements is
contained in Core Strategy Policy CS5: Connectivity.
7.35 The compact urban form of the resort, the
topography and in particular the promenade provides
a considerable opportunity to encourage walking
and cycling. In order to provide a quality network of
pedestrian and cycle routes which creates safe and
pleasant routes for visitors and residents alike, the
Council will look at opportunities for further public
realm enhancement and will seek to promote cycle
movement throughout the town, including the cycle
hire scheme and promotion of new ‘explorer’ cycle
routes (see Policy CS5: Connectivity). The Town Centre
Strategy and Promenade Movement Strategy will help
to identify opportunities for improving access and
movement.
7.36 Effective traffic management, parking and way
finding are recognised as particularly important to the
tourism economy. Providing a co-ordinated network
of signage and visitor information is a priority for
the Council. Informed by the Blackpool Way Finding
Strategy, the Council has identified nine routes
through the town centre and resort where signage and
information will be clearer. This includes de-cluttering
some of the previous directions.
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7.37 It is essential that the arrival experience is
managed to direct visitors to the most appropriate
coach and car parks. The correct mix of shopper and
visitor parking together with coach facilities is essential.
Accommodating vehicles within reasonably priced,
good quality and convenient car parks is therefore
a priority for the Council. The general strategy is to
minimise cross town movements by locating car parks
at main arrival points into the resort and the town
centre. A Car Parking Strategy is being developed by
Blackpool Council.

Image: John Kelly
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Key Resort Gateways
7.38 Blackpool has a number of key resort gateways
leading into the town centre and resort core,
presenting many visitors with their ‘first impression’
of the resort. Improvement and enhancement
of these key visitor routes would help to create
a positive resort arrival experience (see also
Policy CS21: Arrival and Movement), complement
regeneration efforts elsewhere within the resort and
stimulate further investment in the adjoining holiday
and residential areas.

Policy CS22: Key Resort Gateways
1. Proposals will be promoted and pursued
for further improvement, remodelling and
environmental enhancement of Central
Corridor as a key strategic gateway to Blackpool
and attractive point of arrival, including:
a. Redevelopment of land within and adjoining
the Corridor which create interesting
development frontages viewed from the
Corridor
b. Improved vehicular, pedestrian and cycling
linkages through the Corridor and extending
the network of green routes
c. Improved parking and reception facilities
d. Enhanced landscaping, signage, lighting and
security
2. Proposals for improvement and development
will be supported to regenerate Central Drive,
Lytham Road, Dickson Road and Talbot Road as
prominent and attractive gateways to the resort
and town centre, including:
a. Replacing existing poor quality, seasonal
and transient uses with more viable uses,
including quality residential uses on those
frontages outside a defined retail centre
b. Improvements to buildings and shop fronts
c. High quality public realm, landscaping,
signage, lighting and security
d. Traffic calming and improved public
transport, pedestrian and cycling provision.
3. To facilitate major redevelopment schemes
assistance will be provided to assemble sites
and properties where appropriate.
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7.39 Central Corridor (including Seasiders Way and
Yeadon Way) is the key strategic gateway to the resort
for car and coach-borne visitors, providing direct access
from the M55 motorway. It is flanked by the main
visitor car and coach parks, Blackpool South Railway
Station, Blackpool Football Club and the Festival Leisure
Park (accessed from Rigby Road). Major projects
between Blackpool Football Club and Waterloo Road
bridge (completed in phases between 2006 and 2009)
have introduced new network remodelling, public
realm improvements, public open space and new
car parks, which have greatly improved the arrival
experience. However, the remaining sections of the
Corridor provide a visually poor and bland environment
and similar treatment is required north of Sands Way
roundabout and South of Waterloo Road bridge to
create the quality of ‘arrival experience’ needed and
improve connections through the Corridor and beyond.
7.40 Central Drive, Lytham Road, Dickson Road and
Talbot Road are key gateways to the town centre or
Promenade, which have suffered as a consequence of
falling visitor numbers and a declining town centre.
The overprovision of commercial uses could not be
sustained, and this has resulted in vacant premises,

seasonal and transient uses occupying buildings in
need of maintenance and investment. A rationalisation
of poor quality commercial uses, alongside significant
new investment and development to improve the
built environment, is needed if these key routes are to
become attractive visitor gateways, and assist in resort
and community regeneration. There are opportunities
for high quality residential development on those
gateway frontages outside of the defined town centre,
district or local centres.
7.41 A number of key development sites are located
within or adjacent to resort gateways. These include
the Central Business District (Talbot Road gateway) and
Leisure Quarter and Rigby Road sites (Central Corridor
and Central Drive gateways). Major redevelopment
of these sites will provide a catalyst for further
intervention and investment along the respective
resort gateways. The sites contain a significant
portion of resort / town centre car park provision.
Any change in parking provision as a result of major
redevelopment must not undermine the resort’s
ability to accommodate visitor trips. To facilitate major
redevelopment the Council will provide assistance to
assemble sites and properties where appropriate.
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Promenade Holiday Accommodation
7.42 Holiday accommodation continues to be an
integral part of the tourism offer and contributes to
Blackpool’s significant visitor economy. Whilst in
recent years there has been an upturn in the number
of visitors to Blackpool25, this is not reflected in the
number of staying visitors to the resort which has
declined significantly over recent years.
7.43 In 2008, there were approximately 57,000
serviced accommodation bedspaces provided in
Blackpool. Whilst staying visitors account for almost
a quarter of visits to the resort, in order to achieve
average British hotel and guesthouse occupancy,
based on a small increase in staying visitors as
Blackpool’s regeneration takes effect, there is an oversupply of 14,000 serviced accommodation bedspaces
in Blackpool26. As such, the resort currently offers
significantly more bedspaces than is realistically
required in the future, with too much poor quality
holiday accommodation which no longer meets the
requirements of today’s staying visitors.

Policy CS23: Promenade Holiday Accommodation
1. The Council will support proposals which
recognise the crucial importance of the main
promenade holiday accommodation, and
will seek to drive up holiday accommodation
standards, alongside developing a new
promenade residential offer with a three tiered
approach as follows:
a. Within the defined key promenade hotel
frontages the approach will be to safeguard
the holiday accommodation use and
enhance the character and appearance of
the hotels and frontages considered vital to
the long term future of the resort
b. Within the defined main holiday
accommodation promenade frontage the
approach will be to promote new hotel
development and enhance existing holiday
accommodation alongside a supporting
new residential promenade offer where
new development and redevelopment
proposals should:

7.44 The two following policies seek to address the
identified oversupply of bedspaces and enhance the
holiday accommodation offer in the resort both on
and off the Promenade. These policies are supported
by an accompanying Supplementary Planning
Document which provides further detail of the
Council’s approach to holiday accommodation.

i. Retain the existing quantum of holiday
accommodation floorspace
ii. Contribute to a mixed use promenade
holiday and residential offer
iii. Deliver clear regeneration benefits
iv. Meet high standards of design to provide
high quality accommodation
v. Relate well in use, scale and appearance
to neighbouring properties.
c. On the promenade outside the safeguarded
frontages, where there is existing holiday
accommodation, high quality residential
development will be supported.

Source: Blackpool Annual Monitoring Report 2011
26
Source: Fylde Coast Visitor Accommodation Study 2009
25

2. An accompanying Supplementary Planning
Document provides further detail.
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7.45 The three-tiered approach set out in Policy
CS23 recognises the importance of the Promenade
to Blackpool’s holiday accommodation offer but also
the opportunity it presents for providing high quality
residential accommodation on the seafront.
7.46 The Promenade is the resort’s shop window
and many of Blackpool’s largest hotels are located
here. Despite the past decline in visitor numbers to
the resort and some underinvestment in businesses
and properties, the Promenade remains the prime
location for holiday accommodation and continues
to attract business. Improving the quality of
holiday accommodation whilst also encouraging
redevelopment of some properties will be vital
in securing a stronger flagship Promenade which
contributes to a higher quality and rebalanced
residential and holiday accommodation offer.

7.48 The focus of policy elsewhere on the main
holiday accommodation promenade frontage is for
it to lead the way in the development of a stronger,
high quality accommodation and wider mixed-use
residential product on the Promenade. The policy
continues to recognise the vital importance of
Blackpool’s main seafront holiday accommodation
offer, but no specific protection is given to the
existing buildings. Resort regeneration requires a
new high standard of visitor accommodation and a
transformation in the quality of all aspects of the visitor
experience. Many existing hotels will remain, with a
focus on their enhancement, but the policy promotes
appropriate redevelopment to provide flagship, highquality holiday and residential accommodation which
provides a bold statement of Blackpool’s future as a
staying visitor destination.

7.47 Key promenade hotel frontages have been
identified in specific recognition of the architectural
character and importance of a number of the resort’s
larger and best known hotels located to the north
of the town centre, with the largest grouping along
the North Shore ‘cliffs’. A number of these hotels are
listed buildings, such as the Blackpool Imperial Hotel
and the Clifton Hotel (Blackpool Central Travelodge).
These key promenade hotel frontages provide a
positive contribution to the vitality of the Promenade
and the resort’s heritage and are safeguarded by
the Core Strategy. The Council will seek to ensure
that development proposals for any of the key hotel
frontages are sensitively undertaken to respect and
retain their character and appearance as well as their
use as holiday accommodation. This approach applies
to only a small minority (circa 25 hotel premises) of
Blackpool’s total holiday accommodation offer.
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7.49 The Core Strategy also seeks to enhance the
wider redevelopment potential of the seafront for
mixed-use residential and holiday accommodation
that delivers clear regeneration benefits. The
policy safeguards the existing quantum of holiday
accommodation floorspace (not bedrooms) - thus
focusing on promoting higher quality - but also
supports potential redevelopment which complements
improvements to holiday accommodation and provides
a new seafront residential offer adding to Blackpool’s
range of new housing.

7.50 Elsewhere, away from the safeguarded
frontages and town centre (see Policy CS16: Blackpool
Town Centre), the focus will be on a Residential
Promenade, emphasising the potential to provide
an enhanced, high quality residential offer. This
approach will relate to the quieter ends of the
Promenade in both the north and south of the town.
With the exception of a small Promenade frontage at
Bispham, this will embrace all the seafront north of
Shaftsbury Avenue and south of the Solaris Centre.
This includes many existing residential frontages, but
where opportunities arise appropriate high quality
schemes for the redevelopment or change of use of
holiday accommodation will be supported by the Core
Strategy, in line with the Council’s design guidance for
residential conversion and subdivision provided in an
accompanying Supplementary Planning Document.
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Off Promenade Holiday Accommodation
7.51 Off the Promenade there continues to be a
substantial holiday accommodation offer with a
concentration of small and medium sized holiday
accommodation businesses, with some larger hotel
provision to the south of the town centre. This
policy approach recognises the importance of
holiday accommodation which is located away from
the main Promenade frontage to Blackpool’s resort
offer, but also reflects the complex mix of uses and
changing character of the holiday areas away from
the Promenade, and provides flexibility to reflect a
changing holiday market.

Policy CS24: Off Promenade Holiday
Accommodation
1. The defined main holiday accommodation
areas off the Promenade are:
a. The Cliffs
b. Lord Street
c. South Town Centre
d. Foxhall
e.South Beach
f. Pleasure Beach (north and south)
2. In these areas, the focus will be to safeguard
and promote new or improved holiday
accommodation of a high standard that
contributes to neighbourhood regeneration,
enhances the holiday environment, and
supports their long-term future.
3. Outside these areas, the Council will encourage
mixed neighbourhoods by managing the
contraction and transition from holiday
accommodation to residential use to create
more balanced mixed use neighbourhoods
where people aspire to live. This will be
achieved by:
a. Enabling the retention of quality accredited
holiday accommodation and promoting the
improvement of accommodation to a high
standard
b. Encouraging the reduction in the supply
of poor quality holiday accommodation by
supporting high quality residential proposals
which comply with the Council’s standards
for accommodation, and relate well in use,
scale and appearance to neighbouring
properties.

7.52 This policy seeks to ensure that those areas that
are well situated to reap the benefit of wider resort
investment are not eroded by incremental changes
that can undermine the character and viability of
surrounding businesses. The six defined main holiday
accommodation areas reflect the high concentrations of
holiday accommodation use in the resort, and provide
staying visitors easy and convenient access to the
Promenade and seafront, and to key tourism and leisure
attractions within the town centre and resort core.
7.53 The extent of any uplift in the holiday future and
standards of accommodation depends on the support
and commitment of holiday businesses. It will also be
linked to how much Blackpool achieves wider success
in terms of resort, town centre and related investment
to create a market where change is driven forward by a
positive climate for private sector investment.
7.54 The main holiday accommodation areas also
provide the opportunity for a complementary future
marketing approach to specifically promote the
different focus and character of each of these areas.
An integrated tourism marketing and development
strategy would work towards capitalising the individual
strengths and character and evolving a distinctive
image and rationale for the long term future of each of
these areas.
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7.55 The precise location and detailed boundaries and
character of the main holiday accommodation areas
are set out in a supporting Supplementary Planning
Document. The detailed boundaries provide both a
clear safeguarding of the main holiday accommodation
areas as a long term focus for a new high quality
holiday offer, and a clear portrayal of the scale of
change needed outside these areas to provide a new
residential future. These areas comprise only about
a third of the holiday accommodation properties
contained within the more widely defined resort
neighbourhoods in the current Blackpool Local Plan
(adopted 2006).

7.58 Part 3 of Policy CS24 is further informed by the
review of the Council’s supporting planning guidance
for residential conversion and sub-divisions which
ensures that conversions are undertaken in such a way
as to achieve high quality residential neighbourhoods.
The guidance sets out the minimum design
requirements to be met when submitting planning
applications for change of use to permanent residential
use, including the number and size of residential
units, and any appropriate improvements required
to establish residential character and maximise
neighbourhood residential amenity (see Policy CS12:
Housing Mix, Density and Standards).

7.56 Outside the main holiday accommodation
areas, the focus is on managing change and restoring
confidence through the remodelling of these areas to
create mixed residential and holiday neighbourhoods.
Individual holiday accommodation with or seeking
accreditation will continue to be supported and
remain an important part of Blackpool’s overall holiday
accommodation offer, but the main reduction in
numbers of holiday premises will be concentrated in
these areas.
7.57 It is recognised that holiday accommodation
properties on the edge of viability do not have the
money to invest and upgrade, with their only realistic
current alternatives to close and revert to single family
occupancy, or convert to low quality or unlawful
multiple rented accommodation. To address this there
is a need for support and funding to break this spiral of
decline and assist more positive change out of holiday
accommodation use by providing a positive alternative
of a new, quality housing offer.
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Alternative Options Considered
Alternative Option A

Alternative Option B

The basic approach to enhance and improve the
holiday areas and support their long-term future
would remain in Alternative Option A. However,
the six areas identified in part 1 of Policy CS24:
Off Promenade Holiday Accommodation would be
shown as ‘broad locations’ on the Core Strategy
Key Diagram. No clear boundaries of the six areas
would be defined in a Supplementary Planning
Document, with no stated policy focus “to
safeguard holiday accommodation”.

No specific holiday accommodation areas would be
identified off the Promenade. This option would be
led by the approach set out in part 3 of Policy CS24:
Off Promenade Holiday Accommodation and would
allow the conversion of holiday accommodation to
residential uses across the resort based on one of
the following approaches:
i. The change of use from holiday
accommodation to residential uses would
be left to market forces. This would mean
conversions from holiday accommodation
to residential use would be allowed
across the resort if proposals comply with
the Council’s standards for residential
conversions and sub-divisions (this excludes
holiday accommodation on the Promenade
that is covered by Policy CS23: Promenade
Holiday Accommodation). There would
be no policy focus to safeguard holiday
accommodation.

This approach would continue to promote the
replacement of low quality with higher quality
accommodation, but the exclusion of the
safeguarding clause and lack of clearly defined
boundaries would give increased flexibility
to permit high quality appropriate residential
development throughout the resort. This option
was previously considered and discounted because
of the uncertainty caused by only defining broad
locations on the Key Diagram and the lack of clarity
as to whether specific properties and streets were
‘in’ or ‘out’ of the holiday areas, and to what extent
these locations would remain predominantly in
holiday accommodation use.

ii. Introduce a criteria-based policy to manage
the conversion of holiday accommodation
to residential uses. This would mean that
off the Promenade, conversions from
holiday accommodation to residential use
would be acceptable in principle, subject
to meeting a criteria based policy and
complying with the Council’s standards for
residential conversions and sub-divisions.
This option was discounted because the evidence
base does not justify an approach where no holiday
accommodation areas are defined and because of
the lack of clarity provided by the criteria-based
approach.
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Chapter 8
Enabling South Blackpool
Growth and Enhancement

Contents:
• CS25 : South Blackpool
Employment Growth
• CS26: South Blackpool Housing Growth
• CS27: Marton Moss
• CS28: South Blackpool Transport
and Connectivity

South Blackpool, land North of Chapel Road
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8. Enabling South Blackpool Growth and Enhancement

8.1 In delivering the Core Strategy Vision,
South Blackpool has an important role to play in
strengthening the local economy and contributing to
rebalancing the housing offer.
8.2 In economic terms, the range of sites in South
Blackpool on the Blackpool Airport Corridor and
around Junction 4 of the M55 (Figure 18) have been
identified as key assets which are essential drivers of
economic growth across the sub-region27. In housing
terms, new housing at Moss House Road and on land
allocated south of Mythop Road will contribute around
an additional 750 dwellings, helping to address the lack
of new quality homes across the Borough.
8.3 In wider strategic terms, Blackpool Council and
Fylde Borough Council are cooperating over the future
development of lands on the Blackpool/Fylde southern
boundary to ensure that any proposed development
supports the strategic objectives of both authorities’
core strategies and delivers the necessary supporting
infrastructure to deliver what will essentially be a
sustainable extension to the Blackpool urban area.

8.5 Also within South Blackpool lies Marton Moss,
the only major area in the Borough which remains
largely undeveloped (see Figure 18). Located on the
southern edge of Blackpool, the Moss has a semirural character with a mix of horticultural, equestrian,
residential and other uses, as well as a network of
lanes, hedgerows, ditches and verges all of which
contribute to its own distinctive character.
8.6 There has been a longstanding range of diverse
views on the future of the Moss. Core Strategy
consultations undertaken in 2010 have highlighted the
recognition by residents in the area of some need for
change but that this change should reflect and embrace
as far as possible the open and semi rural distinctive
character and appearance of the Moss. Therefore
a neighbourhood planning approach is proposed to
enable the local community to develop a shared vision
for the area and to shape and direct development
which recognises and appropriately responds to this
distinctive character.

8.4 It has been highlighted through ongoing
consultation with the Environment Agency and United
Utilities that there are issues in this area with surface
water management, the capacity of the existing sewage
network and as a result of this bathing water quality.
Any future housing in this area will therefore need to
be informed by a comprehensive drainage plan. These
issues are included in the Duty to Co-operate which has
been established between the Fylde Coast Authorities.

27

The Fylde Coast Multi Area Agreement (MAA)
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South Blackpool Employment Growth
8.7 The Core Strategy evidence base identifies lands
at South Blackpool on the Blackpool/Fylde boundary
as the most appropriate location to attract major
new economic development, providing sustainable
jobs for Fylde Coast residents and supporting subregional employment growth. Due to Blackpool’s
limited land availability, the overarching policy for
economic development set out in Policy CS3 also
identifies lands at South Blackpool as being important
to help strengthen and grow Blackpool’s economy,
complementing employment development within
Blackpool Town Centre and existing employment
sites. Lands at South Blackpool will be essential in
attracting significant inward investment providing
the opportunity for larger, more attractive
development for businesses which cannot be readily
accommodated elsewhere.

Policy CS25: South Blackpool Employment Growth
1. The Council will support, in principle, proposals
for major new business/industrial development
(Class B uses) at sustainable locations within
South Blackpool to support sub-regional
economic growth, including:
a. Blackpool Airport Corridor
b. Lands close to Junction 4 of the M55
2. Redevelopment of existing employment sites
within South Blackpool to provide high quality
modern business/industrial facilities (Class B
uses) will be supported.

8.8 Therefore, Blackpool Council seeks to promote
sustainable locations within South Blackpool to
support business/industrial growth for Blackpool and
the Fylde Coast Sub-Region. The following policy
provides detail on which locations are considered
most sustainable for new employment development,
including lands at Blackpool Airport Corridor and close
to Junction 4 of the M55, and the redevelopment of
existing employment sites.
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Blackpool Airport Corridor

Lands close to Junction 4 of the M55

8.9 Blackpool Airport Corridor forms an important
southern gateway to Blackpool, comprising Blackpool
Business Park and the adjoining longstanding Squires
Gate Industrial Estate and Sycamore Trading Estate.
These lands adjoin Blackpool Airport and enjoy direct
links to the M55 via Progress Way making it a prime
location for much of Blackpool’s recent industrial and
business development.

8.12 Lands close to Junction 4 of the M55 also have
excellent access to the strategic transport network and
are a desirable location for employment development.
There are a range of attractive sites capable of meeting
the development and expansion needs of the Blackpool
and Fylde Coast business economy. The Council will
continue to support allocation of sufficient lands close
to J4 of the M55 in Fylde to provide employment
growth of sub regional importance at the edge of
Blackpool, with a continuing focus for new investment
on the expanding Whitehills Business Park and at
Whyndyke Farm.

8.10 Blackpool Business Park is a 40 hectare
employment site with 5.2 hectares available for
development (as at March 2010). It has attracted a
range of new development, meeting relocation and
expansion needs of local firms as well as attracting new
inward business development, including a range of
speculative business space developments. Alongside
remaining opportunities for expansion of the Business
Park, there is potential for major redevelopment and
enhancement of the existing older estates and the
Squires Gate Lane frontage, including improvements to
traffic circulation and connectivity within and between
these adjoining employment areas.

8.13 There are additional opportunities at existing
employment sites within Blackpool that will support
employment growth. In particular, redevelopment of
the Clifton Road Estate and lands at Preston New Road
will provide further scope for a more modern business/
industrial offer in the future.

8.11 Blackpool Airport plays an important role in
the sub-regional economy and will be a key driver in
supporting sub regional economic growth with major
interest generated by the profile of its location. It is
important that its position is maintained as a regional
airport with the potential to provide strong business
connections, supporting both tourism and business
aspects of the economy. Lands around the airport
will be critical in capitalising on this asset. Blackpool
and Fylde Councils are working with Blackpool Airport
and other stakeholders to identify opportunities for
appropriate future growth and development, the
integration of the airport with adjacent developments
and supporting infrastructure requirements. Ancillary
business/industrial development of lands at the
Airport will therefore be supported which reinforces
its role and function.
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South Blackpool Housing Growth
Policy CS26: South Blackpool Housing Growth
1. Land is identified at Whyndyke (Mythop Road)
and Moss House Road to provide for around
750 new dwellings. Development must provide
quality housing of the type and mix that
complements rather than competes with the
form of housing being delivered in the inner
areas.
2. To address surface water and waste water
management issues and to protect bathing
water quality, the provision of sustainable
drainage systems (SUDs) to ensure surface
water is managed and released naturally back
into the water system is essential as part of any
future housing development.
3. The Council will work with Fylde Borough
Council, the Environment Agency and
utility providers to ensure that any housing
development on adjoining lands around
Junction 4 of the M55 will not impact on the
existing surface water and waste water network
within Blackpool.
8.14 The approval of proposed residential
development on the lands at Moss House Road
(between Bennetts Lane and Progress Way - around
600 dwellings) provides substantial capacity for
development on the Moss. An application has also
been submitted to develop lands around Whyndyke
Farm and includes the land at Mythop Road as part of a
larger application mainly on lands in Fylde adjacent to
and north of Junction 4 of the M55. The application is
for around 2,000 new homes and includes around 150
dwellings at Mythop Road.

8.15 The pace and form of housing development in
South Blackpool needs to complement and support
progress on inner area regeneration sites in order
to deliver a balanced, and better quality mix of
different types of new housing. This also includes the
development of adjoining lands in Fylde. Blackpool
Council supports in principle a mixed residential/
employment development on the edge of Blackpool at
Whyndyke Farm, provided that the wider development
delivers a range of new quality dwellings and
employment sites that support the objectives of the
Blackpool Core Strategy and contributes to addressing
the imbalance in the sub-regional housing and
employment markets.
8.16 The release of further housing lands at
Whyndyke Farm will need to be fully informed as part
of a wider comprehensive assessment of development
needs to determine the optimal way of accommodating
planned growth. The progress of the Fylde Core
Strategy will further inform the way forward.
8.17 Infrastructure limitations in South Blackpool with
respect to surface water and waste water management
have been highlighted by the Environment Agency
and United Utilities. Public sewers within South
Blackpool which provide combined foul and surface
water drainage have inadequate capacity to cater
for substantial new development. The provision
of sustainable drainage systems (SUDS) to ensure
surface water is managed and released naturally
back into the water system is an essential part of the
future development, and future drainage is one of
the key capacity issues which must be addressed in a
supporting detailed plan.
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Marton Moss
8.18 The proposed way forward for the remaining
lands at Marton Moss is set out in Policy CS27 and
has taken into account the views set out in the
representations that the Council has received to the
various consultations that have taken place during
2010; the implications of the localism agenda and the
National Planning Framework.
Policy CS27: Marton Moss
1. The character of the remaining lands at Marton
Moss is integral to the local distinctiveness
of Blackpool and as such is valued by the
local community. A neighbourhood planning
approach will be promoted for this area
to develop neighbourhood policy which
supports the retention and enhancement of
the distinctive character, whilst identifying in
what circumstances development including
residential may be acceptable.
2. Prior to developing a local policy framework
through the neighbourhood planning process
development on the remaining lands of the
Moss will be limited to:
a. Conversion or change of use of existing
buildings for agricultural or horticultural
purposes
b. Outdoor recreational uses appropriate to a
rural area
c. New dwellings essential in relation to the
agricultural or horticultural use of the land
d. Extensions or replacements dwellings in
keeping with the scale and character of
the area and not exceeding 35% of the
original ground floor footprint of the existing
dwelling.

8.19 The distinctive character of the Moss reflects its
historic past and its importance in more recent times
as a market gardening area. Alongside remaining
glasshouses, the lands are now used for a mix of horse
grazing, other animal welfare, garden centres and
dwellings set in large gardens, with other land in need
of enhancement. The Moss lands are criss-crossed by
lanes and tracks with scattered dwellings and small
businesses. While more development exists along
the main highway frontages, the lands behind these
frontages retain an essentially rural character, although
very different from typical more open countryside.
8.20 From the consultation responses there is support
to safeguard the essentially green open nature of the
Moss whilst at the same time, the view that the existing
Countryside Policy in the current Blackpool Local Plan
(2006) is overly restrictive. Only development associated
with agricultural or horticultural purposes or outdoor
recreational uses appropriate to a rural area or limited
extensions or replacement dwellings is permissible.
Proposing a neighbourhood planning approach therefore
provides the community with the opportunity to directly
determine the future for their area improving the
interest and value of the Moss lands. Policy CS27 does
not propose any housing development on the remaining
lands on the Moss unless this emerges through the
neighbourhood planning process from the community,
in which case it will be set out in a Neighbourhood Plan
or a Site Allocations Development Plan Document.
8.21 In advance of the neighbourhood planning
process, no development will be permitted in the area
unless it accords with the criteria set out in part 2 of
the policy. The provisions of part 2 essentially restrict
development to agricultural or horticultural purposes or
outdoor recreational uses appropriate to a rural area;
and restrict extension and replacement proposals to no
greater than 35% of the original ground floor footprint
of the existing dwelling. This restriction is proposed so
as not to undermine the outcome of the neighbourhood
planning process for the enhancement of the Moss.
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8.22 A comprehensive characterisation study and
a Phase 1 Habitats Survey have been undertaken to
inform the future approach on Marton Moss and the
built and natural environment characteristics and
features of the area that need to be considered in
planning its future.
8.23 The survey highlights that while much of the area
is a mix of residential/ smallholdings use, particular
areas of interest identified include marshy grassland
and the dyke system, as well as the network of gardens,
hedgerows, verges and associated habitats. There are
some original buildings typical of the historic origins
of the Moss, with a wide variety of building types and
ages. Although there is no defining architectural style,
it is this variety together with the hedgerows, trees and
lanes which defines much of the Moss land character.
Allotments and community gardens provide continuing
opportunities to grow fruit and vegetables locally, as
well as having clear benefits in terms of community
cohesion, health, the cost of living, heritage, and the
environment.

8.25 The strengthening of the green space of the
Moss could provide local leisure and recreational
opportunities and retain the more rural feel of parts of
the area. Beyond the existing lanes and tracks, public
access into the open lands is currently limited and
some development may enhance recreational access
and potentially improve the ecological value of the
Moss.
8.26 Access to existing leisure facilities such as the
South Shore Lawn Tennis Club, Squires Gate and
Blackpool Wren Rovers Football Clubs and the range of
equestrian uses, remain important to the area.

CS27 Stockdale Road image

8.24 The neighbourhood planning process will need
to conserve and enhance the existing natural features
and habitats. In particular, it must be ensured that
any landscape and enhancement will not have a
significant impact upon the foraging/ roosting habitat
of any of the “Annex 1” listed bird species that visit
‘Natura 2000’ sites (Morecambe Bay and Ribble and
Alt estuaries). A more detailed biodiversity strategy for
Marton Moss should be implemented to ensure that
consideration is given to biodiversity throughout the
development process, including appropriate ecological
surveys and mitigation measures where required. Any
proposals will potentially require licensed mitigation in
accordance with existing best practise and legislative
requirements to protect wildlife.
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South Blackpool Transport and
Connectivity
8.27 Development within South Blackpool
will comprise a mix of sustainable residential
development and expanded employment
opportunities within lands close to the M55 and
Airport Corridor. Proposals will be developed to
access new housing and employment developments
through the provision of a network of pedestrian,
cycle and public transport routes. These will seek
to provide effective connections and encourage
sustainable movement for local journeys to schools,
shops, work and community facilities located within
these areas.
Policy CS28: South Blackpool Transport and
Connectivity
1. Future development proposals in South
Blackpool should seek to optimise connectivity
between homes, jobs and supporting
community facilities.
2. A comprehensive public transport, pedestrian
and cycle improvement strategy is required,
based on the principles of:
a. Building on and supplementing the existing
network of routes within and to/from the
area

8.28 The high profile location and ease of access
of the South Blackpool housing and employment
development locations close to the M55 and the
Airport is undermined by poor accessibility within
these sites. There is potential for significant
improvements. Pedestrian friendly shared routes
and a varied and direct network of cycle/ pedestrian
routes will need to be an integrated part of new
developments within these neighbourhoods and
to connect to adjoining areas of Blackpool and the
outlying countryside.
8.29 Similarly, several bus routes already serve the
area, but services within the main new employment
estates both in and on the edge of Blackpool and
within Marton Moss are currently poor, with more
frequent, reliable and extended services required to
maximise bus patronage to and from these areas.
8.30 The eastern gateway to Blackpool and at the end
of the M55 has wider potential to promote sustainable
travel patterns for residents, with improved high speed
public transport linkages into Blackpool Town Centre
and to Lytham St Annes. The longer term feasibility
of an additional link road running from the M55
northwards is being considered by Blackpool, Fylde and
Wyre Borough Councils and Lancashire County Council.

b. Creating direct rapid transport connections
with town centres
c. Supporting major new housing and
employment development with Green Travel
Plans
d. Improved access and parking for Blackpool
Airport and improved integration between
the airport and surrounding area.
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8. Enabling South Blackpool Growth and Enhancement

8.31 There are also wider transport opportunities in
South Blackpool to upgrade the rail link on the South
Fylde line and to investigate the potential for a new
tram link, following modernisation and renewal of the
existing Blackpool Tramway.
8.32 Any development which is likely to cause a
significant increase in traffic will require a Green Travel
Plan. A Green Travel Plan is a working document that
sets out a continuing process for promoting healthy
and sustainable transport modes.
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8. Enabling South Blackpool Growth and Enhancement

8.33 Blackpool Airport is located on the Fylde/
Blackpool boundary and also provides growth
potential. Blackpool Council supports the expansion
of routes and encourages the integration of the airport
with wider Blackpool by improvements to access,
parking and public transport links (see Policy CS5:
Connectivity).
8.34 Blackpool Council will continue to work with its
neighbouring authorities on accessibility issues which
transcend the boundary and the Blackpool, Fylde and
Wyre ‘Duty to Co-operate’ sets out the need for joint
working on cross boundary strategic transport issues.
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Appendices

Contents:
• Appendix A: Evidence Base documents
• Appendix B: Schedule of “Saved”
Blackpool Local Plan Policies
• Appendix C: Monitoring and
Implementation Plan

The Italian Garden - Stanley Park
(Photo - www.visitblackpool.com)
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Appendices

Appendix A: Evidence Base Documents
Date
Evidence Base Documents
2012
Blackpool Core Strategy Sustainability Appraisal
2012
Blackpool Core Strategy Habitat Regulations Assessment
2011
Annual Monitoring Report
Sustainable Development
2012
Blackpool Climate Change and Renewable Energy Study
2009
Blackpool Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
Housing
2012
Housing Technical Paper
2011
Blackpool Housing Monitoring Report
2008
Blackpool Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (Annually reviewed)
2008
Fylde Coast Strategic Housing Market Assessment
Lancashire Sub-Regional Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation and Related Services
2007
Assessment
Retail
2011
Fylde Coast Retail Study
Employment and Economic Development
2012
Employment Technical Paper
2010
Fylde Sub-Region Employment Land Summary Statement
2008
Blackpool Employment Land Review (Reviewed 2010)
Holiday Accommodation
2011
Holiday Accommodation Supplementary Planning Document
2009
Fylde Coast Visitor Accommodation Study
Transport
2011
Local Transport Plan Strategy 2011-2016
South Blackpool
2011
Marton Moss/M55 Hub Transport Impact Assessment
2010
M55 Hub Conceptual Masterplan
2009
Marton Moss Characterisation Study
2009
Marton Moss Background Paper
2009
M55 Hub Habitat Survey (Extended Phase 1 Report)
2009
M55 Hub Development Prospectus
Environment
2008
Blackpool Nature Conservation Statement (Updated 2012)
2011
Central Lancashire & Blackpool Outline Water Cycle Study
2009
Blackpool Open Space, Sport & Recreation Audit and Position Statement
Documents to be prepared prior to Pre-Submission
Infrastructure and Delivery Plan
Employment Land Review Update
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Appendices

Appendix B: Schedule of “Saved” Blackpool Local Plan Policies
To be superseded
by adopted Core
Strategy Policy

Local Plan
Policy

To continue to be
a Saved Local
Plan Policy

Reshaping the Resort
RR1
RR2
RR4
RR7

Visitor Attractions
Visitor Accommodation
Amusement Arcades and Funfairs
Promenade Frontages within the Resort Core

RR8

Resort Neighbourhoods

RR9
RR10
RR11
RR12
RR13
RR14
RR15
RR16

Resort Neighbourhoods - Development Proposals
Involving the Loss of Holiday Accommodation
Resort Neighbourhoods Change of Use to Holiday Accommodation
Central Promenade and Seafront
Other Promenade Areas
Central Corridor
Lytham Road / Bloomfield Road, Chapel Street,
Central Drive and Dickson Road
Blackpool Zoo
Norbreck Castle

Saved
CS20, CS23, CS24
Saved
CS16, CS20, CS23
CS11, CS22, CS23,
CS24
CS11, CS22, CS23,
CS24
CS11, CS23, CS24
Saved
Saved
CS21, CS22
CS21, CS22
Saved
CS23

Establishing a Thriving Sub-Regional Centre
SR1
SR2
SR3
SR3A
SR4
SR5
SR6
SR7
SR8
SR9
SR10
SR11

Hounds Hill
Winter Gardens
Blackpool North Transport
Development Area
New Car Park
Cookson Street / King Street
Principal Retail Core
Retail / Cafe Zone
Mixed Use Zone
Leisure Zone
Use of Upper Floors
Town Centre Traffic Distribution and
Access to Car Parking
Pedestrian, Cyclist and Public Transport Priority
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Saved
CS17
CS18
Deleted
Deleted
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
CS21
CS21

Appendices

To be superseded
by adopted Core
Strategy Policy

Local Plan
Policy

To continue to be
a Saved Local
Plan Policy

Lifting Quality in the Built Environment
LQ1
LQ2
LQ3
LQ4
LQ5
LQ6
LQ7
LQ8
LQ9
LQ10
LQ11
LQ12
LQ13
LQ14
LQ15

Lifting the Quality of Design
Site Context
Layout of Streets and Spaces
Building Design
Public Realm Design
Landscape Design and Biodiversity
Strategic Views
Energy and Resource Conservation
Listed Buildings
Conservation Areas
Shopfronts
Security Shutters
Advertisements and Signs
Extensions and Alterations
Telecommunications Development

Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
CS9
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved

Homes for Every Need
HN2
HN3
HN4
HN5
HN6
HN7
HN8
HN9

New Housing Allocations
Phasing
Windfall Sites
Conversions and Sub-divisions
Housing Mix
Density
Affordable and Specialist Needs Housing
Gypsies and Travelling Showmen

CS2, CS26
CS2
Saved
Saved
CS12
CS12
CS13
CS15

Balanced and Healthy Communities
BH1
BH2
BH3
BH4
BH5
BH6
BH7
BH8
BH9

Neighbourhoods
Talbot and Brunswick Priority Neighbourhood
Residential and Visitor Amenity
Public Health and Safety
Protection of Public Open Space
New Open Space Provision
Playing Fields and Sports Grounds
Open Land Meeting Community and Recreational
Needs
Allotments
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CS11
CS11
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved

Appendices

To be superseded
by adopted Core
Strategy Policy

Local Plan
Policy
BH10

Open Space in New Housing Developments

BH11

Shopping and Supporting Uses - Overall Approach
Retail Development and Supporting Town Centre
Uses
District Centres
Local Centres
Change of Use of Premise Outside the Defined
Centres
Shopping Development Outside Existing Frontages
Restaurants, Cafes, Public Houses, Hot Food Saved
Take-Aways
Amusement Centres
Neighbourhood Community Facilities
Provision of New Community Facilities
Protection of Community Facilities
Victoria Hospital
Blackpool and Fylde College
Residential Institutions and Community Care
Residential Use

BH12
BH13
BH14
BH15
BH16
BH17
BH18
BH19
BH20
BH21
BH22
BH23
BH24

To continue to be
a Saved Local
Plan Policy
Saved

CS4
CS4
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
CS10, CS14
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved

Diversifying the Local Economy
DE1
DE2
DE3
DE4

Industrial and Business Land Provision
Industrial Improvement Zones
Mixed Use Industrial Zones
Outside the Defined Industrial / Business Estates

Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved

Conserving the Natural Environment
NE1
NE2
NE3
NE4
NE5
NE6
NE7
NE8
NE9
NE10

Development within Green Belt
Countryside Areas
Replacement Dwellings and Extensions in the
Countryside
SSSIs
Other Sites of Nature Conservation Value
Protected Species
Sites and Features of Landscape, Nature
Conservation and Environmental Value
Urban Greenspace
The Coast and Foreshore
Flood Risk
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Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved
Saved

To be superseded
by adopted Core
Strategy Policy

Local Plan
Policy

To continue to be
a Saved Local
Plan Policy

Accessibility and Safe Journeys for All
AS1
AS2
AS3
AS4
AS5
AS6
AS7

General Development Requirements
New Development with Significant Transport
Implications
Provision for Walking and Cycling
Provision for Public Transport
Traffic Management
Road Schemes
Aerodrome Safeguarding

Saved
Saved
Saved
CS5
Saved
Deleted
Saved

Planning Obligations
PO1

Planning Obligations

CS10
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Projected net additional dwellings up
to the end of the relevant
development plan document period

(iii)

Policy CS13 Affordable
Housing

Policy CS22 Key Resort





Housing trajectory showing:



Policy CS11 Sustainable
Neighbourhoods





net additional dwellings for the
current year;

Policy CS2 Housing
Provision



(ii)

Policy CS5 Connectivity



Amount of floorspace developed by
employment type in the Inner Area and in
South Blackpool

Policy CS12 Housing Mix,
Density and Standards

Policy CS3 Economic
Development and
Employment







Affordable Housing
Supplementary

Strategic Housing Land
Availability
Assessments (SHLAA)

Housing intervention



Development
Management process


Site Allocations DPD

Planning Obligations





Development
Management process



Site Allocations
Development Plan
Document (DPD)

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms

Net additional dwellings in the Inner Area and 
in South Blackpool

net additional dwellings over the
previous five year period or since the
start of the relevant development
plan period, whichever is the longer;

Policy CS2 Housing
Provision





Indicators1

(i)

Policy CS1 Strategic
Location of Development



Delivery Policies

















Registered Social

Homes and
Communities
Agency

Blackpool Coastal
Housing

Fylde Coast EDC

Blackpool Council

Other major land
owners and
developers

Fylde Coast
Economic
Development
Company (EDC)

Blackpool Council

Lead Agencies

Implementation

The indicators are based on the Core Output, Local Output and Significant Effects Indicators identified in the Council’s Annual Monitoring Report (AMR). The indicators will be monitored and progress
reported in the Council’s AMR.

1

Support new housing
provision to deliver a choice
of quality homes across the
borough for new and
existing residents

Objective 2

Ensure a balanced approach
to regeneration and growth
with sustainable
development which meets
the needs of Blackpool’s
people now and into the
future.

Objective 1

Core Strategy Objectives

Monitoring

Goal 1: Sustainable regeneration, diversification and growth

Monitoring
Implementation
Plan
Appendix
C:and
Monitoring
and Implementation
Plan
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Strengthen the local
economy through
sustainable investment in
new enterprise,
entrepreneurship and
business start-ups, creating
better paid jobs and a wider
choice of employment

Objective 3

Core Strategy Objectives

Policy CS4 Retail and Other
Town Centre Uses

Policy CS16 Blackpool
Town Centre

Policy CS18 Central
Business District

Policy CS25 South
Blackpool Employment
Growth









Policy CS26 South
Blackpool Housing
Growth



Policy CS3 Economic
Development and
Employment

Policy CS24 Off
Promenade Holiday
Accommodation





Policy CS23 Promenade
Holiday Accommodation



Gateways

Delivery Policies

Monitoring

Amount of employment land lost to
residential development

Losses in Employment Land in (i)
Development Regeneration Areas and (ii)
Local Authority Areas





Employment Land supply by type (take-up)

Amount of land developed for employment,
by type, which is in the employment areas
defined in the Local Development Framework





Amount of land developed by employment
type

Percentage of households residing in
privately rented accommodation in inner
wards

Annual average number of net
additional dwellings needed to meet
the overall housing requirements,
having regard to previous years
performance





(iv)

or over a ten year period from its
adoption, whichever is longer;

Indicators1

SPD for new build
residential
developments








Town Centre Strategy

Fylde Coast Local
Investment Plan

Site Allocations DPD

Development
Management Process

Holiday
Accommodation SPD





New Homes from Old
Place Residential
Conversion and Subdivision SPD



Planning Document
(SPD)

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms











Developers

Lancashire
Enterprise
Partnership

Fylde Coast EDC

Blackpool Council

House Builders

Landlords

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Enable easier and
sustainable journeys within
Blackpool and the Fylde
Coast by integrating
transport systems and
promoting sustainable
modes of travel

Objective 4

Core Strategy Objectives

Policy CS21 Arrival and
Movement

Policy CS22 Key Resort
Gateways

Policy CS28 South
Blackpool Transport and
Connectivity





Policy CS5 Connectivity





Delivery Policies

Monitoring

GVA Per Head
Overall employment rate
Median earnings of employees in the area





Percentage of local authority principle roads
where structural maintenance should be
considered

Percentage of employment in different
sectors





Economic interest in Blackpool based on
industrial planning applications



Cark park usage

Advertised vacant industrial floorspace





New businesses established and sustained for
12 and 24 months



Percentage of completed development
(within UCO’s A, B and D) complying with car
parking standards

New business VAT registration





Amount of completed office development



Indicators1









Planning Obligations

Local Transport Plan

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms









Blackpool
Transport Services
Ltd

Lancashire County
Council

Highways Agency

Blackpool Council

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Address climate change

Objective 6





Create well-designed places
for people to enjoy with high

quality buildings, streets and
spaces, whilst conserving
and enhancing Blackpool’s

rich heritage and natural
environment


Objective 5

Core Strategy Objectives

Policy CS9 Energy
Efficiency and Climate

Policy CS27 Marton Moss

Policy CS12 Housing Mix,
Density and Standards

Policy CS8 Heritage

Policy CS7 Quality of
Design

Policy CS6 Green
Infrastructure

Delivery Policies

Monitoring







Number of planning permissions granted
contrary to the advice of the Environment



Site Allocations DPD

Green Infrastructure
Plan




Standards for open
space provision for
new residential
development

SPD for shopfronts



Number of listed buildings on the at risk
register



SPD for new Build
residential
development



Number of Conservation Areas

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Congestion – average journey time per mile
during the morning peak





Total inbound rail journeys to Blackpool



Hectares of public realm improved

Tram passengers







Bus patronage













Number of cycle trips (annualised index)

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms



Indicators1

Blackpool Council

Developers

Blackpool Council

Developers

Other Public
Transport
Operators

Network Rail

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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issues by managing flood
risk, protecting water
quality, reducing energy use
and encouraging renewable
energy sources

Core Strategy Objectives

Change

Delivery Policies

Monitoring








Compliance with bathing water directive
Number of developments incorporating
sustainable drainage system (SUDs)
Number of air quality management areas
(AQMAs)
Per capita reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions in the Local Authority area
Renewable energy installed by type
Percentage of major development which
incorporate renewable energy into their
design
Number of micro-generation units developed
Energy efficiency of Council dwellings
Number of homes completed to Code for
Sustainable Homes levels 3 or above
Number of non-residential developments
completed to BREEAM level very good
standard

















Shoreline Management
Plan

SPD for Energy
Efficiency

Planning Obligations

Development
Management process

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms

Agency either of flood defence grounds or
water quality

Indicators1







Developers

United Utilities

Environment
Agency

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Ensure there is sufficient
and appropriate
infrastructure to meet
future needs

Objective 7

Core Strategy Objectives



Policy CS10 Planning
Obligations

Delivery Policies

Monitoring





Provision of additional primary school
capacity
Provision of additional secondary school
capacity
Provision of additional health services
Retention of community uses










Planning appeals dismissed for development
not demonstrating adequate infrastructure
capacity to serve the development

Planning Obligations

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms



Indicators1







Developers

Service and
infrastructure
providers

Blackpool Council

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Develop sustainable and
safer neighbourhoods that
are socially cohesive and
well connected to jobs,
shops, local community
services including health and
education, culture and
leisure facilities

Objective 8

Core Strategy Objectives

Percentage of people who feel that they
belong to their neighbourhood



Policy CS4 Retail and Other
Town Centre Uses

Policy CS5 Connectivity

Policy CS6 Green
Infrastructure







Number of Super Output Areas in the bottom
10% for living environment deprivation
Recorded crime: Violence against the person
per 1,000 population
Percentage of residents feeling safe after
dark and during the day
Number of Super Output Areas in the bottom
10% for housing and services
Number of Super Output Areas in the bottom
10% for income deprivation
Number of Super Output Areas in the bottom















Policy CS14 Health and
Education

Policy CS24 Off
Promenade Holiday
Accommodation





Amount of completed development
(leisure/retail/office) in district centres

Percentage of people who find it easy to
access key local services

Percentage of new residential development
within 30 minutes public transport time of a
GP, hospital, primary and secondary school,
employment and major health centre



Policy CS11 Sustainable
Neighbourhoods





Indicators

Delivery Policies

Monitoring







Selective housing
intervention

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms





Developers

Blackpool Council

Lead Agencies

Implementation

Goal 2: Strengthen community wellbeing to create sustainable communities and reduce inequalities in Blackpool’s most deprived areas
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Meet residents’ needs for
affordable housing to
provide people with a choice
of homes they can afford in
places they want to live

Objective 10

Achieve housing densities
that respect the local
surroundings whilst making
efficient use of
land, ensure new homes are
of a high quality design, and
require a mix of house
types, sizes and tenures
suitable to the location to
rebalance the housing
market

Objective 9

Core Strategy Objectives

Policy CS13 Affordable
Housing

Policy CS7 Quality of
Design





Policy CS12 Housing Mix,
Density and Standards



Delivery Policies

Monitoring

Affordable housing completions

Number of unfit dwellings




Percentage of households living in social
housing that does not meet the set standard
of decency



above 50 dwellings per hectare

between 30 and 50 dwellings per
hectare

less than 30 dwellings per hectare

Percentage types of household space
(Detached, semi-detached, terraced and
flats)

(iii)

(ii)

(i)

Percentage of dwellings completed at:

Number of Houses in Multiple Occupation
reduced within the Inner Area through
enforcement activity







10% for employment deprivation

Indicators

Affordable Housing
SPD
Site Allocations DPD
Development
Management process




SPD for new build
residential
development

New Homes from Old
Places Residential
Conversion and Subdivision SPD

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD











Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms

















Homes and
Communities

Blackpool Coastal
Housing

Blackpool Council

Registered Social
Landlords

House Builders

Homes and
Communities
Agency

Blackpool Coastal
Housing

Blackpool Council

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Improve the health and

wellbeing of Blackpool’s
residents and reduce health
inequalities in Blackpool’s

inner areas by maintaining
good access to health care
and encouraging healthy
active lifestyles through
access to open spaces, the
coast, countryside, sport and
recreation facilities

Objective 11

Core Strategy Objectives

Policy CS14 Health and
Education

Policy CS6 Green
Infrastructure

Policy CS5 Connectivity

Delivery Policies

Monitoring

Percentage of eligible open space managed
to Green Flag award standards
Change in the areas and populations of
biodiversity importance including: (i) change
in the priority habitats and species by type
and; (ii) change in areas designated for their
intrinsic environmental value including sites
of international, national, regional or subregional significance
Satisfaction with parks and open spaces for
young people
Loss of existing green space/playing fields
Development providing open space in
accordance with the Council’s approved
standards
Number of sites subject to a management










Adult participation in sport and active
recreation

Life expectancy for males and females







Indicators

Planning Obligations
Standards for open
space provision for
new residential
development
Green Infrastructure
Plan





Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Planning Obligations









Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms



NHS Blackpool /
Blackpool Primary
Care Trust

Blackpool Council

Developers



Registered Social
Landlords


Agency

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Guide the provision of
accommodation for Gypsies,
Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople in appropriate
locations where there is an
identified need

Objective 13

Increase access to quality
education facilities to
improve educational
achievement and skills

Objective 12

Core Strategy Objectives





Policy CS15 Gypsy and
Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople

Policy CS14 Health and
Education

Delivery Policies

Monitoring

Lancashire Biodiversity Action Plan habitats



Young people from low income backgrounds
progressing to higher education











Site Allocations DPD

Development
Management process

Planning Obligations

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms

Net additional pitches provided for Gypsy and 
Travellers and Travelling Showpeople.

Participation of 17 years-old in education or
training





Percentage of working age people with no
qualifications



Percentage of pupils in local authority schools
achieving 5 or more GCSEs at grade A*-C or
equivalent

Lancashire Biodiversity Action Plan species





Number of Super Output Areas in the bottom
10% for health deprivation and disability



plan

Indicators









Homes and
Communities
Agency

Blackpool Council

Local Education
Authority

Blackpool Council

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Secure retail and leisure
investment in Blackpool
town centre to strengthen
the offer with high quality
shopping, restaurants,
leisure and entertainment,
which will attract Fylde
Coast residents and increase
tourism expenditure

Objective 15

Sustain a high quality,
year-round visitor offer by
growing and promoting our
tourism, arts, heritage and
cultural offer including new
high quality attractions,
accommodation and
conferencing facilities and
an exciting programme of
national events and festivals

Objective 14

Core Strategy Objectives

Percentage of completed leisure
development in town centres
Vacancy levels measured in number of
units/floorspace



Policy CS24 Off
Promenade Holiday
Accommodation

Policy CS8 Heritage

Policy CS4 Retail and Other 
Town Centre Uses

Policy CS16 Blackpool

Town Centre



Policy CS23 Promenade
Holiday Accommodation

Policy CS17 Winter
Gardens

Policy CS18 Central
Business District

Policy CS19 Leisure

















Policy CS22 Key Resort
Gateways

Number of applications for change of use out
of holiday accommodation



Percentage of retail development in town
centres

Amount of completed retail development

Amount of completed leisure development

Proportion of jobs in the tourism sector

Percentage of Guest House accommodation
that is accredited





Number of 3, 4 and 5 star accredited hotels



Visitor spend in Blackpool

Number of staying visitors to Blackpool







Policy CS21 Arrival and
Movement

Number of visitors to Blackpool





Policy CS20 Leisure and
Business Tourism

Indicators



Delivery Policies

Monitoring



















Talbot Gateway
Planning Brief

Leisure Quarter Design
Brief SPD

Town Centre Strategy

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Holiday
Accommodation SPD

Leisure Quarter
Development Brief

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD



















Developers and
major retail,
entertainment and

Fylde Coast EDC

Blackpool Town
Centre Business
Improvement
District

Blackpool Council

Developers

Leisure and
accommodation
operators

Marketing
Blackpool and Visit
Blackpool

Fylde Coast EDC

Blackpool Council

Lead Agencies

Implementation
Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms

Goal 3: Regeneration of the town centre, resort core and inner areas to address economic, social and physical decline
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Establish balanced and
stable communities in the
inner areas with sustainable
housing regeneration and
new landmark residential
development which
improves housing quality
and choice

Objective 16

Core Strategy Objectives

Policy CS11 Sustainable
Neighbourhoods

Policy CS12 Housing Mix,
Density and Standards

Policy CS22 Key Resort
Gateways

Policy CS23 Promenade
Holiday Accommodation

Policy CS24 Off
Promenade Holiday
Accommodation











Quarter

Delivery Policies

Monitoring

Number of national multiple retailers
Retail development occurring in out of town
centre locations
Footfall within the town centre
Percentage of Fylde Coast residents shopping
in Blackpool town centre







Number of Super Output Areas in the Inner
Area that are in the bottom 10% for living
environment deprivation
Number of Super Output Areas in the Inner
Areas that are in the bottom 10% for income



Percentage types of household space
(Detached, semi-detached, terraced and
flats) in the Inner Area





Percentage of new residential development
within 30 minutes public transport time of a
GP, hospital, primary and secondary school,
employment and major health centre in the
Inner Area



Net additional dwellings in the Inner Area

Composition of units/floorspace
(convenience/ comparison/ service)





Zone A Rentals



Indicators





New Homes from Old
Places SPD

Holiday
Accommodation SPD

Housing intervention

Planning Obligations



Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD




Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms









Developers

Homes and
Communities
Agency

Fylde Coast EDC

Blackpool Council

leisure providers

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Core Strategy Objectives

Delivery Policies

Monitoring

Number of Super Output Areas in the Inner
Area that are in the bottom 10% for
employment deprivation
Percentage of households living in social
housing that does not meet the set standard
of decency in the Inner Area
Number of unfit dwellings in the Inner Area







deprivation

Indicators

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Link the delivery of new

Objective 18

Support economic growth at
the Blackpool Airport
Corridor and on lands close
to Junction 4 of the M55

Objective 17

Core Strategy Objectives

Losses in Employment Land in South
Blackpool
Amount of completed office development in
South Blackpool
New business VAT registration in South
Blackpool
New businesses established and sustained for
12 and 24 months in South Blackpool
Advertised vacant industrial floorspace in
South Blackpool
Percentage of employment in different
sectors In South Blackpool















Commuted sum payments received from new

Net additional dwellings in South Blackpool

Employment Land supply by type (take-up) in
South Blackpool



Policy CS3 Economic
Development and
Employment





Amount of land developed for employment,
by type, which is in the employment areas
defined in the Local Plan in South Blackpool



Policy CS26 South
Blackpool Housing

Amount of land developed by employment
type in South Blackpool



Policy CS25 South
Blackpool Employment
Growth





Indicators

Delivery Policies

Monitoring











Development

Site Allocations DPD

Fylde Coast Local
Investment Plan

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms









Blackpool Council

Lancashire
Economic
Partnership

Fylde EDC

Blackpool Council

Lead Agencies

Implementation

Goal 4: Supporting growth and enhancement in South Blackpool to meet future housing and employment needs for Blackpool and the Fylde Coast
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Policy CS2 Housing
Provision

Policy CS11 Sustainable
Neighbourhoods

Policy CS12 Housing Mix,
Density and Standards

Policy CS13 Affordable
Housing

Policy CS26 South
Blackpool Housing
Growth

Policy CS27 Marton Moss

Policy CS6 Green
Infrastructure















Objective 20

Balance the requirement for
new development in South
Blackpool whilst recognising
the distinctive character of
remaining lands on Marton
Moss

Objective 21

Provide a complementary
housing offer between new
homes in South Blackpool
and those delivered through
regeneration in the inner
areas to avoid competition
within Blackpool’s housing
market

Policy CS5 Connectivity

Policy CS26 South
Blackpool Housing
Growth





Policy CS10 Planning
Obligations



Objective 19

Policy CS2 Housing
Provision

Growth

Delivery Policies



housing development in
South Blackpool with resort
regeneration to create more
sustainable housing
markets, including New
Homes Bonus and
commuted sum payments

Core Strategy Objectives

Monitoring







Planning appeals dismissed for development
not demonstrating adequate infrastructure

Change in the areas and populations of
biodiversity importance including: (i) change
in the priority habitats and species by type
and; (ii) change in areas designated for their
intrinsic environmental value including sites
of international, national, regional or subregional significance in South Blackpool

Percentage types of household space in the
Inner Area and in South Blackpool (Detached,
semi-detached, terraced and flats)

housing development in South Blackpool
which contributes to resort regeneration

Indicators



















Site Allocations DPD

Neighbourhood
planning approach

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Affordable Housing
SPD

Planning Obligations

Development
Management process

Site Allocations DPD

Planning obligations

Management process

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms













Blackpool Council

Potential
Neighbourhood
Forum

Blackpool Council

Developers

Blackpool Council

Developers

Lead Agencies

Implementation
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Enable the necessary
infrastructure to integrate
new sustainable
development with their
surroundings, providing
choice and convenient
access to employment,
services and community
facilities

Core Strategy Objectives

Policy CS28 South
Blackpool Transport and
Connectivity

Policy CS10 Planning
Obligations





Delivery Policies

Monitoring







Retention of community uses in South
Blackpool

Planning Obligations

Development
Management process

Implementation / Delivery
Mechanisms

capacity to serve the development in South
Blackpool

Indicators





Developers

Infrastructure and
service providers

Lead Agencies

Implementation

T: (01253) 477477
E: development.plans@blackpool.gov.uk
W: www.blackpool.gov.uk

J107575 5-12

Contact us
Blackpool Council, Built Environment
PO Box 17, Corporation Street,
Blackpool, FY1 1LZ

